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Once a controversial signing, Tony DeAngelo helps Hurricanes’ defense set points record 

By Chip Alexander 

It was late September and defenseman Tony DeAngelo was 
about to put in his first game for the Carolina Hurricanes, a 
preseason exhibition against Tampa Bay at PNC Arena. 

“I’m just going to play my normal game,” he said to the 
media. “I’m not going to do anything too crazy. I just want to 
get back in the swing of things and I want to play smart. 
Defensively is the most important thing for me to work on. 

“The work ethic here day in and day out has been 
impressive. It’s like they all do the same thing no matter 
where they are on the depth chart. Guys are pushing each 
other.” 

DeAngelo smiled, adding, “And the coach is a very 
passionate guy.” 

That would be Rod Brind’Amour, who now has coached the 
Hurricanes for four seasons and made them a playoff team 
in four straight seasons. The Canes (53-20-8) clinched the 
Metropolitan Division title Tuesday with a 4-3 win over the 
New York Rangers, the team that ditched DeAngelo last 
season. 

When the Canes did not re-sign defenseman Dougie 
Hamilton after the 2021 season, there was much gnashing of 
teeth among some Canes fans. Hamilton was instrumental in 
the Canes becoming a playoff team after coming to Carolina 
in a 2018 trade with Calgary. His offensive punch and big 
shot from the blue line played a part in many Canes wins as 
he teamed with Jaccob Slavin on Carolina’s top D pairing. 

How would the Canes replace Dougie? 

With Tony DeAngelo? 

The howls were many when Carolina signed DeAngelo to a 
one-year, free-agent contact. He came with the baggage of a 
controversial past, both in junior hockey and with the 
Rangers. 

But with the Canes hosting the New Jersey Devils — and 
Hamilton — in their final regular-season game Thursday, 
Carolina has turned that $1 million signing into arguably the 
NHL’s biggest bargain. DeAngelo, in turn, has done his part 
in a record-setting offensive season for the Hurricanes’ D 
corps. 

The Canes’ defensemen have produced 200 points, with 40 
goals and 160 assists, establishing a new franchise record 
for points from the blue line. The 1980-81 Hartford Whalers 
had 196 points (51 goals, 145 assists) as Mark Howe, a 
future Hall of Famer, put up 65 points. 

DeAngelo, despite missing games because of COVID-19 
and an injury, has 10 goals and 41 assists in 63 games, 
although his production did slow after returning from his 
injury in late March. Brady Skjei, who had two assists 
Tuesday, has a career-high nine goals and 38 points. Slavin 
has 38 assists and 42 points, both career highs. 

“All of our D can move really well, which helps,” Skjei said. 
“We can get up the ice and have enough skill to make plays 
when they’re there. We also do a good job of getting pucks 
to the net. In this league there are a lot of rebound goals and 
even a shot from the point can create some chaos in front.” 

DeAngelo’s 51 points top Hamilton’s point totals in any of his 
three seasons with Carolina — Hamilton has nine goals and 
29 points in 60 games with the Devils. Like Hamilton, he can 
smoothly quarterback the power play. Like Hamilton, he must 
be mindful defensively not let his offensive instincts get him 
in trouble or out of position. 

DeAngelo has played smart. He hasn’t done anything too 
crazy. 

DeAngelo did have a “Gordie Howe hat trick” in late October 
against the Chicago Blackhawks. Goal, assist, fight: he 
checked all three boxes and had Canes fans at PNC Arena 
chanting his name. 

DeAngelo said he appreciated the ovation, saying, “That 
means more than the fans might think.” 

One more game, against Dougie and the Devils, and it’s time 
for the playoffs. As DeAngelo put it, “Our main goal is 
winning something much more important than the division.” 

New Jersey Devils at Carolina Hurricanes 

When: Thursday, 7 p.m. 

Where: PNC Arena, Raleigh. 

TV/RADIO: Bally Sports South, WCMC-99.9 FM 
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Tripp Tracy’s absence from Hurricanes telecast Tuesday raises concern among fans

By Chip Alexander 

It was quickly apparent Tuesday night that longtime Carolina 
Hurricanes analyst Tripp Tracy was absent and would not be 
on the television broadcast. 

The question now: when will Tracy return? 

“Tripp is going to take some time away from the team and 
the broadcast to address a personal matter,” Hurricanes 
president and general manager Don Waddell said in a 
statement Wednesday. “We are in full support of his efforts 
to get healthy and ask that everyone please respect his 
privacy in this matter.” 

The Canes said Shane Willis would handle the analyst duties 
the remainder of the season. 

Tracy has been the Canes’ television analyst the past 23 
seasons, teaming the past two seasons with play-by-play 
man Mike Maniscalco on the Bally Sports South telecasts 
after a long run with former play-by-play announcer John 
Forslund. Combining a quick wit with a deep knowledge of 
the game, the former Harvard and minor-league goalie is 
very popular among Canes fans and has a strong following 
on social media. 

Tracy tweeted Wednesday morning, indicating he is handling 
a personal problem that caused his absence. 

The tweet: “I am disgusted with myself that on the night 
@canes win the Metro Division that I was an extremely 
unimpressive distraction. I accept and know the steps I need 
to take to deal with this problem. Thank you to all Huge 
Caniacs for being so incredibly supportive.” 

By midday Wednesday, the tweet had more than 3,000 likes, 
with offers of support from those responding. 

The concern level grew quickly Tuesday night when the 
Hurricanes’ pregame show aired without Tracy before the 
Canes’ road game against the New York Rangers. 
Maniscalco handled the pregame interview with Canes 
coach Rod Brind’Amour, one of Tracy’s game-day duties. 
Canes fans quickly turned to social media to discuss the 
situation. 

Willis, a former Canes player who co-hosts “Hurricanes 
LIVE” with Abby Labar, provided the in-game analysis as the 
Canes won 4-3 to clinch the division title. He will continue in 
that role, the Hurricanes said Wednesday. Willis is the 
Hurricanes’ director of youth hockey & community outreach. 

The Hurricanes have one remaining regular-season game 
before beginning the Stanley Cup playoffs next week. 
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Should the NHL consider adding a translator program? 

By Ryan S. Clark 

Roman Josi is always talking. 

Reporters are interested in what he has to say, whether 
it’s after morning skate, practice or a game. Josi has spoken 
up in important settings such as the Olympics, the Stanley 
Cup Final or when he won the Norris Trophy. He has done 
this in casual environments such as the CMT Awards red 
carpet or when former teammate P.K. Subban, also a Norris 
winner, interviewed him in front of a live studio audience as if 
they were doing a late-night talk show. 

This is what it means to be the captain of the Nashville 
Predators while being one of the NHL’s premier defensemen. 
Being good at hockey is the reason Josi is always being 
placed in front of a camera and/or microphone. Yet a detail 
that might be overlooked is the fact that Josi is not doing this 
in his native language. He grew up in Switzerland, where 
they use four official languages — German, French, Italian 
and Romansh — and English is not one of them. 

Josi grew up speaking German and learned French in 
school. He started learning English at an early age. Playing 
professionally for SC Bern as a teenager meant Josi learned 
what he and other players have called “Hockey English,” 
because he had coaches and teammates who were 
American or Canadian. 

“In the beginning, it’s tough,” Josi recalled. “I remember my 
first development camp. You come over, and you are sitting 
at a table with five guys and having a conversation. 
Everyone is talking and you can’t even speak to them. You’re 
thinking about what you want to say but the conversation is 
going on. Now, I never would have imagined I would ever be 
a captain and talking in front of people. I am definitely more 
comfortable now. There are still a lot of words I am learning. 
But I feel more comfortable.” 

English is the predominant language spoken in NHL dressing 
rooms. But one can often hear players speaking Czech, 
Danish, Finnish, French, German, Russian, Slovak or 
Swedish. Nearly 30 percent of active NHL players were born 
outside Canada and the United States, according to 
QuantHockey. There are 316 active NHL players born 
outside of North America, which is one more than the 315 
active NHL players born in the U.S, also per QuantHockey. 
This all once again proves that hockey is a global game and 
serves as a reminder that there are plenty of players who 
don’t speak English as a first or even second language. 

So it leads to a question: Should the NHL consider having a 
translator program? 

Major League Baseball instituted a directive for all of its 
teams to hire Spanish-language translators in 2016. At the 
time, a quarter of players came from Spanish-speaking 
nations. MLB teams have sometimes employed personal 
Japanese and Korean translators. But those translators were 

often included as part of a player’s contract. It used to be that 
teams leaned heavily upon Spanish-speaking coaches 
and/or teammates to act as the intermediaries between the 
player, his coaches, his teammates and the media. But that 
practice started to be heavily questioned when there were 
Japanese and Korean translators but none who spoke 
Spanish. 

Translators have a lot of responsibilities. The St. Louis 
Cardinals recently posted an opening for a Spanish 
interpreter. The posting explains that whoever is hired will be 
involved with translation assistance with media interviews, 
press conferences, player/coach meetings, and team 
meetings while also supporting other MLB staff members. 
Those additional staff members include the travel director 
and equipment manager, along with those who work in 
medical and video, among others. The demands of the job 
require candidates to be available to work “long hours, 
including nights, holidays and weekends and be able to 
travel both domestically and internationally.” 

NHL teams have hired translators before. The most recent 
examples are the translators hired to work with Minnesota 
Wild star winger Kirill Kaprizov and New York Rangers duo 
Artemi Panarin and Igor Shesterkin. The Wild have used a 
freelance translator during Kaprizov’s two-year tenure. The 
Rangers have hired freelance translators over the years to 
assist with Panarin and Shesterkin. Panarin speaks in 
English on practice days — a change from when he used to 
rely on Russian-speaking teammates earlier in his career. 
Both players understand English well enough to know what 
questions are being asked, but they still use translators on 
game days. 

One of the common themes discovered in talking to the 
players The Athletic interviewed for this story is that every 
one of them came from a nation where the introduction of 
English is not universal. San Jose Sharks center Tomas 
Hertl said he had an English class in school along with some 
extra lessons. But that was where it stopped. Hertl used the 
example of an American movie: There are other European 
nations where the movie is shown to audiences in English, 
with subtitles in the native language. In the Czech Republic, 
that same movie would be dubbed in Czech. 

Carolina Hurricanes center Sebastian Aho and Seattle 
Kraken winger Joonas Donskoi both explained that English is 
taught in the Finnish school system. Even then, there is a 
difference between using what they learned in a classroom 
compared to what they learned living in an English-speaking 
nation. 

“Definitely movies, (television) series, you learn a lot,” Aho 
said. “I think the most I learned, it was just being in the locker 
room and hearing guys talking, coach talking. Hockey talk is 
pretty simple. I think I learned that in a week. It’s always the 
same pattern there. But I was just hanging around with the 
guys. That is how I learned.” 
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Hurricanes winger Andrei Svechnikov, who spoke to The 
Athletic in November, said he had English classes in school 
growing up in Russia. But he admitted that there were 
challenges when it came to learning English. He did, 
however, know basic phrases such as, ‘Hey, how are you?’ 
Svechnikov moved to North America in 2016 when he played 
for the USHL’s Muskegon Lumberjacks before spending the 
next season with the OHL’s Barrie Colts. 

Speaking English with his billet family in Muskegon was one 
of the early steps Svechnikov took when it came to feeling 
more comfortable. Svechinkov said he was grateful he had 
teammates who worked to make him feel included. Though 
there were some teammates who tried to be a little too 
helpful. 

“When I first came, they started teaching me bad words,” 
Svechnikov said with a smile. “They would say, ‘Hey, go to 
the coach and say that, this and that.’ I would say it and they 
would laugh. But after that, I started picking up more and 
more words and I think the most English I picked up was 
around the boys.” 

Another method Svechnikov explored was using social 
media. He said most social media platforms are in English, 
which also helped him. But he still kept the settings on his 
phone in Russian. 

There have also been players who begin dreaming in English 
as they are learning the language. Colorado Avalanche 
captain Gabriel Landeskog previously said he started 
dreaming in English within the first three months of moving to 
North America from Sweden. 

“I don’t have dreams!” Svechnikov said. “But I would say I 
(still dream) in Russian. Even if I think about something, I still 
think in Russian. That is my first language.” 

Donskoi said there is also the work that comes with 
differentiating between “Hockey English” and English. He 
said “Hockey English” is universal. But being away from the 
dressing room is where using more traditional English can 
provide challenges. He said there were times when he had 
teammates who spoke with different accents or might have 
spoken at a quicker pace, which made it hard for him to 
understand certain words. 

Perhaps the greatest obstacle Donskoi faced when trying to 
feel comfortable with his English? Speaking to women in 
social settings. Much like the night he met his future wife, 
Devin, for the first time. 

“I was shy!” Donskoi said. “I would say the night we met, she 
was handling most of the talking and I was being a good 
listener. That’s a good thing to have, right? Definitely after 
we started dating, my English got a lot better because we 
speak it all the time at home.” 

Donskoi has become much more proficient in English over 
the years. He is always willing to do interviews whenever 
asked. Numerous team public relations staffs will find 
excuses for him to talk. The Kraken prominently feature 
Donskoi in a running segment in which he reads dad jokes to 
see if he will laugh. Spoiler alert: He almost always laughs. 
But there are some disadvantages when it comes to 
frequently speaking more English than Finnish. 

He said there are times when he may forget a Finnish word 
when speaking to his mom. Other than calls back home, 
Donskoi only speaks to his son in Finnish. He does that 
because he wants his son to be familiar with the language. 
That way, he can have another tie to an ancestral homeland 
while being able to play with his cousins whenever their 
family returns for a long vacation. 

“It’s kind of going upside down now,” Donskoi said. “It’s funny 
how that goes. Now, I am thinking in English. I am counting 
in my head in English. It has translated.” 

So how does this all work if you are an English-speaking 
captain of an NHL team with players still learning the 
language? What are some of the things those captains, 
along with the rest of the leadership group, do to make those 
players feel welcomed? 

Just ask Steven Stamkos. The Tampa Bay Lightning 
appointed Stamkos captain in 2014, which makes him one of 
the league’s longest-serving captains. Stamkos said he was 
beyond impressed with how non-English-speaking players 
balance learning the language and the courage to use it in 
daily settings. Stamkos said the progress made by 
teammates such as Nikita Kucherov and Andrei Vasilevskiy 
— both born in Russia — with speaking English is “night and 
day” compared to when they first joined the Lightning. 

“You try to do as many activities as you can to include 
everyone. That is one way,” Stamkos said. “For some 
reason, it has always worked out in Tampa that if we had a 
Russian guy come in, we’ve always had a couple guys from 
Russia. Or a couple guys from Czech or Sweden. So there is 
always someone for someone to lean on when they come in. 
… We haven’t really had a situation where one guy was just 
kinda alone. You try to do as much as you can to help them 
out. I could never even imagine trying to go to a foreign 
country not knowing the language, and trying to figure things 
out.” 

As for whether or not the NHL should have a translator 
program? It all depends on who is answering the question. 

NHL deputy commissioner Bill Daly told The Athletic that he 
has been curious about it over time. Daly said the practice of 
employing translators has not been widely subscribed to by 
any of the teams “for better or for worse,” while noting that 
non-English-speaking players have adjusted to their 
environments. Daly said there have only been a handful of 
times when a particular team had a high number of non-
English-speaking players. 

“I think our clubs are sensitive to it,” Daly said. “But, again, 
for better or for worse, hockey culture has adjusted to the 
fact when you come to North America, you are going to be 
communicated to in English.” 

When it comes to what players think should happen, there 
are differing opinions. Aho, Barkov, Hertl and Josi all come at 
it from the perspective of players involved in leadership. Aho 
and Hertl are among the 26 current full-time alternate 
captains who were born in a nation in which English is not an 
official language, while Barkov and Josi are one of five 
captains from the same designation. 

Barkov came to the U.S. in 2013 as an 18-year-old with 
limited English, but he understood what was being said. He 
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and Jonathan Huberdeau, who grew up with French as his 
first language, spoke broken English with each other when 
they first met. Since then? They have become players who 
wear letters. Barkov became an alternate captain in his fifth 
NHL season and was named captain the next season. 
Huberdeau was named an alternate captain in his seventh 
season and remains in that role. 

Josi was also named an alternate captain after four seasons 
and was given the ‘C’ two years later before the 2017-18 
season. There is also another commonality Barkov and Josi 
share beyond being captains born outside of North America 
who did not have English as a first language. They are also 
part of leadership groups, which also reflects how NHL 
players come from everywhere. Panthers defenseman Aaron 
Ekblad is the only player on his team who wears a letter who 
grew up with English as his first language. The same goes 
for Predators center Ryan Johansen, who is the only 
member of his team’s leadership group who was born in 
North America and speaks English as his first language. 

Count Barkov and Josi among those who are in favor of 
having a translator program. Josi said having any extra 
resource would only help players feel more comfortable and 
included while they continue to learn the language. Stamkos 
was also in favor because such a program could help those 
players who are shy around the media gain more confidence 
with someone there to help them. 

“I don’t know how that would work but I think anything helps 
with that,” Barkov said. “It would help a lot. Especially with 
the guys who don’t speak at all. I think it’s a great idea.” 

Aho and Svechnikov offered a different viewpoint, though. 
Aho said being thrust into an environment in which he had to 
learn English gave him the motivation to quickly learn the 
language. He also said he looked at learning English much 

like when he first arrived in the NHL: The goal is to get better 
as a player, so why not add learning English to that plan in 
the hopes of becoming a more complete player and person? 

“I think it’s a bad thing, for sure,” Svechnikov said. “When 
you come here and you don’t speak any English, you want to 
have a translator for sure. But I feel like you are not going to 
learn English as fast as you can because you are only going 
to speak Russian. Maybe it’s a bad thing. Maybe it’s a good 
thing. But when I was in the USHL at 16, there wasn’t any 
Russians on the team. I was by myself. I was only speaking 
English and that helped me out a lot.” 

Donskoi said he feels it should be up to the players to 
determine if they want a translator. 

Contemplating the idea of a translator program made Hertl 
think about his experience. He admitted to struggling with 
English during school despite being a strong student in other 
subjects. He said speaking in a one-on-one setting was 
never a problem. But the idea of speaking in a larger group 
was something that left him “sweating.” Much of it came from 
the fear of saying “dumb things” around teammates. 

But now? He wears a letter for the Sharks, is constantly 
featured on camera and was the team’s representative for 
NHL Media Days in Chicago last September. 

“If you have someone who translates all the time for you, you 
will never learn the language,” Hertl said. “Maybe use 
somebody a little to get you settled but I think you may get 
farther talking to teammates in person. Say somebody says 
something, you need someone to translate. Say you have 
Czech buddies or guys from the same country. I know guys 
hate it because we are talking in our language and they don’t 
understand us. I think it is cool when you learn and can talk 
for yourself.” 
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Canes Clinch Division Title For Second Consecutive Season 

"When you have a good group that buys into what we're 
trying to accomplish as a team, good things can happen." 

By Walt Ruff  

RALEIGH, NC. - When the Carolina Hurricanes punched 
their ticket to the Stanley Cup Playoffs on Thursday, April 7 
after a victory over the Buffalo Sabres, some players 
genuinely didn't even know that that was a possibility for that 
night. 

After all, the playoffs felt like a foregone conclusion for most 
of the season - it was more of a matter of when they'd get in, 
not if. 

Now, not only are they in, they're representing their division 
as the top seed for a second consecutive year. 

"It feels great. It gives you some confidence as a team that 
you've played well all throughout the entire year," Brady Skjei 
began with after the team closed out a 4-3 victory over the 
New York Rangers. "Obviously it was a goal of ours going 
into the season and to accomplish it means a lot." 

Albeit things have taken a few twists and turns over the last 
six weeks, the proof is in the pudding that the Canes have in 
fact played well throughout the entire campaign. 

In addition to setting a new franchise record with their 53rd 
win of the season on Tuesday, the team has excelled in 
numerous defensive categories - pacing the league in both 
goals against and penalty kill for almost the entire 195 days 
of the NHL season. 

"When you have a good group that buys into what we're 
trying to accomplish as a team, good things can happen," 
head coach Rod Brind'Amour offered when looking back on 
the year to date. "I'm proud of the group because of how they 
played, how they prepare and how they come to work every 
day." 

That play and preparation has allowed for the group to not 
miss a beat, even when the aformentioned twists and turns 
do take place. Whether it's been COVID-19 or injuries, the 
Canes have found a way to continue pushing forward. 

Case in point? 

Pyotr Kochetkov, who three months ago may not have even 
been on the radar as an option to play a game in North 
America this season. As we've now seen, things change. 

"Everyone always talks about it, you have to go through 
some tough times and grow. This year had been pretty easy 
breezy for us, when you look at it - until all of this kind of hit 
at once," Brind'Amour continued.  "It shows a lot about our 
group, but I expected this. I didn't think we were just going to 
cave because we had all of our goalies out. Our guys are a 
solid group. We're pleasantly surprised with Pyotr, but that's 
because we had no idea, right? Nobody did. It's been a good 
story so far, for sure." 

Even beyond the string of injuries in net that has resulted in 
time missed for both Frederik Andersen and Antti Raanta, 
the team has also had to overcome the loss of Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi and find a way out of an 0-for-17 power play 
slump this month alone. 

"Three weeks ago we were getting a little worried. The last 
few, we've kind of righted the ship," veteran leader Jordan 
Martinook offered of the team's resiliency. "I'm super proud 
of everybody in there." 

However, again, not getting things straightened out was 
never an option. There was never an acceptance of just 
getting into the playoffs. 

"When I first came here, to make the playoffs was the 
pinnacle. Now, it's division champs two years in a row," 
Martinook continued. "The standard has been set and we're 
looking forward to the next chapter here." 
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Super 16: Panthers No. 1 in power rankings for second straight week 

By Dan Rosen  

The Florida Panthers are again No. 1 in the NHL.com Super 
16 power rankings this week, returning in the top spot after 
overtaking the Colorado Avalanche last week. 

The Avalanche were No. 1 for 12 straight weeks before the 
Panthers knocked them out last week. They are No. 2 again 
this week. 

The Calgary Flames moved up two spots to No. 4 and the 
Tampa Bay Lightning three to No. 6.  

The New York Rangers are down four spots and sitting at 
No. 9.  

The same 16 teams ranked last week are in the Super 16 
this week. 

To create the NHL.com power rankings, each of the 14 
participating staff members puts together his or her version 
of what they think the Super 16 should look like. Those are 
submitted and a point total assigned to each.  

The team that is selected first is given 16 points, second gets 
15, third 14, fourth 13 and so on down to No. 16, who gets 
one point.  

Here is the Super 16: 

1. FLORIDA PANTHERS (57-17-6) 

Total points: 218 

Last week: No. 1 

The Panthers have lost two straight games, getting 
outscored 12-6 by the Lightning (8-4) and Boston Bruins (4-
2). The back-to-back losses come after a team-record 13-
game winning streak from March 29-April 23 that helped 
them clinch first place in the Atlantic Division. Florida has a 
two-point lead on the Colorado Avalanche for the Presidents' 
Trophy given to the team with the best regular-season 
record, each with two games remaining. 

2. COLORADO AVALANCHE (56-18-6) 

Total points: 211 

Last week: No. 2 

The Avalanche ended their longest losing streak of the 
season (0-4-0) with a 5-3 win against the St. Louis Blues on 
Tuesday, when goalie Darcy Kuemper set a single-season 
NHL career high in games played and starts (56). Kuemper 
is 37-12-3 with a 2.52 goals-against average, .922 save 
percentage and five shutouts. Colorado will finish first in the 
Central Division. 

3. CAROLINA HURRICANES (53-20-8) 

Total points: 195 

Last week: No. 3 

The Hurricanes have won five straight games since April 18 
to secure first place in the Metropolitan Division. Rookie 
goalie Pyotr Kochetkov has appeared in Carolina's past 
three games, starting two and allowing six goals on 61 shots 
(.902 save percentage).  

4. CALGARY FLAMES (50-20-10) 

Total points: 166 

Last week: No. 6 

The Flames have won three in a row, have points in six 
straight games (5-0-1) and are 10-1-1 since April 4. They will 
finish first in the Pacific Division. 

5. TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS (53-21-7) 

Total points: 160 

Last week: No. 4 

The Maple Leafs have won two in a row and center Auston 
Matthews has scored 60 goals this season, becoming the 
first player to reach the milestone since Lightning forward 
Steven Stamkos (60 in 2011-12). Matthews, who has 106 
points, is the ninth player in the past 30 years to score 60 
goals and get 100 points in the same season. Toronto has 
locked up second place in the Atlantic Division. 

6. TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING (50-22-8) 

Total points: 155 

Last week: No. 9 

The Lightning have won four straight games and six of seven 
(6-1-0) and have 50 wins for the fourth time in their history. 
Their power play is 11-for-21 (52.4 percent) in six games 
since April 16. Tampa Bay is third in the Atlantic Division, 
three points ahead of Boston, each with two games 
remaining. 

7. MINNESOTA WILD (51-22-7) 

Total points: 136 

Last week: No. 8 

The Wild have set team records with 51 wins and 109 points. 
Their 10-game point streak (8-0-2) ended with a 5-3 loss to 
the Arizona Coyotes on Tuesday that also ended a 13-game 
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home point streak (12-0-1). Minnesota will play the St. Louis 
Blues in the Western Conference First Round. 

8. ST. LOUIS BLUES (49-21-11) 

Total points: 134 

Last week: No. 7 

The Blues had a team record 16-game point streak (14-0-2) 
end in their loss to the Avalanche on Tuesday. St. Louis has 
an NHL-high eight 20-goal scorers this season: Vladimir 
Tarasenko (34), Pavel Buchnevich (30), David Perron (26), 
Ivan Barbashev (26), Jordan Kyrou (26), Brayden Schenn 
(24), Brandon Saad (24) and Robert Thomas (20). Ryan 
O'Reilly has scored 19 goals. 

9. NEW YORK RANGERS (51-24-6) 

Total points: 131 

Last week: No. 5 

The Rangers are locked into second place in the 
Metropolitan Division. Igor Shesterkin leads the NHL with a 
2.07 goals-against average and .935 save percentage 
(minimum 50 games). The goalie is 36-13-4 with six 
shutouts. 

10. BOSTON BRUINS (50-25-5) 

Total points: 96 

Last week: No. 10 

The Bruins have won three in a row and five of six (5-1-0), 
with five wins against teams going to the playoffs (2-1 
against the Pittsburgh Penguins, 3-2 in overtime against the 
Blues, 3-1 against the Rangers and 4-2 against the 
Panthers). However, Boston is 0-for-36 on the power play in 
its past 12 games.  

11. EDMONTON OILERS (47-27-6) 

Total points: 80 

Last week: No. 13 

The Oilers are 5-1-0 in their past six games and 17-4-2 since 
March 9. Connor McDavid leads the NHL with 122 points (44 
goals, 78 assists), seven more than Panthers forward 
Jonathan Huberdeau (115). He has the most points by an 
Oilers player in a single season since Mark Messier scored 
129 (45 goals, 84 assists) in 1989-90. 

12. WASHINGTON CAPITALS (44-24-12) 

Total points: 68 

Last week: No. 11 

The Capitals had a five-game point streak (3-0-2) end with a 
4-1 loss to the New York Islanders on Tuesday. Alex 
Ovechkin didn't play because of an upper-body injury. The 
forward, who scored 50 goals this season for the ninth time 
in the NHL, said he is hopeful to be ready for the start of the 
playoffs next week. 

13. PITTSBURGH PENGUINS (45-25-11) 

Total points: 60 

Last week: No. 12 

The Penguins have lost their past two games to the 
Philadelphia Flyers (4-1) and Oilers (5-1) by a combined 9-2. 
They have lost three of five and are 4-7-1 in April. Their 
power play is 2-for-28 (7.1 percent) in the 12 games. 

14. LOS ANGELES KINGS (44-27-10) 

Total points: 40 

Last week: No. 16 

The Kings have won five in a row, all against teams that are 
not going to the playoffs (Columbus Blue Jackets, Anaheim 
Ducks twice, Chicago Blackhawks and Seattle Kraken). They 
clinched third place in the Pacific Division and will play the 
Oilers in the Western Conference First Round. Jonathan 
Quick is 5-0-0 with a 1.60 GAA and .938 save percentage in 
the winning streak. 

15. NASHVILLE PREDATORS (44-29-7) 

Total points: 29 

Last week: No. 14 

The Predators have lost three in a row and four of five (1-2-
2). They scored four goals in each of their past two games, 
losing in overtime to the Wild and Flames. Nashville is 7-for-
21 (33.3 percent) on the power play while allowing six goals 
on the man-advantage in its past four games. 

16. DALLAS STARS (45-30-6) 

Total points: 25 

Last week: No. 15 

The Stars clinched the final playoff berth in the NHL on 
Wednesday when they got one point in a 4-3 overtime loss to 
the Arizona Coyotes. The Stars haven't qualified for the 
playoffs since 2019-20, when they lost to the Lightning in six 
games in the Stanley Cup Final. 

Others receiving points: None 

Dropped out: None 

HERE'S HOW WE RANKED 'EM  

AMALIE BENJAMIN  

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Calgary Flames; 6. 
Minnesota Wild; 7. St. Louis Blues; 8. New York Rangers; 9. 
Boston Bruins; 10. Edmonton Oilers; 11. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 12. Washington Capitals; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 
14. Los Angeles Kings; 15. Nashville Predators; 16. Dallas 
Stars 

TIM CAMPBELL 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Calgary Flames; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. Minnesota 
Wild; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Boston Bruins; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Washington Capitals; 
14. Los Angeles Kings; 15. Dallas Stars; 16. Nashville 
Predators 

BRIAN COMPTON 
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1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Calgary Flames; 5. Minnesota Wild; 6. 
Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. Tampa Bay Lightning; 8. St. Louis 
Blues; 9. New York Rangers; 10. Boston Bruins; 11. 
Edmonton Oilers; 12. Washington Capitals; 13. Los Angeles 
Kings; 14. Pittsburgh Penguins; 15. Dallas Stars; 16. 
Nashville Predators 

NICHOLAS J. COTSONIKA 

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Calgary 
Flames; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Carolina Hurricanes; 6. 
Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. St. Louis Blues; 8. Minnesota Wild; 
9. New York Rangers; 10. Boston Bruins; 11. Washington 
Capitals; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 14. 
Los Angeles Kings; 15. Nashville Predators; 16. Dallas Stars 

TOM GULITTI  

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Calgary Flames; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Minnesota 
Wild; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Boston Bruins; 11. Washington 
Capitals; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 14. 
Los Angeles Kings; 15. Nashville Predators; 16. Dallas Stars 

ADAM KIMELMAN 

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Calgary Flames; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. Minnesota 
Wild; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Boston Bruins; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Washington Capitals; 
14. Nashville Predators; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16. Dallas 
Stars 

ROBERT LAFLAMME  

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Calgary Flames; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Tampa Bay Lightning; 8. Minnesota 
Wild; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Boston Bruins; 11. Washington 
Capitals; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 14. 
Nashville Predators; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16. Dallas Stars 

MIKE G. MORREALE 

1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Colorado 
Avalanche; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 
6. Minnesota Wild; 7. St. Louis Blues; 8. New York Rangers; 
9. Calgary Flames; 10. Boston Bruins; 11. Edmonton Oilers; 
12. Pittsburgh Penguins; 13. Washington Capitals; 14. 
Nashville Predators; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16. Dallas Stars 

TRACEY MYERS  

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Calgary Flames; 6. 
Minnesota Wild; 7. St. Louis Blues; 8. New York Rangers; 9. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 10. Boston Bruins; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Washington Capitals; 13. Edmonton Oilers; 
14. Los Angeles Kings; 15. Nashville Predators; 16. Dallas 
Stars 

SHAWN P. ROARKE  

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. St. Louis 
Blues; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Calgary Flames; 6. 
Minnesota Wild; 7. Tampa Bay Lightning; 8. Edmonton 
Oilers; 9. Toronto Maple Leafs; 10. Boston Bruins; 11. New 
York Rangers; 12. Dallas Stars; 13. Los Angeles Kings; 14. 
Washington Capitals; 15. Nashville Predators; 16. Pittsburgh 
Penguins 

DAN ROSEN  

1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Florida 
Panthers; 4. St. Louis Blues; 5. Calgary Flames; 6. Tampa 
Bay Lightning; 7. Minnesota Wild; 8. Toronto Maple Leafs; 9. 
New York Rangers; 10. Edmonton Oilers; 11. Boston Bruins; 
12. Los Angeles Kings; 13. Dallas Stars; 14. Washington 
Capitals; 15. Pittsburgh Penguins; 16. Nashville Predators 

DAVID SATRIANO 

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Colorado 
Avalanche; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Calgary Flames; 7. Tampa Bay Lightning; 8. St. Louis Blues; 
9. Washington Capitals; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Boston 
Bruins; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 14. 
Nashville Predators; 15. Dallas Stars; 16. Los Angeles Kings 

PAUL STRIZHEVSKY 

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Calgary Flames; 6. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 7. Minnesota Wild; 8. New York 
Rangers; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Boston Bruins; 11. 
Edmonton Oilers; 12. Washington Capitals; 13. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 14. Los Angeles Kings; 15. Dallas Stars; 16. 
Nashville Predators 

MIKE ZEISBERGER  

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 
6. Calgary Flames; 7. New York Rangers; 8. St. Louis Blues; 
9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Pittsburgh Penguins; 11. Boston 
Bruins; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Washington Capitals; 14. 
Nashville Predators; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16. Dallas Stars 
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Metropolitan Division Weekly Roundup: Canes Crowned Champs 

By Zeke Lukow  

1. Carolina Hurricanes: 114 Points (53-20-8) 

With a win Tuesday night the Canes now have 114 points, 
which is a new franchise record with one game to play. The 
4-3 win over the New York Rangers secured the Canes' first 
Metropolitan Division Championship and is the first time that 
they have won back-to-back division championships. The 
Canes will now most likely face the Boston Bruins who have 
a four-point lead over the Caps and a three-point lead over 
the Pittsburgh Penguins. 

The Canes were able to beat the Rangers even with rookie 
Pytor Kochetkov in net in his second career NHL start. 
Outside of two late third-period goals, Kochetkov was solid in 
net and is showing that spark in net that a prospect needs to 
show. His ability to fill in this game and play the entire time 
will help with Antti Raanta’s rest and recovery from the 
injury/cramps that he suffered in his last outing against the 
New York Islanders. 

While it was reported that Raanta’s injury was light, this still 
opens huge questions for the Canes heading into the 
postseason. Frederik Andersen has only received good news 
from the injury he sustained last week, but reports are he will 
not be ready to start the first round. Raanta could still be 
ready to start in the first round, but any tweak to an injury 
opens the door for a real possibility that Kochetkov starts in 
the playoffs. The team has rallied around him well late in the 
season, but the toughest test for the Canes will be getting 
past the Kryptonite of the Bruins. 

2. New York Rangers: 108 Points (51-23-6) 

Both Andrew Copp and Artemi Panarin were held out of the 
game heading into the third period with injuries. Head coach 
Gerard Gallant said that both could have returned, but their 
health heading into the playoffs was paramount. This mirrors 
the Canes keeping Raanta out of this game and also 
ensures that the Rangers play either the slumping Penguins 
or slumping Caps, both of whom have key injuries.  

Despite not winning the division this is still a wildly successful 
season for the Rangers who have not been to the playoffs 
since the 2016-2017 season, they did make the “Qualifying 
Round” in the bubble and were swept by the Canes. The 
Rangers made strides over the last four seasons to go from 
seventh in the division to second. The hope for the Rangers 
and their fans is that this is the start of their next dominant 
core and not just a flash in the pan season. 

3. Pittsburgh Penguins: 101 Points (45-25-11) 

With a 4-6-1 record in April heading into last night’s game, 
the Penguins decided to shake up all of their lines. The most 
notable change, forward Brock McGinn has moved up to the 
second line with Evgeni Malkin and Rickard Rakell. The 

changes have also seen Evan Rodriguez move from a 
scoring line down to the fourth line with Teddy Bleuger and 
Danton Heinen. The moves looked necessary after what 
should have been a casual Sunday against the reeling 
Philadelphia Flyers ended in a 4-1 loss. 

The line changes did not seem to help the Pens in a 5-1 loss 
to the Edmonton Oilers. Since March 31st the Penguins have 
been relying on Casey DeSmith in net due to an injury to 
Tristan Jarry. They have not been supporting their backup 
goaltender. Since that date, they have let up the most shots 
per game in the league with 36.3 allowed per game. That's 
nearly 11 more per game than the Canes in that time frame. 
That's how in a 5-1 game he can still have a save 
percentage over .900. The Penguins desperately need to 
straighten out their team defense before the first round 
starts. 

4. Washington Capitals: 100 Points (44-24-12) 

Alexander Ovechkin is officially listed as day-to-day with an 
upper-body injury that he sustained in the loss to the Toronto 
Maple Leafs on Sunday. During the game on a breakaway, 
he was tripped up by the goaltender and went shoulder-first 
into the end boards, and did not return to the game. 
Ovechkin missed last night’s game which was his first 
missed game of the season for non-COVID reasons. He is 
currently listed as day-to-day but yesterday head coach said 
he didn’t know if Ovi would be ready to return by the start of 
the playoffs. 

The good news for the Caps, they sit just one point behind 
the Penguins with a game in hand. They control their destiny 
to avoid the Florida Panthers. The Caps will end their regular 
season on Friday at the New York Rangers, their most likely 
first-round opponents. It will be a great game to watch to see 
the chess that both coaches will play before a do-or-die 
series. 

5. New York Islanders: 82 Points (36-34-10) 

The Islanders have just two games remaining on a season 
that can only be described as disappointing. The Isles do 
have positives to look forward to. Next season they will not 
have to start the season on a 14-game road trip something 
that helped doom their season before it got started this year. 
This team hasn’t had a lot of reason to be motivated, they 
had just a 1% chance to make the playoffs on New Year’s 
Day. That led to them taking the foot off the gas.  

The Isles team is still largely the same as the team that 
made back-to-back conference finals appearances and they 
will continue with that group moving forward. They are full of 
vets, which means they have not lost long-term confidence. 
They also still have Barry Trotz as their head coach which 
has an incredible track record of getting the most out of his 
team. All things being considered, the Isles will be looked at 
as a favorite to make the playoffs next season. 
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6. Columbus Blue Jackets: 79 Points (36-37-7) 

The Columbus Blue Jackets were able to trade Seth Jones 
last offseason because they were confident they had a 
replacement top defenseman in Zach Werenski. Werenski 
signed a six-year, $57.5 million deal this offseason.. This 
season Werenski has proved the team was right for investing 
in him. He led the team in ice time averaging 25:42 per 
game, more than three minutes more than Vladislav 
Gavrikov in second place. Werenski’s 47 points rank fifth for 
all Columbus skaters and leads the defensemen.  

Werenski has now missed three straight games for the Blue-
Jackets and is likely done for the season. The defenseman 
may have suffered his third concussion of the season against 
the Anaheim Ducks. While it was not officially ruled a 
concussion he did note that he was “seeing stars” after the 
hit. Werenski does not have a history of concussions but any 
time a player suffers multiple in the same season can be 
worrisome. Since they don’t have anything to play for it 
makes the most sense to give him an early start to the 
offseason to preserve his long-term health.  

7. New Jersey Devils: 63 Points (27-44-9) 

The New Jersey Devils’ youth movement has been fun to 
watch this season. One player that has flown under the radar 
has been Yegor Sharangovich who recently scored against 
the Carolina Hurricanes on Saturday. Sharangovich is 
playing in his second NHL season at the age of 23. This 
season he has 24 goals and 22 assists for 46 points which 

includes three game-winning goals. This season he has 
proved that he belongs in the top-six plans moving forward. 

The toughest part of this movement for the Devils will be 
managing all of the upcoming contracts. This off-season they 
will have to focus on signing Jesper Bratt who is a pending 
arbitration-eligible restricted free agent. His name has been 
thrown around as a possible trade target this offseason, but 
the Devils would struggle to replace his 70 points and 25 
goals. He certainly looks to be one of the three or four most 
important players for the Devils' future. 

8. Philadelphia Flyers: 61 Points (25-44-11) 

The Flyers were able to play spoilers against their in-state 
rivals, the Pittsburgh Penguins on Sunday. They beat the 
playoff-bound Pittsburgh team by a score of 4-1 and were 
never behind in the game. The Flyers were led by rookies 
Morgan Frost and Noah Cates in that game with the pair 
combining for their first three goals. Cates, who scored two 
goals on Sunday, is the most recent acquisition for the Flyers 
after he signed an entry-level deal with the Flyers on March 
27th. He now has five goals and four assists in 14 games 
played. 

The two rookie forwards join Cam York who has played 31 
games this season with the Flyers at 21-years-old. The 
Flyers failed to win three games in a row for the first time 
since December. The Flyers have only won consecutive 
games just three times since the start of 2022. They have a 
chance to do it again to end the season on a high note.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Last Night: Canes clinch Metropolitan with 4-3 win over Rangers at MSG 
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By Talia Goodman 

Tuesday night’s game was a BIG one. It had all sorts of 
playoff implications, and may have been the most important 
matchup of the season. Rookie goaltender Pyotr Kochetkov 
looked to remain undefeated in his third career NHL game 
and the Canes had to battle a few substantial injuries in 
order to take the win over their biggest division competition 
— but they did it.  

Let’s take a look at last night’s win: 

Kochetkov remains perfect between the crease 

Prior to last night, Kochetkov was 2-0-0 in his first two NHL 
games, which came due to the injuries of starter Frederik 
Andersen and backup netminder Antti Raanta. With each of 
those two out for the time being, Kochetkov got his chance— 
and he proved himself worthy. 

“He looks like nothing is phasing him and he looks like he 
belongs,” said Rod Brind’Amour. “Good on him. We hope it 
continues, but he’s been great.” 

The games he has played have all been during absolute 
crunch time (or rather, clinch time), and he’s been as good 
as one could expect. Last night, he had a phenomenal first 
40 minutes and then struggled a bit towards the end. He 
allowed three goals and was able to make some shockingly 
impressive saves on one of the best offensive teams in the 
league.  

Special teams stars  

The Canes special teamers excelled last night on the penalty 
kill, going 5-5 for a 100% success rate, reinforcing why they 
have the best PK in the league and have for much of the 
season.  

“For me it’s that firepower that they can get real quick, 
especially on the power play,” Brind’Amour said of the 
challenges of playing against the Rangers. “That’s a 
dangerous weapon they have and I think that was the 
difference in the game. Not letting that be a factor in the 
game.” 

The Canes power play was not as successful as far as 
getting the Canes on the score sheet, but they had plenty of 
opportunities. Rookie Seth Jarvis was highly present during 
the man-advantage and had quite a few dangerous chances. 
He ended the game with six shots, as well as tallying an 
assist on Sebastian Aho’s third period goal.  

Although the power play wasn’t able to produce any goals, I 
never found myself frustrated about a lack of chances. It was 
usually all there, despite the Rangers superb penalty killers.  

Kings of the Metro 

Now, for the big stuff. The Canes were able to clinch the 
Metropolitan with this win and will face the Boston Bruins in 
the first round of the playoffs, barring a very unlikely situation 
where the Bruins win their last two games and Tampa loses 
their last two. The Canes have earned home-ice advantage, 
not only for this series, but for the second round as well. 

“You probably need to take a minute and just realize that it 
has been a pretty darn good year,” Brind’Amour said. “We’ve 
done what we wanted to do. What’s great is that the guys 
aren’t really that excited about it. We know that there’s better 
things that we’re trying to accomplish, but we set out wanting 
to be the best after 82 games. Now we’re at the top of our 
division, which is great. That’s a huge accomplishment and 
you’ll enjoy it for a little while, but we’ll be right back at it here 
tomorrow. We know we’re trying to do bigger and better 
things.” 

The Canes went 3-0 against the Bruins in the season-series, 
only giving up a single goal in total throughout those three 
matchups. Although the Canes do not have a fantastic 
playoff history against the Bruins, I think that this is truly 
revenge time. As long as the Canes goaltending can hold up, 
this is Carolina’s series to take.  

“When I first came here, to make the playoffs was the 
pinnacle for that year and now it’s division champs two years 
in a row,” said Jordan Martinook. “I know last year is last 
year, but the standard has been set and we’re looking 
forward to the next chapter here.” 

What’s next? 

The Canes will face the New Jersey Devils in their last game 
of the regular season schedule. The Devils are far from a 
playoff team, and without their star centerman, Jack Hughes, 
I wouldn’t be surprised if this was an easier win, even without 
the pressures of clinching the Metropolitan division.  

No matter the result, though, the Canes will almost certainly 
face the Boston Bruins again in the playoffs, and while I can 
confidently say that the Canes have been the better regular-
season squad, the Bruins are a dangerous team to face in 
the playoffs.  

 

 

 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article260808057.html 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article260813907.html 

https://theathletic.com/3265466/2022/04/28/nhl-translators/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/canes-clinch-division-title-for-second-consecutive-season/c-333468552 

https://www.nhl.com/news/super-16-nhl-power-rankings-april-28/c-333490712 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/4/27/23044116/metropolitan-division-weekly-roundup-canes-crowned-champs 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/4/27/23044363/about-last-night-canes-clinch-metropolitan-with-4-3-win-over-rangers-at-msg 
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1243004 Carolina Hurricanes 

 

Tripp Tracy’s absence from Hurricanes telecast Tuesday raises concern 
among fans 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

 

It was quickly apparent Tuesday night that longtime Carolina Hurricanes 
analyst Tripp Tracy was absent and would not be on the television 
broadcast. 

The question now: when will Tracy return? 

“Tripp is going to take some time away from the team and the broadcast 
to address a personal matter,” Hurricanes president and general 
manager Don Waddell said in a statement Wednesday. “We are in full 
support of his efforts to get healthy and ask that everyone please respect 
his privacy in this matter.” 

The Canes said Shane Willis would handle the analyst duties the 
remainder of the season. 

Tracy has been the Canes’ television analyst the past 23 seasons, 
teaming the past two seasons with play-by-play man Mike Maniscalco on 
the Bally Sports South telecasts after a long run with former play-by-play 
announcer John Forslund. Combining a quick wit with a deep knowledge 
of the game, the former Harvard and minor-league goalie is very popular 
among Canes fans and has a strong following on social media. 

Tracy tweeted Wednesday morning, indicating he is handling a personal 
problem that caused his absence. 

The tweet: “I am disgusted with myself that on the night @canes win the 
Metro Division that I was an extremely unimpressive distraction. I accept 
and know the steps I need to take to deal with this problem. Thank you to 
all Huge Caniacs for being so incredibly supportive.” 

By midday Wednesday, the tweet had more than 3,000 likes, with offers 
of support from those responding. 

The concern level grew quickly Tuesday night when the Hurricanes’ 
pregame show aired without Tracy before the Canes’ road game against 
the New York Rangers. Maniscalco handled the pregame interview with 
Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour, one of Tracy’s game-day duties. Canes 
fans quickly turned to social media to discuss the situation. 

Willis, a former Canes player who co-hosts “Hurricanes LIVE” with Abby 
Labar, provided the in-game analysis as the Canes won 4-3 to clinch the 
division title. He will continue in that role, the Hurricanes said 
Wednesday. Willis is the Hurricanes’ director of youth hockey & 
community outreach. 

The Hurricanes have one remaining regular-season game before 
beginning the Stanley Cup playoffs next week. 

News Observer LOADED: 04.28.2022 

1243055 New Jersey Devils 

 

Revisiting our bold preseason predictions for the Devils 

 

Corey Masisak  

 

It’s always fun to make bold predictions ahead of an NHL season. But it’s 
only fair to circle back and see the hits and misses. 

That’s what we’re doing today. 

Back in October, Corey Masisak made 20 predictions about the 2021-22 
season. Now with the season winding down, we’re teaming up to see 
where he was right and wrong. 

1. Yegor Sharangovich will lead the Devils in goals  

Corey: My first reaction when Sharangovich scored against Detroit a few 
days ago was, “Hey, that prediction still has a chance!” … then it was 
waved off because of offside. Is there still a tiny chance of a late flurry to 
make this one work out? Maybe. But Sharangovich finishing in the top 
three on the club in goals after such a slow start still feels like a partial 
win here. The Devils should feel better about his ability to score 
consistently in this league now than they might have in December. 

Shayna: The chances of him taking the lead seem pretty slim now, but 24 
goals is still an impressive milestone. So are the two shorthanded tallies 
and that three scores were game-winners. No matter how you slice it, 
raw totals or rates, he’s not first on the team. In raw totals, he’s behind 
both Jack Hughes and Jesper Bratt. But if you per 60 his scoring, thanks 
to a tally against the Senators, he moves just ahead of Bratt with 1.17 
goals per 60. 

Hughes kind of ruins it for everyone considering his pace, with 26 in 49 
games versus 25 and 23 in 73, but … something to highlight is that he’s 
continued to score since his primary center is out of the lineup. 
Obviously, Hughes elevates his (and everyone else’s) offensive game, 
but Sharangovich is proving that he’s not just riding his coattails, but is a 
legitimate contributor to this team. 

2. Dougie Hamilton will set a career-high in time on ice per game and 
play for Canada in China 

Shayna: Hamilton’s average time on ice this season (21:10) is actually 
only fifth in his career; it’s over a minute and a half down from last year. 
Injuries probably play into this, both before and after fracturing his jaw. 
Not being a mainstay on PP1 after his return probably does as well. 

As for the second point … well, you see … 

You get a pass on this one given, well, everything. But we can talk about 
the fact that Hamilton’s stock trended down for Team Canada, right or 
wrong, before the decision to skip the Olympics altogether. 

Corey: The takeaway is more that Hamilton had some rather sizable 
expectations after signing a seven-year, $63 million contract with the club 
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in the offseason and it … just didn’t work out in Year 1. He did have 
seven goals and 20 points in 29 games and was up over 22 minutes per 
game before the big injury, but it still wasn’t the big impact, sometimes-
dominant guy that he’s been in the past. 

3. The Jack Hughes-Kaapo Kakko debate will be gone and forgotten by 
the Olympic break 

Corey: This was an easy one. It would have been bolder to suggest 
something about the Hughes-Alexis Lafrenière debate. Rangers fans will 
point to some specific rate and usage stats, but the larger point is you 
shouldn’t need to resort to microstats and excuses for the players that 
went No. 1 in the draft. I thought that’s how it might go for Hughes 
because there was a general feeling that he might take longer than other 
recent No.1 picks to develop. It’s actually been the opposite — he has 
become a legit NHL star sooner in his career than every other No. 1 pick 
since Auston Matthews (2016). 

Shayna: It definitely felt like there was more to Hughes vs. Lafrenière 
over Kakko this season, which does make sense considering they were 
consecutive No. 1 picks (even more so when you look at their Year 1 
struggles). There should be a consideration to usage, but not to the point 
where you have to get yourself in a pretzel to draw similarities. That’s 
what it feels like for Kakko vs. Hughes at this point, the situations are 
different, their styles are different, and their progress is different. There 
really is no competition at this point. 

I’m less of the “there should be a Lafrenière vs Hughes debate” just 
because they were both drafted No. 1, but I do think there’s a 
developmental path to watch that maybe will be helpful when analyzing 
high picks up stumble in their first NHL season. For Hughes, each year 
was a stepping stone — Year 1 was nothing short of tough, he improved 
below the surface in Year 2, and then had the points to show for that 
growth in Year 3. It’s easy to get impatient with young players especially 
when you think about the bar players like Matthews and Connor McDavid 
set. But sometimes it takes a bit more time to have a breakout season as 
it did for Hughes, and there’s really nothing wrong with that. 

4. Pavel Zacha’s per game counting stats will dip slightly, but his 
advanced stats will improve 

Shayna: Ahead of Tuesday’s game, Zacha’s at 34 points in 68 games. 
That’s one point shy of last year, in 12 more games played. His scoring 
rate is also down from the last two seasons. But you were right that some 
of his underlying numbers would improve. At five-on-five, Zacha’s on-ice 
shot metrics are some of the best of his career on both ends of the ice in 
terms of both quantity and quality. Looking at his numbers relative to his 
teammates each year helps account for the differences in team strength 
and playing styles, too. So he’s having more of a positive influence in a 
few categories, relative to his teammates, compared to seasons past as 
well. 

Improvements are always welcome, but I’m sure it’ll still be pointed out 
that the Devils need more from a player who generally plays on the wing 
in their top six, and that his ceiling is only so high. That’s why we’re 
probably going to be talking more about his future and whether it should 
be in New Jersey over the next few weeks with his contract expiring. 

Corey: The point I was going for with this one was that he’s been a 
confounding player, and this might be a new twist on the debate about 
his overall value. I think some of the concern with him (rightfully so) has 
always been looking to the future. He had a productive 2020-21 season, 
but there was a lot of non-five-on-five production … goals with the goalie 
pulled, three-on-three, etc. For a team that needs to find finishers to play 
next to Hughes and Hischier, that seems like a good development on the 
surface. But Zacha’s sustainability of success and his lack of impact 
beyond the goals was a real concern, and still feels like one heading into 
the offseason where it might be time for him to sign a big contract. 

5. Mackenzie Blackwood will not play on Dec. 3 in Winnipeg 

Corey: Well, this one is technically wrong. The point was that Blackwood 
would be there, meaning that he would be vaccinated in time, but would 

not get the start. Those predictions were both true … but Jonathan 
Bernier got lit up and Blackwood had to replace him for the final period in 
an 8-4 loss. That night was one of the turning points of the season for 
New Jersey. The Devils were already sliding after a 7-3-2 start, but it 
would be the final game Bernier played this season and really the 
beginning of where it went from bad to historical nightmare at the 
position. 

Shayna: What could go wrong did go wrong in net for the Devils this 
year, and that really put the wheels in motion. Who would have thought 
that neither half of the team’s original goalie tandem would play between 
Jan. 19 and April 26? 

6. The Devils will not have a game canceled because of COVID-19, but 
player(s) will miss games because of it 

Corey: Another one where it might have been correct on semantics, but 
not really. The Devils did not have a game canceled this season because 
of COVID-19, technically. They did have a bunch of them postponed 
because the Delta variant proved to be far more aggressive and 
contagious than originally expected. The Devils will, for better or worse, 
log all 82 games this season. 

Shayna: That first prediction was very, very optimistic. The only positive 
to draw from it is that the “pause” around the holidays did serve as a very 
necessary reset for the Devils, and there have been a few positive 
takeaways since then … in front of the net, at least. 

7. Alexander Holtz will play more than nine but fewer than 39 games for 
New Jersey  

Shayna: Only at seven games now … but it’s probably for the best. He’s 
excelling on a competitive Comets team in Utica, should have a playoff 
run there, and gained more experience at the world juniors before 
everything hit the fan there. Given how the NHL squad has performed, 
and even how Holtz played while adjusting to this team, it just made 
more sense for him to be in a top-six role, in a position to succeed, at the 
AHL level instead. 

Corey: I think this one was based on the idea that the Devils would hang 
around the playoff race for a lot longer than they did, and that might 
influence their decision(s) and when to call him up or not. I do wonder if 
they’ll call him up for the last two games of the NHL regular season and 
let him get to nine, given that Utica has locked up the North Division 
already. 

8. There will be a (minor) situation involving Ruff and Hughes and the 
phrase “accountability” 

Corey: This was a prediction because Lindy Ruff said he would be harder 
on players and demand more accountability. As it turned out, Hughes 
was not the skilled young player(s) who earned a spot in Ruff’s 
doghouse. That was mostly reserved for Bratt, Sharangovich and Janne 
Kuokkanen early in the season. Bratt and Sharangovich responded with 
productive seasons overall, while Kuokkanen faded in a disappointing 
campaign. 

Shayna: The “big” accountability situation came from Tom Fitzgerald and 
not Ruff anyway, ahead of the holiday pause. While he acknowledged 
the goaltending and the team being short-staffed at times due to the 
complications and risks of bringing players up from Utica. It was a team-
wide message, that probably was pointed a bit more towards the 
“leaders” like Bratt and Nico Hischier over supporting players. 

"I'll put my playing hat back on. We can lay down structure, we can do 
this, but until they push each other like we were doing at the beginning of 
the year, I don't know if we're going to see change." 

"I believe in the group, I believe that it's in there." Fitzgerald added. 

— Shayna (@hayyyshayyy) December 20, 2021 

9. If Hughes and Hischier combine for 50-plus goals and 120-plus points, 
the Devils will make the playoffs 
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Shayna: Between the two there are 47 goals and 115 points. Had 
Hughes played more than 49 games, they absolutely would have 
crushed both marks. Would the team have made the playoffs? 
Goaltending has more to do with that, but who could have predicted this 
situation with seven goalies playing between the pipes in New Jersey this 
season. Between those seven goalies, in all situations according to 
Evolving-Hockey, the Devils have allowed 57 goals above expected. I 
actually had to double check my math three times there because that 
number is just so high. With average goaltending instead, that would 
equate to about 10 more wins. Twenty more points in the standings still 
wouldn’t put this team in playoff positioning — every playoff team in the 
East has at least 100 points — but it would make for a much more 
competitive squad. Add in a healthy Hughes across a full season, and 
Hischier playing at this level, and there’s a conversation to have. 

Corey: Those guys really up their production despite missing a combined 
42 games and counting. Scoring is up across the league, but both of the 
franchise pillars producing at this level should still be a big positive to 
take from an otherwise miserable season. Hughes looking like a guy who 
could challenge for an Art Ross trophy someday was obviously a big 
development, but it feels like there has been more pressure on Hischier 
to show he can still produce like a No. 1/1B center someday after a 
couple of down years. 

10. This season will be considered a bigger success by the team’s 
management and coaching staff than the fan base 

Corey: Well, no one is really going to consider this season a success, 
save for maybe the agents of a couple of players (Bratt, Damon 
Severson and Jonas Siegenthaler to name a few). The management staff 
will likely take a wider view of things and try to find some of the positives 
in a lost year. 

Shayna, I’m guessing the fans in general might not feel the same way the 
past few months … 

Shayna: It won’t be easy to find silver linings when the results are what 
they are at the end of the day. But I think many see that the team is 
better than the final scoresheet because of their goaltending issues. 

Management, at least, does have ways to analyze play in front of the 
blue paint and can get a better gauge of where this team actually is, and 
what needs to be addressed now (along with their goaltending). There 
was some legitimate progress this year — from the players you named, 
to Hughes, Sharangovich and Mercer. So it wasn’t a total loss, but 
there’s still a lot of room to build. 

11. Bernier will start three games in a row at some point while Blackwood 
is healthy. 

Shayna: Nope, but there were a couple of instances of him playing two 
straight games. Had his season not ended early due to injury, this 
probably would have happened though. Bernier was the “best of” the 
“bad” with a .904 save percentage and GSAx of -1.98. 

Corey: If he could have remained healthy, or maybe just missed a few 
weeks to get healthy, Bernier probably would have logged a lot of starts 
once Blackwood was shut down. Until that night in Winnipeg, Bernier had 
played pretty well and, outside of struggling to stay healthy, was looking 
pretty much like the No. 1B type of goalie the Devils were looking for. I 
know everyone assumes the Devils have to get a new goalie this 
offseason, but it also won’t surprise me at all if the forgotten man 
(Bernier) ends up playing a bigger role next year than anyone expects 
right now. 

12. Blackwood will finish the season with a better save percentage than 
Carter Hart, for the fourth time in four years. 

Shayna: Blackwood, ahead of his start Tuesday night, had earned a .894 
save percentage and allowed 10 more goals than expected this season. 
That’s bad by every single stretch. Hart now has earned a .906 save 
percentage and conceded 6.9 goals above expected. To his credit, he 
started the year strong and his team was an outright disaster. It’s not 

really surprising that eventually, he couldn’t respond well to that workload 
either. 

Do you see a bounce back next year, whether here or elsewhere, or do 
you think the last two years are more indicative of who he is? 

Corey: Oof, that’s a tough one. Something that stuck with me from the 
very beginning of this whole Blackwood saga — it’s felt more like a saga 
than a season, dating back to the vaccination stuff in training camp — 
was one simple idea: If he stops the puck and he’s a good teammate, 
none of this other stuff will really matter in the long term. Well, he didn’t 
stop the puck this year. And there were clearly some important people in 
the organization who were not happy with him at all, first for telling the 
club he would get the vaccine and then not doing it before camp, and 
then during the “will he or won’t he” phase that came after. I’ve always 
believed in the natural talent that Blackwood possesses, and at least until 
recently it seemed like he had the ability to make the necessary 
adjustments in his game to perform well consistently at this level. I’ll go 
with yes, he will have a bounce-back season next year. Where will that 
happen? Insert the shrug emoji here. 

13. Hamilton will be a Norris Trophy finalist if the Devils make the 
playoffs or will finish 2-3 spots lower than he should if they do not. 

Corey: Clearly I was a little too caught up on the Hamilton train after 
training camp. A broken jaw certainly didn’t help matters, but Hamilton 
had struggled a bit before the injury and his chances of being in the 
Norris Trophy discussion evaporated pretty quickly this season. 

Shayna, do you think Hamilton can still be that type of player over the 
next few seasons … was this just a mulligan type of season for him, or 
are there things to be concerned about here? 

Shayna: I think you were right to be on the Hamilton train, honestly. I’m 
not concerned yet — he had his time to adjust to a new team, and now 
he has all offseason to get healthy and set for next year. I do think he 
should be a mainstay on PP1 (which needs a ton of work anyway) to hit 
his ceiling, though. 

14. One of Zacha, Hischier or Bratt will not set a career high in points this 
season. 

Shayna: As things stand, that one will be Zacha unless he earns two 
points over these last couple of games. Hischier set highs with 59 points 
in 69 games. The center’s been a positive influence on both ends of the 
ice, and really elevated his game in the second half of the season. And 
Bratt’s two-way consistency was once again a standout, and this year he 
really popped off the scoresheet. So far with 71 points in 74 games, he’s 
doubled his prior high of 35 points in 74 games. The winger’s been one 
of the most valuable players in New Jersey this season and earned 
himself a hefty raise. 

Corey: I thought this was a relatively safe prediction to make. The next 
one was a little riskier, and doesn’t look like it’s going to work out. 

15. All three of those guys will set career-best marks in goals. 

Shayna: No, yes, yes. Zacha’s shooting percentage fell slightly below 
average this season, and he’s scored about three goals below expected 
in all situations. Hitting at least expectations would tie him with his current 
high of 17 games (although that was in 50 games versus this year’s 
potential of 70. Hischier just exceeded his prior high, and is pretty on par 
with expectations. Bratt’s 25 have been scored at the best rate of his 
career, with 1.18 goals per 60. 

You have a bet on this trio for next year? 

Corey: That one won’t be on the roster on opening night? I’m not sure 
how bold that is, at this point. Like Hughes and Hischier, Bratt’s big 
breakout has to be near the top of the list of best takeaways from this 
season for New Jersey. It will be interesting to see where his next 
contract ends up. Zacha, too, for that matter. Here’s a better prediction: 
At some point during the 2022-23 season, you’re going to write a story 
with a headline that reads something like, ‘What role should Jesper Bratt 
play for Sweden at the 2024 World Cup of Hockey?’ and inside the article 
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will be an argument for or against Bratt being one of the two best 
Swedish wings in the NHL. 

Shayna: I can get behind that prediction. 

16. Mercer won’t have the counting stats to be a leading Calder Trophy 
candidate, but he’ll finish near the back of the top-10 in the voting and 
there will be plenty of “man, this kid is good” moments. 

Corey: Do we have a winner for the best prediction? This feels almost 
dead on. This is like the one approach shot that you stick flag-high on the 
green at the 16th hole and it helps you remember that you still love golf 
despite all the crooked numbers on the scorecard that day. 

Shayna: Yeah, this is probably the best one. The golf reference is 
meaningless to me, but I think I catch your drift. Mostly. Somewhat. 

The first Hughes injury gave Mercer his chance to shine as the 2C, and 
between Bratt and Andreas Johnsson, the Devils found a really good 
combination. The rookie’s play slipped when he moved down to the third 
line (and consequently didn’t have the same quality linemates he did 
before). Had his play stayed at that level, he’d probably be in the Calder 
conversation which has some really great options this year. But even 
without the trophy nods, his skill shined at times this season primarily as 
the 2C or a winger, and his start was super encouraging. 

17. Ty Smith, Ryan Graves and Jonas Siegenthaler join Hamilton in 
establishing new career highs in time on ice per game. 

Shayna: Graves saw his ice time rise by about a minute and a half on 
average this year, for a career high 20:40. There was such a clear split, I 
think, between top-four and third pair defensemen on this team, and he 
clearly rounds out the former category. 

Smith, on the other hand, is down over two and a half minutes to 17:25. 
The offensive skill is still there, but it was nothing short of a tough year for 
the lefty. The Devils have to find a stronger partner to help balance his 
game, and maybe adjust tactics to help him play to his strengths and 
succeed. And there’s work on an individual level to improve his 
execution. 

Siegenthaler did, with an average ice time of 20:34 — a full three minutes 
ahead of his prior high. He absolutely earned that boost in ice time with 
his quietly effective play. At five-on-five, the Devils’ expected goal rate 
against of 2.21 per 60 was 14 percent stronger than league average 
while he was on the ice — with a strong effort to limit net-front chances 
against. When he was on the bench, it was one percent worse than 
average, to compare. 

I think it was clear he was a strong defensive defender since joining the 
Devils, but did you expect him to be this good? 

Corey: I would be willing to bet that, “How good do we really think Jonas 
Siegenthaler is?’ has been an interesting debate internally for Devils 
management. Probably a fun one to have, too. I think there should be a 
little bit of cautious skepticism, just because players like him generally 
need to build up a base of more than one season before you can feel 
good about this being the real thing. Siegenthaler did have interesting 
underlying numbers in smaller doses when he played for the Capitals, so 
maybe this was always in there waiting for the opportunity. 

18. Ruff gets a little Jack Adams Award buzz during a particularly strong 
run of play in the middle of the season and receives some votes at the 
end of the year. 

Corey: This one certainly didn’t work out. The Jack Adams gets tied a 
little too closely to the Vezina most years, where the top candidates for 
best coach are often the ones who just had the best goalies. Ruff’s team 
never had close to good enough goaltending, so the chances of having 
enough team success to get him on the radar for this award were gone 
pretty early in the season. 

Shayna: Coaching impact is tough to measure, a lot of it can be driven by 
narratives or a team going on a run — or like you said, deeply influenced 
by goaltending. I’m also of the opinion that less can be more when it 

comes to coaching structure depending on the situation. But overall in 
this case, I think that the only way Ruff would have gotten some sort of 
nod was if the Devils found themselves in the playoff mix, even if they 
just fell short, whether or not his impact was the driver. 

19. Holtz is not the first forward recalled from Utica, which everyone on 
social media agrees with and causes no consternation at all. Just kidding 
… about the second part. 

Corey: Holtz was actually the first forward recalled from Utica. He scored 
five goals in his first four AHL games, and the Devils made the quick 
recall. It didn’t go particularly well for him in his first NHL stint, but Holtz 
has still had a strong year in the AHL. 

Shayna, should Devils fans have him penciled into the lineup for opening 
night of next season? 

Shayna: I think so. I think the “ideal” starting lineup includes a splashy 
top-six winger upgrade, an extended Bratt and Holtz comfortably starts 
on the third line in a somewhat sheltered role with room to grow. Putting 
him in a position to succeed should be the priority above all else, so there 
should be a safety net in case he isn’t ready to be an impact player off 
the bat. The only way I could see him playing elsewhere is if he’s 
included in a trade to bring in a goaltender, which is at the top of the 
offseason checklist. 

20. Hamilton, Hischier and Hughes will all be in Beijing for the 2022 
Winter Olympics, along with Zacha, Siegenthaler, Janne Kuokkanen, 
Tomas Tatar, Christian Jaros and Marian Studenic. Bratt will be one of 
Sweden’s near-misses despite being worthy of a spot. 

Shayna: Welp. Better luck for most in four years? 

Corey: It’s crazy that players of a certain NHL age haven’t had a chance 
to play in the Olympics. And anyone who missed Sochi in 2014 because 
of an injury or maybe they just weren’t quite ready … yeah. I think 
Hischier and Hughes are, barring catastrophic injury, two of the top guys 
in the league to pencil in for 2026 right now. Bratt would have been a 
fascinating debate this year — today he looks like an obvious choice, but 
was he when the teams would have needed to be chosen? He had eight 
goals and 24 points in 29 games at the Christmas break. He got hot 
pretty quickly after the break, so maybe that would have been enough? A 
fun, but kind of unanswerable “what if” at this point. 

Overall, the big misses here were anything goaltending related or 
goaltending adjacent (not surprising) and a couple of Hamilton-related 
predictions. All in all, not too bad. 

Should be an interesting offseason for the Devils. It feels like the third or 
fourth time in a row that we’ve been able to say that ahead of time, and 
the past three certainly have been. 
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Down Goes Brown: Finding 3 positive thoughts for each of the non-
playoff teams 

 

Sean McIndoe 

 

With just days left in the regular season and the playoff races basically 
locked up, many of the fan bases in the league aren’t very happy right 
now. There’s about to be a two-month party with a big shiny trophy at the 
end of it, and half of you aren’t invited. 

It’s a tough time of year, and I want to help. 

Today, we’re going to break out an annual tradition around these parts 
and look for three positive thoughts for each of the non-playoff teams. 
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That’s it. Just three shots of optimism, aimed at those that need it most. If 
you prefer negativity, you can read, well, just about everything else being 
written about these teams. But not here, at least not today. It’s all good. 
The glass isn’t just half-full, it’s half-full of unicorn tears. But like, happy 
tears. I guess from laughing or something? I admit I’ve lost the metaphor, 
but let’s do this anyway … 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

The negative: They missed the playoffs by a mile, the goaltending wasn’t 
great, and they might not have a 60-point scorer. 

Positive thought #1: We got into this a bit on Monday, but the Blue 
Jackets exceeded just about everyone’s expectations. Most of us had 
them as contenders for dead last. Instead, they played fake-.500 hockey 
pretty much all year long. Sure, that cost them some lottery odds, but 
having a young team overachieve is never a bad thing. 

Positive thought #2: It’s only been one year, but Brad Larsen looks like a 
good one behind the bench. 

Positive thought #3: I’m not sure I’d go so far as to say that Patrik Laine 
is back, but he doesn’t look broken in the same way he did under John 
Tortorella. Getting him signed will be tricky, but whether you want to look 
at him as a long-term piece or as trade bait, his production in stretches 
this year gave you a reason for optimism. Mix in Cole Sillinger being here 
and Kirill Marchenko on the way, and the future is already taking shape. 

(For what it’s worth, Blue Jackets fans apparently didn’t need this 
section, as they’re already mostly optimistic. Don’t worry, these get 
harder as we go.) 

Ottawa Senators 

The negative: In what was supposed to be year one of their run of 
unparalleled success, or at least the year they pushed for a playoff spot, 
the Senators instead took a step backward and will finish behind last 
year’s pace. 

Positive thought #1: I know we said we’d do three thoughts per team, but 
we probably only need one for Ottawa. You can mourn Eugene Melnyk 
and appreciate what he did for the team and the community, but a 
change in ownership will be the single best thing that could have 
happened to this franchise. There didn’t feel like there was a path to 
long-term success under Melnyk; now there could be. 

Positive thought #2: It’s been clear from looking at the Senators’ roster 
and pipeline that they were going to need a few of the younger players to 
make the leap to a higher tier, while others at least didn’t regress. I’d 
argue that the trio of Brady Tkachuk, Thomas Chabot and Tim Stützle 
have all stayed on track, but the big story might be Josh Norris breaking 
through as a legit 30-plus goal guy. Right now he looks like a very good 
second-line center, and there’s a non-zero chance he may be more. 

Positive thought #3: There hasn’t been much good news on the Matt 
Murray front, and it will be interesting to see how the team works its way 
out of that contract. But it no longer feels like a disaster because of Anton 
Forsberg’s emergence as a legitimate NHL goalie. Goaltending is weird 
and maybe this ends up being a career year, but the Senators might 
have their starter for the next few seasons, even if it’s not the guy they 
expected. 

Arizona Coyotes 

The negative: They were quite possibly the worst team in the league this 
year, and arguably one of the worst of the cap era. 

Positive thought #1: That’s what they were trying to do, so at least they 
can execute on a plan. 

Positive thought #2: There’s a ton of draft capital, including first-rounders 
this year from the Hurricanes and Avalanche, plus five picks in this year’s 
second and their own first, which will be in the top four. Most of that help 
won’t arrive for another few years, but this is a rebuild and you want as 
many lottery tickets as you can get. The Coyotes have a lot. 

Positive thought #3: Nick Ritchie might not be a long-term piece of the 
puzzle, but he gives the Coyotes a nice proof-of-concept on a future 
sales pitch to potential players: Come to Arizona, play higher up the 
lineup, and rebuild your stat line and reputation outside the big market 
microscope. Some of those guys will stick around, others will turn into 
trade bait, and both will help the rebuild. 

Seattle Kraken 

The negative: With the 2017-18 Golden Knights providing a best-case 
scenario for expansion success, the Kraken went into the year expecting 
to at least make a playoff push. Instead, they started slow and never 
really improved, not contending for anything other than dead last. 

Positive thought #1: It was the best season in franchise history! 

Positive thought #2: But seriously folks, the Knights were never a realistic 
goal, and being an expansion team is supposed to be about building the 
foundation for the future. The Kraken did a reasonable job of that at the 
trade deadline, loading up on mid-round picks for the next few years. 
Combine that with a high pick this year and a shot at Connor Bedard in 
2023, and the future is bright. 

Positive thought #3: Some of that future is already here, and Matty 
Beniers looks like a future star. This is the kind of kid you build around 
and gives Kraken fans the first blue-chipper they can really commit some 
long-term love to. 

Montreal Canadiens 

The negative: Coming off a trip to the Final, the Canadiens suffered one 
of the most stunning single-season collapses we’ve ever seen, fired 
everyone, and might finish dead last. 

Positive thought #1: In pro sports, there’s the concept of a “burn the tape” 
game, where everything that can go wrong does and you can’t really 
learn anything other than that you should never speak of this again. It 
shouldn’t be possible to have that happen over a whole season, but … 
maybe? No Shea Weber, no Carey Price, everyone hurt all the time, 
fourth and fifth-string goalies getting shelled, Dominique Ducharme 
blinking “help me” in morse code, Cole Caufield sent down … I mean, 
maybe you just point at this as the example of what happens when 
literally everything goes wrong, and otherwise just laugh to keep from 
crying. 

Positive thought #2: The scariest thing about the Canadiens halfway into 
the season wasn’t their terrible record, but the fact that Nick Suzuki didn’t 
look great and Caufield barely looked like an NHLer. Those two players 
are the key to the future here, and the switch to Martin St. Louis sparked 
both. Crisis averted. 

Positive thought #3: I’ll just say it — I’m not completely sold on St. Louis 
as the long-term answer behind the bench. But even with that, he was a 
huge upgrade over the overwhelmed Ducharme, and his arrival really did 
seem to energize the team. Assuming he wants to keep the job, let’s see 
what he can do with an offseason and a training camp to get everything 
how he wants it. (And a top-four pick in the lineup won’t hurt.) 

Buffalo Sabres 

The negative: The Sabres have missed the playoffs for the 11th year in a 
row, something that has literally never happened before in the history of 
the league. And while they’ve been better than last year’s disaster, they’ll 
be worse than the 2019-20 team and maybe also 2018-19. Those teams 
were very bad. 

Positive thought #1: Some of the young guys look legit, including Tage 
Thompson pushing for 70 points, Alex Tuch showing signs, and Rasmus 
Dahlin bouncing back from an iffy start. Of course, the Owen Power era 
has only just begun. There’s lots of potential here, and Don Granato 
seems like the right guy to guide it through the growing pains. 

Positive thought #2: Jeff Skinner looks like a legitimate goal-scorer again, 
which suggests that his recent struggles may have had a lot to do with 
Ralph Krueger. He’s still not worth $9 million, but he might be worth a 
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spot on the top line, and it’s no longer inconceivable that the team might 
get some value out of what once looked like the league’s worst contract. 

Positive thought #3: It sure feels like they won the Jack Eichel trade, 
doesn’t it? 

Winnipeg Jets 

The negative: They were supposed to be Cup contenders, and some 
dummies thought they’d be one of the league’s five best teams. But not 
only will they miss the playoffs, but they also won’t even come all that 
close. 

Positive thought #1: There are certainly some pieces here, including 
young-ish ones like Kyle Connor, Nik Ehlers and Pierre-Luc Dubois. The 
question is whether it’s the right mix, and maybe all those guys aren’t 
part of your plan moving forward. But they’re assets, and you’ll get a 
decent return on any that you move. If it’s going to be a rebuild, they’re 
starting with more than most teams. 

Positive thought #2: Connor Hellebuyck wasn’t great this year, especially 
down the stretch, and that’s kind of terrifying if you think it might be the 
new normal. But you shouldn’t think that, because his track record says 
he’s an elite goaltender and even the best have the occasional weird 
outlier season. That’s what this was, so you’re still set in goal going 
forward. 

Positive thought #3: The coaching was kind of a mess, with Paul Maurice 
probably deserving to be fired, eventually resigning instead, and Dave 
Lowry not being able to do much with his interim role. The good news is 
that they should be in better shape next year, whether that’s because 
Lowry has a whole camp to work with or (much more likely) there’s a new 
voice in the room. 

Anaheim Ducks 

The negative: After starting strong and looking like playoff contenders, 
the Ducks plummeted in the second half and weren’t even in the race. 

Positive thought #1: Trevor Zegras is fun as hell. Seriously, I’m not even 
sure you need two more. Don’t get greedy, Anaheim fans. 

Positive thought #2: OK, fine, we’ll keep going. New GM Pat Verbeek did 
a decent job at the deadline, and more importantly, he showed that he 
was willing to make tough calls rather than try to take the easy way out 
and claim he needed more time (that he didn’t have). It’s a low bar, but 
other GMs have whiffed on this sort of scenario, so at least the Ducks 
know they have a guy who’s there to roll up his sleeves and do the work. 

Positive thought #3: John Gibson was really good for the first few 
months, so let’s hope he was secretly hurt or really fatigued in the 
second half. Or at least that some other team will buy that if Verbeek 
decided to explore a trade. 

San Jose Sharks 

The negative: For the last few years, they’ve been old, expensive, and 
not very good. This year was more of the same, except that now they’re 
even older. Honestly, this might be the most difficult team on the list. 

Positive thought #1: They did get Tomas Hertl re-signed, which was 
certainly a better outcome than letting him walk. Is it better than moving 
him at the deadline? We’ll never know, and seeing this team hand out yet 
another max-length deal feels like a real “not learning from your 
mistakes” sort of vibe. But there’s an argument that the contracts for guys 
like Marc-Édouard Vlasic and Erik Karlsson and the rest are sunk costs, 
and you don’t let Hertl leave just because you screwed up in the past. 

Positive thought #2: Speaking of past screw-ups, we can wish all the best 
to Doug Wilson and his long-term health while also acknowledging that it 
was probably time for a fresh set of eyes. We don’t know who that will be 
yet, but there’s the potential here to finally start a new chapter. 

Positive thought #3: They delivered what was basically a death blow to 
the Golden Knights on Sunday, which was very funny and also 

temporarily made them the most popular team in the league. Look, if you 
can’t succeed, at least be part of someone else’s entertaining failure. 

New Jersey Devils 

The negative: They won the offseason, but not much else. Oh, and the 
one position where they were supposed to be pretty much set — in goal 
with Mackenzie Blackwood — now seems like it may need a rethink. 

Positive thought #1: The Blackwood disaster isn’t remotely a good thing, 
but while goaltending is the most important position, it’s also often the 
easiest to fix. There should be a few decent names on the market this 
offseason, and the Devils will have the cap space to chase one. A related 
note: The Devils’ underlying numbers were actually decent, so even an 
upgrade to mediocre goaltending could flip them into a winning team. 

Positive thought #2: The Jack Hughes breakthrough arrived, at least 
when he was healthy. That big extension already looks like an eventual 
bargain, and it hasn’t even kicked in yet. 

Positive thought #3: We don’t know what the future holds for Lindy Ruff 
but, uh, let’s just say that there appears to be an opportunity for a 
coaching upgrade should the team wish to take it. 

Chicago Blackhawks 

The negative: They genuinely seemed to think they’d be good after 
trading for Seth Jones and Marc-André Fleury. They were decidedly not. 

Positive thought #1: Despite all the complaining about his extension, 
Jones came pretty close to living up to his cap hit this year. (This 
sentence is technically true, my advice is don’t think too hard about it.) 

Positive thought #2: Jonathan Toews and, to a lesser extent, Patrick 
Kane seem to have left the door open to at least considering potential 
offseason trades. That wouldn’t be fun for Hawks fans, and might not be 
the right move for the franchise, but it’s good to have options. The 
alternative, which would be both guys refusing to consider a move and 
handcuffing the team heading into the last year of their contracts, would 
be far worse. (Trust me, I’ve been there.) 

Positive thought #3: The top priority in Chicago right now shouldn’t be on 
the ice, but rather on fixing the mess left behind by the Kyle Beach 
coverup. While there have certainly been bumps in the road, they seem 
to be headed in that direction. They don’t deserve the benefit of the 
doubt, but we can credit them when they do seem to be taking steps 
forward, and cleaning house up top was a solid one. 

Vancouver Canucks 

The negative: The Canucks had an awful start, fired the coach and the 
GM, and ended up missing the playoffs. 

Positive thought #1: That start under Travis Green ended up being too 
much to overcome, but they played at a playoff-worthy pace under Bruce 
Boudreau, even factoring in the last week or so that’s seen them run out 
of gas. We’ve talked about how other teams might improve, but 
assuming Boudreau is back, this team doesn’t even have to do that to be 
a playoff team. 

Positive thought #2: I can’t say I know a ton about Patrik Allvin, but let’s 
just say I feel a lot more confident with him in charge than I did with Jim 
Benning. 

Positive thought #3: Maybe this is my Easy Coast Bias™ showing itself, 
but J.T. Miller’s chase for 100 points snuck up on me. Even in a year 
when offense exploded (kind of), that’s still really impressive. He needs a 
new contract, so maybe it’s a mixed blessing, but even if they decide to 
move him, they should get a ton. Rebuilding teams need guys to make 
unexpected leaps to the next tier, and Miller seems to have done exactly 
that. Also, Thatcher Demko seems like the real deal, Quinn Hughes 
bounced back with career highs, and Elias Pettersson has been on a tear 
since February. See, Vancouver, I even needed to cram in some extra 
optimism for you guys. 

Detroit Red Wings 
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The negative: The slow-but-sure rebuild continues, with an emphasis on 
the slow. They’ll be well under .500 for the sixth year in a row, and could 
finish 31st in goals allowed. 

Positive thought #1: If you’re going to rebuild, having two Calder 
possibilities on the same team isn’t a bad way to do it. Lucas Raymond 
was very good, and Mo Seider was even better. We can build on this. 

Positive thought #2: After two years of scoring at well under a point-per-
game pace, Dylan Larkin got back to his career-high levels of 2018-19 
and might still pass them. He’s the key to the veteran core, so having him 
show signs of something approaching elite play is a big relief. So is 
getting Jakub Vrana back. 

Positive thought #3: There aren’t many teams in better cap shape than 
Detroit. Steve Yzerman hasn’t seemed overly inclined to use it yet, but 
when he does he’ll have room to be a major player on some big names. 

New York Islanders 

The negative: After heading into the season looking like Cup contenders, 
the Islanders flatlined pretty much immediately thanks to an 11-game 
losing streak and never really recovered. Now they just look like an old 
team without much cap space or prospect capital and a window that’s 
slammed shut. 

Positive thought #1: The start of the season was just weird, as they had 
to play 13 straight road games before finally coming home to open their 
new arena. They started off well, going 5-2-2 but then seemed to run out 
of gas, and the funk lasted into the first homestand. They’ve played at a 
90-point pace since the losing streak ended, which isn’t playoff material 
but isn’t bad for a team that knew they were already out of it. 

Positive thought #2: Ilya Sorokin is the future in goal, and he was pretty 
fantastic almost all year long. Semyon Varlamov wasn’t, but he wasn’t 
awful and with one year left on his deal, maybe you can move him in the 
summer, reclaim some much-needed cap space, and let Sorokin be the 
undisputed guy for the next decade. 

Positive thought #3: Not enough? Still no real hope? Everyone’s counting 
this team out, you say? Interesting, Islander fans haven’t heard that 
before, I’m sure there’s no chance they’ll make us all look dumb yet 
again. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

The negative: Two years ago, they were one of the best teams in the 
league. Last year, not so much. Which one was the fluke? Let’s just say 
we found out. Also, the owner seems to think this can all be fixed quickly. 
Hoo boy, this one is going to be tough. 

Positive thought #1: Claude Giroux might finally win a Cup, so all you 
Flyers fans who were wishing for that heading into this season can a.) be 
happy and b.) learn an important lesson about being more specific in 
your prayers to the hockey gods. 

Positive thought #2: The Giroux trade brought in Owen Tippett, and he’s 
been part of a line of young forwards that have sparked the team 
recently. You never want to read too much into late-season success 
when you’re a bad team playing meaningless games, but it’s still better 
than late-season failure. 

Positive thought #3: The single biggest question for the Flyers heading 
into the season was whether Carter Hart would play like the future star 
he looked like for his first two seasons or the overwhelmed bum he 
looked like last year. He landed pretty much right in the middle, with a 
solid first few months and an uninspiring second half. That’s not great, 
but it’s not the worst-case scenario. Look, we said this one wouldn’t be 
easy, let us grasp at whatever straws we can find. 

Vegas Golden Knights, probably 

The negative: Yes, we’re counting them, even with last night’s shootout 
loss meaning they’re still technically alive. A team that was aggressively 
built to win the Stanley Cup, including pulling off the season’s biggest 

trade and all sorts of cap shenanigans, instead is on the verge of missing 
the playoffs altogether. If they defy the odds and sneak in, great, but it 
will hardly feel like they met expectations. (And yes, I am aware that even 
writing them has guaranteed the Knights a miracle run that ends in a 
Stanley Cup, please send thank you notes and flowers to my assistant.) 

Positive thought #1: Vegas fans, I know you’ve been spoiled enough that 
you’re going to have to take my word on this, but here’s the deep dark 
secret of NHL fandom: The playoffs are way more fun when your team 
isn’t in them, and you can just hate-watch everyone else and root for 
team chaos. You’re going to enjoy the next two months more than you’d 
think you would. 

Positive thought #2: As fun as watching this whole meltdown has been 
for everyone else, the Knights really were decimated by injury, so a lot of 
this is just bad luck. They’re going to finish in the top 10 in expected five-
on-five goals, right along with a bunch of playoff teams and maybe even 
ahead of heavyweights like Colorado and Tampa, which suggests that 
they deserved a better fate. 

Positive thought #3: Seriously though, you get so few opportunities in life 
to bring this much joy to so many people. 
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‘Go have some fun’: Inside the raucous, record-setting 2012 AHL Norfolk 
team that launched the Lightning 

 

Joe Smith 

 

“We’ve got one more stop, boys.” 

The best team in American Hockey League history was coming off a two-
day celebratory bender in Toronto, including racking up a $10,000 bar 
tab at Madison Ave Pub, when they arrived back in Norfolk, Va., to a 
heroes’ welcome on June 10, 2012. Two fire trucks sprayed hoses at the 
commercial 747 jet they were on as it pulled into the tarmac. Hundreds 
lined the hallway near baggage claim wearing navy and red jerseys, 
holding signs, giving high fives. There were many more fans, and news 
crews, waiting for them at the arena. The Norfolk Admirals had won the 
Calder Cup, capping off their pro hockey record 29-game winning streak. 
This beach town was ready to crown them. They were ready to rage. 

But coach Jon Cooper told the driver, a retired Marine nicknamed “Solly,” 
to first take the 30-bed sleeper bus to their go-to bar: Hell’s Kitchen. 
They’d do one more shot (of Crown Royal) and beer as a team, then sing 
and dance to their ‘We Are Young” win song for a while.  As the bus 
whizzed past the arena on Granby Street, a few fans chasing behind, 
Keith Phillips — then a 29-year-old PR man, now a pastor — was 
freaking out. His phone was blowing up. Where the hell were they? 

“I swear they didn’t drive me into priesthood,” Phillips said. 

This is the story of that group, who made hockey history 10 years ago. 

The Admirals had missed the playoffs in their first three years under the 
Lightning’s affiliation — and hadn’t made it past the second round in the 
previous decade — before they decided to bring in Cooper in 2010. 
Cooper, the former attorney, took an improbable path, from a Hofstra 
lacrosse player to high school coach in Michigan before making stops in 
Texarkana, St. Louis (NAHL) and Green Bay (USHL). Cooper won a title 
at every level with his colorful style. But he and then assistant GM Julien 
BriseBois had to rebuild Tampa Bay’s AHL program from scratch. In 
Cooper’s first year with Norfolk, they made the playoffs but got swept in 
the first round.  
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Cooper: Our belief was if you want to develop hockey players, the best 
way to develop players was winning. And we thought we had a chance. 
When you put those young kids in a winning environment, it was going to 
be what we wanted. And that’s what we did. 

Athletic trainer Brad Chavis: When Coop came in, we didn’t know who he 
was. People came in and said, “Oh, this guy wins at every level.” Right 
away, you could see it. When he spoke, you could tell this guy was going 
to be something special. 

Phillips: But nobody would have ever expected them to win 28 games 
and a Calder Cup. 

J.P. Cote: I remember there was a newspaper clipping put over the urinal 
in the bathroom in the locker room. It had like preseason predictions for 
the AHL, and had us in next-to-last place. I don’t know who put it up, but 
it was motivating. 

Cory Conacher: Every time you had to pee, you saw it. And it pissed you 
off. 

Cooper: That sounds like something I would do. 

The Admirals had some interesting young talent coming in, from Johnson 
to Palat to Richard Panik, Radko Gudas (now with the Panthers) and 
Mark Barberio. They had a fun mix of veterans, too. What brought the 
group close at first was proximity, as 15 or 16 players lived in an 
apartment complex near the rink. The European players, like Gudas, 
Palat and Panik, lived in their own place on the beach. The bonding 
started during their preseason trip to Newfoundland.  

Eric Neilson: In Newfoundland, they have a tradition called “Screeched 
In.” Basically, you have to kiss a fish, take a shot of this Newfoundland 
rum called Screeched and then say some Newfoundland gibberish. So 
we were all at this bar in town, the coaches and Coop included. And we 
did this “Screeched In” together. It was the first real team-building thing 
we did. I think the young guys were a little hesitant at first. They were 
like, drinking alcohol in front of the coaches? But the older guys were 
like, “It’s all right, this is what we do. And we’re going to do this together.” 

Cooper: I would be hard-pressed to sit here and say we’ve coached a 
team that was closer than that group was. We had a team that had 
character. And it was full of characters. 

Neilson: We’d always have team dinners. You’d have to pick a theme. 
Canadian night, Italian night, Mexican night. The Czech house did their 
own thing. We’d all try to outdo each other. Our group, we went above 
and beyond. We’d set the plates, fancy napkins and have the best wine. 
Coop and the staff got into it. They’d come to the dinners and score them 
on presentation, entertainment. 

Alex Picard: Plus that meant you only had to cook once a week. 

Video coach Brian Garlock: It became such a big deal that on Monday 
mornings, I would make a PowerPoint presentation grading them on 
food, ambiance, the X-factor. I’d play like classical dinner music. 

Gudas: It wasn’t just the dinners; we did everything. I remember we had 
a bowling league on Monday nights. We’d eat chicken wings and pizza 
and have some beers. Every team had a theme and outfits. Palat, 
Johnson and Panik, they were dressed as cowboys. J.P. Cote’s group, 
they were hippies. We were the all-denim team. 

Cote: Coop would tell us, “Go have some fun,” and he’d come out with 
us. We had a Christmas party, done by the players. We organized it all at 
a sushi place. We had a DJ, karaoke at the party. Brad Chavis and his 
kid were up there singing. Coaches were. The young guys, the vets. 
Even BriseBois was there. It was such a family atmosphere. 

Pierre-Cedric Labrie: Coop organized a submarine visit one time. You go 
into the tunnel and you’re like, “Oh, my God.” You realize that there’s a 
team of like 200 people, but only had 45 beds. You’ve got to rotate 
throughout the night. Some guys are sleeping on like a torpedo. Only had 
like four showers. We’d go to the rink and complain about little things, 

and they’re there for 200 days. It’s a good lesson. You go to the rink and 
you should enjoy it. And we sure as hell did. 

Palat: We’d go surfing after practice. We had a friend by the beach. He 
was a pro surfer and owned a shop, and he’d teach us how to surf. We’d 
give him tickets to the game. It was an amazing time. But one day before 
playoffs, Coop told us, “Guys, don’t surf.” Then I went surfing, of course.  
There were the biggest waves I’ve ever seen. I fell and the board hit me 
right in the forehead. I had to get 10 stitches the night before the playoffs. 

Chavis: I got the call and he said he was playing football on the beach 
and slipped and hit a rock and cut his head. I said, “Pally, I’m not an 
idiot.” He’s like, “I’m in the E.R. getting stitches, it’s going to be OK.” I 
knew that story was bogus right when I heard it. But kids are going to be 
kids. 

Gudas: We spent two hours in the hospital shaking, hoping he didn’t 
have a concussion. It was stupid but fun. 

Palat: Everyone knew we were lying. He told us to not surf or do stupid 
shit. 

(Courtesy of Brad Chavis) 

Neilson was a career AHLer and, according to teammates, a comedian. 
The craziest story from this record season might have been from the 
Halloween party, when Neilson went all-in as the Johnny Depp character 
George Jung from the movie “Blow.” 

Neilson: The long and short of it is, I got arrested for possession of icing 
sugar. 

I was a big fan of the movie. So I got the white suit with white shoes and 
a turtleneck and glasses, two big briefcases. I had a friend in Norfolk who 
was a hairdresser and makeup artist and she did me up. I filled a ziploc 
bag of icing sugar, another bag of green tea all chopped up. I had a glass 
mirror, a rolled-up $100 bill and a credit card. I was ready to go. 

I walked around the bar and pretended to take the glass mirror out and 
asked people, “You want a bump?” It was closing time, so I asked the 
manager on the way out the same thing. 

Cote: This was Granby Street, the main strip, and there were cops all 
over. 

Neilson: I’m like, “This is perfect. The boys have set this up. I’m going to 
play along.” 

Angelidis: Nobody set anything up. “Nieler” is just crazy. 

Neilson: The cops put the cuffs on me, put me against the car. I’m like, 
“You can’t arrest me! You know who I am? I’m the best drug dealer there 
ever was. I’m George Jung.” The guys are looking at me like, “What the 
fuck is going on?” 

Picard: Nieler is a legend. There’s nobody like him. 

Neilson: I got in the back of the cop car, and he goes, “I want to know 
where you got this. This is a lot of cocaine. You’re going to jail for a long, 
long time.” I’m like, oh, this is no joke. This is not a prop. I’m in trouble. 

Barberio: So they call the drug unit over to test it all. 

Neilson: They tested it, and it was, of course, icing sugar. The cop told 
me, “This is Norfolk, this is a big Navy port, a lot of drugs come through. 
You can’t be doing this. Where do you live? We’ll drive you home.” I told 
him I live around the corner and asked if he’d be OK putting on a show 
for the boys, putting his lights on. He took me around, and the guys are 
all on the deck looking over. They pull me out of the cop car, uncuff me, 
throw the prop bags at me. “Here you go, have a good time. Good luck 
this season.” The boys were losing it. 

The turning point for the Admirals came on Super Bowl Sunday, Feb. 5, 
2012. They were a pretty good team, with a 27-18 record entering a road 
matchup in Springfield. They planned a party for that night at the hotel 
bar to watch the Patriots-Giants title game. But after Norfolk blew a third-
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period lead to fall 4-2, everything was in doubt. Cooper told the team to 
keep their gear on in the dressing room postgame, asking Garlock to pull 
out a TV and replay the raw footage of the third period.  

Cote: It was a wake-up call for us. 

Cooper: We hadn’t been playing well before that. We had a 3-1 lead and 
then bad penalties, bad turnover, bad everything. It just came to a boiling 
point. We kept everyone in their equipment. I berated (Johnson), 
Conacher, the young guys. They hadn’t done much up to that point. They 
were trying to figure it out. 

Garlock: That was a rip-fest, our come-to-Jesus. 

Johnson: I got ripped really, really hard. After that, things, like, clicked in 
a way. 

Barberio: We had the makings of a great team, we just hadn’t put it all 
together. Coop spoke. A bunch of the leaders did, too. Angelidis, Cote, 
Neilson. It was like, “We’ve got something special here. Let’s not waste 
it.” 

Dustin Tokarski: We had a team that could go all the way. We just 
needed to hit the right button. 

Neilson: We shit the bed and played awful. It was like the boys were 
eating chicken wings or having beer before the game was over. Coop 
called everyone out. We thought we’d head back to Norfolk, but Coop 
said, “We’re leaving this here. We’re going to have some fun.” Maybe this 
was all part of Coop’s plan, his genius. 

Conacher: We didn’t lose again after that. 

Angelidis: Twenty-eight in a row. 

Cote: Nobody could touch us. 

Neilson: That night is when we picked our song, too, “We Are Young.” 
We heard it in one of those Super Bowl commercials. We’re like, “Holy 
shit, that’s a good song.” We tried it on as our win song the next game, 
and the rest is history. 

Picard: When I hear that song, 10 years later, I still get that feeling in my 
stomach. 

Gudas: I get goosebumps. My kids all love it, and we sing it anytime it’s 
on. 

Barberio: That song was us. 

Cote: We sung it after every win in the locker room. I still get a warm 
feeling in my heart remembering that, how close we were. 

Cooper: My son, who was 2 at the time, my wife — that song comes on 
and there’s silence, then that look in your eye and a smile. There’s joy, 
so many emotions flood through when I hear that. It connects you. 

Admirals celebrate with Calder Cup. (Courtesy of Brad Chavis) 

The Admirals won their final 28 games of the regular season, with 20 of 
the wins coming in regulation. There were some close calls, for sure, 
including Johnson needing to score a shootout attempt in the sixth round 
of a game to keep the streak alive. The line of Palat-Johnson-Panik was 
dominant, with Johnson’s heroics a sign of things to come with the 
Lightning’s 2015 run to the Stanley Cup Final. “We were like the 
(Lightning’s) ‘Triplets,'” Palat said. 

Cooper: I always say we went into every single game up 1-0. There was 
no dent in our armor. We had all facets of the game. We had skill, 
toughness, hockey sense, compete. I believe if the season hadn’t ended, 
that streak wouldn’t have ended. 

Gudas: Everyone was cheering for each other, and it doesn’t happen that 
often anymore, especially in the minors where everyone wants to make 
the NHL. 

Labrie: We just had that swag. 

Cooper: The refs told me after that nobody wanted to ref the game, 
nobody wanted to fuck it up. That’s why we got the calls. 

The Admirals first broke the pro hockey record of 17 consecutive wins, 
set by the 1992-93 Penguins, and did so in a surprising way. They were 
in Charlotte, N.C., and they had an off day before the game, on St. 
Patrick’s Day. The city hosts one of that day’s biggest parties in the 
country.  

Angelidis: I mean, we were a partying group. But when it came to the 
game, we were all business. Coop would give us the green light a lot. He 
knew when to give us days off. But we weren’t going to screw this one 
up. 

Cooper: This is how you knew we had winners. I never checked curfew 
as a pro coach, but this was the first time for a record. I remember 
sending an assistant to check on curfew. Guys were pissed off that he 
actually checked. Everyone was in. 

Garlock: It was tailor-made to be a shitshow, a day off on St. Patty’s. I 
remember going into the third period of that game we broke the record. 
Panik scored one of the sickest goals I’ve ever seen. I remember 
thinking, “Oh my God, this is like a movie.” 

Angelidis: After we won, we all went out downtown, had some dinner and 
some beers. Coop said, “Eh, let’s push the bus time back to 5. … Let’s 
push it back to 7.” I don’t know if we left until 10. Then we grabbed some 
beers for the bus ride back to Norfolk. 

Alex Killorn with the Calder Cup. (Courtesy of Keith Phillips) 

Cote: Those bus rides were epic. We’d watch movies, like 
documentaries, play cards. But there were times where we’d have “Royal 
Rumble.” You pick a guy’s name out of a hat, and that’s who you’d 
wrestle. One time, Picard took Tyler Johnson from the top bunk and 
threw him down, like off the top rope. 

Neilson: It was legit wrestling. 

Picard: It was like a mosh pit, like 30 guys on top of each other. We were 
having the time of our life. 

Johnson: This kind of personified how crazy our team was. At the end of 
the year, before the playoffs, when it was beautiful in Norfolk, Coop told 
the guys, “Don’t go to the beaches and get sunburned and party. Be 
ready to play.” Well, we had practice one day and Labrie and Neilson 
show up and they’re bright red, they look like apples. Coop is so pissed. 
He was yelling in practice, screaming. 

After practice, he kicks us off the ice, told us there’s a meeting in the 
room. Labrie is a giant human being, and he was sitting there and had a 
fake IV attached to his arm. He had one of those oxygen masks. He 
wrote on there, “IV beach recovery.” Coop walked into the room, was 
ready to start screaming. He takes one look at Labs and that contraption 
and starts laughing. He walks out of the room, can’t hold it together. 

The Admirals finally lost in Game 2 of the first round of the playoffs to the 
Manchester Monarchs, who celebrated like they had won the Calder 
Cup. Norfolk won the first best-of-five series in four games, with Alex 
Killorn — who joined the team late in the season after his final season at 
Harvard — scoring the OT winner. Panik then scored the OT winner to 
seal the second-round series against Connecticut in six games. Norfolk 
swept the final two series, against St. John’s and Toronto. The parade in 
Norfolk had 5,000 to 6,000 people, with Labrie and Neilson among those 
who shaved their beards on stage for charity. 

Conacher: I figured every year would be like that, with everyone so close 
and hung out so much. But it isn’t the case. 

Johnson: When we were in Norfolk, Tampa was going through difficult 
stuff, they were kind of down. The culture wasn’t what (Steve) Yzerman 
wanted. He even said to us young guys, he wanted us to change the 
culture the next year when we came up. 
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Cooper: That team in 2012 were the ones that were the stepping stones 
to get to the 2015 Cup Final. If we don’t do what we did, we might not get 
hired, and that’s when that shift was, when we brought these young guys 
in, because of what we did in Norfolk. I never differentiate championship 
teams. You can’t rank them because they’re all unique. But I will sit here 
and say, in 20 years, what guys I keep in touch with the most, it might be 
the Norfolk guys. They were that special. 

Calder Cup parade. (Courtesy of Keith Phillips) 
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Who are the NHL’s best shutdown defensemen and why are they so 
valuable? 

 

Harman Dayal 

 

The Norris Trophy conversation is usually dominated by the league’s 
best offensive defensemen. 

Having elite point totals is a prerequisite to being a legitimate challenger 
for the crown. Offense from the back end has never been more important 
as it is today, so it makes sense to an extent, but there are plenty of elite 
shutdown defenders who never get a turn in the spotlight because of the 
constant focus on offense. 

These players are often criminally underrated. It’s hard to blame fans or 
media for it because defense isn’t a very sexy topic, plus you can’t 
measure it as easily as say, offense, for which you can simply sift 
through point totals. 

Nonetheless, in an era where scoring is booming, elite shutdown 
defenders are worth their weight in gold. Of course, that leads one to 
wonder, who are the NHL’s top defensive defensemen this season? 

We can explore this topic by digging into some data. In fact, we need a 
combination of numbers to filter through the league and find our gems. 
Why? Well, we can’t solely rely on something like goals against, for 
example, because it’s too blunt of an instrument — it doesn’t account for 
the other four players that the defender shares the ice with or goaltending 
quality. But it’s obviously still a really important measuring point, so the 
goal is to find a variety of metrics like this that can be useful and 
complement each other. 

I started the exercise by using an initial filter for the following criteria: 

Ranks among the NHL’s top-128 defensemen for five-on-five ice time per 
game (Ice time is indicative of a coach’s trust. We only want top-four 
defensemen for this exercise — there are 32 teams, multiply that by four, 
that gives you 128 players who’ve earned top-four quality trust at five-on-
five.) 

Five-on-five goals-against rate below league average (Preventing goals 
is the ultimate goal for a defensive blueliner. Goals against can, however, 
be quite volatile and influenced by luck — some defenders prevent shots 
and scoring chances very well but get punished because their goaltender 
can’t make a save — so I didn’t want this filter to be too harsh.) 

Tougher matchups than league average (Like ice time, matchups can tell 
us a lot about which defensemen a coach trusts. To be a top shutdown 
defender, you should be matching up against top players more often than 
not. I used HockeyViz’s quality of competition data to measure this) 

After running this filter, we get a refined pool of defensemen who skate a 
lot of minutes, are trusted enough to defend top forwards on a regular 
basis and prevent goals against better than league-average. From here, I 
decided to use Evolving-Hockey’s Regularized Adjusted Plus-Minus 

(RAPM) tool to measure defensive impact and rank our pool of 
defenders. 

This RAPM tool can identify the players who have the strongest impact 
on suppressing quality scoring chances through their expected goals 
model. Most importantly, this tool can level the playing field by giving us a 
player’s isolated defensive impact after accounting for variables such as 
teammate quality (who they share the ice with on shifts), opposition 
quality, zone starts (some players start in the defensive zone more often 
than others) and more. 

There’s no such thing as a perfect all-in-one tool, and RAPM is no 
different, but in a world where objectively measuring defensive impact 
can be challenging, this stands out as a useful data point. 

Before presenting the results, I want to quickly share a couple of 
disclaimers and reminders: 

Just because Defenseman A is higher on this list than Defenseman B, it 
doesn’t mean Defenseman A is the better player. Remember, we’re only 
measuring defensive impact. 

We’re only looking at this season’s results. 

This is, of course, only an analytical perspective. The numbers obviously 
can’t capture everything, especially for defense. That means this 
exercise isn’t so much a definitive ranking, but rather a conversation 
starter. You can look at the initial list and then apply your own eye test, 
context and knowledge — it’s all about how you interpret the data. There 
will be plenty of quality shutdown defenders that don’t land on this list. 

Without further ado, let’s dive in. 

No. 1-5 

NHL's Top 5v5 Shutdown D (1-5) 

An NHL executive once told me that Jonas Brodin would be the first 
shutdown defenseman he’d pick out of the entire league to defend 
Connor McDavid one-on-one. The numbers this season appear to agree. 
Playing on a shutdown pair next to Matt Dumba, Brodin has been an 
essential bedrock on Minnesota’s blue line for years. 

Brodin is also symbolic of how the definition of a shutdown defender has 
changed. The 28-year-old doesn’t bully players physically, intimidate or 
block a ton of shots like the defensive defensemen of yesteryear — 
Brodin wins because of his mobility, impeccable positioning and clever 
defensive stickwork. Wild GM Bill Guerin did a fantastic job explaining 
what makes Brodin special in Michael Russo’s feature story a few 
months ago. 

“He’s got kind of that (Nicklas) Lidstrom quality to him where he doesn’t 
kill you with a bodycheck, he doesn’t do anything to physically harm you 
or anything like that, but after the game, you’re confused as to why that 
was so difficult,” said Guerin. “That was the same thing playing against 
Nick. He never laid a hand on you, but you couldn’t get by him, you 
couldn’t dump a puck past him, you couldn’t get a hit on him, and he just 
broke out. Anytime you’d get to a puck at the same time, he’d be a little 
quicker than you. Brodes has some of those elements to his game.” 

Everybody knows Charlie McAvoy is a stud No.1 defenseman but it still 
feels like his name doesn’t come up as often as it should compared to 
Cale Makar, Adam Fox and Miro Heiskanen. McAvoy’s elite at both ends 
of the ice: he’s scoring at a near 60-point pace in what’s been a breakout 
offensive season, plus he’s a top-five defenseman in his own zone. It’s 
only a matter of time before he becomes a perennial challenger for the 
Norris. 

Chris Tanev’s a really fascinating case study. Tanev was elite 
defensively for many years in Vancouver. He was effective but didn’t look 
elite in his last couple of seasons with the Canucks when it appeared that 
a barrage of injuries was starting to slow him down. Re-signing Tanev 
long-term seemed like a risk given his age and injury history, so the 
Canucks didn’t prioritize an extension and he ultimately walked to the 
Calgary Flames. Two years in, Tanev’s stayed remarkably healthy, not 
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missing a single game, and has seen a major resurgence in his play. 
He’s back delivering elite defensive value just like he was in his prime. 

Tampa Bay has so many stars that Ryan McDonagh’s vital contributions 
often go understated. McDonagh plays the toughest minutes against top 
lines for Tampa, which allows Victor Hedman to be freed up offensively. 
It’s actually kind of ridiculous how loaded the Lightning are on the left 
side of their blue line — Hedman, McDonagh and Mikhail Sergachev are 
all signature top-pairing defensemen. 

Rounding out the top five, we have Heiskanen. There’s always a 
tendency to want a bit more out of him offensively, especially since he 
was identified in the same class as Makar, Fox and Quinn Hughes when 
breaking into the league. Heiskanen doesn’t have the eye-popping 
offensive numbers that those players do, but he’s just as valuable. He 
has a case right alongside McAvoy as one of the most complete two-way 
defensemen in the league. 

No. 6-10 

NHL's Top 5v5 Shutdown D (6-10) 

Jaccob Slavin requires no introduction. He owns a 6-foot-3 frame and 
pairs it with elegant skating ability, a rare combination that gives him the 
exceptional range to be one of the NHL’s best rush defenders. 

Matt Grzelyck and Mikey Anderson are a reminder that defensive value 
isn’t always driven by elite in-zone defense. Grzelyck and Anderson are 
competent in their own end, but they shine because they’re elite skaters 
who do an excellent job of moving the puck. They play defense by virtue 
of almost always ensuring their team has puck possession — they don’t 
have to defend without the puck much in the first place. 

There is an asterisk next to Grzelyck’s name, however. 

The undersized 5-foot-9 puck mover has been an excellent regular-
season performer for years now, but he hasn’t been able to translate it to 
the playoffs. Grzelyck’s usually elite goals-against rate has spiked 
significantly in his last three postseasons. 

Matt Grzelyck's 5v5 Goals Against Rate 

Year 

Regular Season GA/60 

Playoffs GA/60 

2020-21 

1.44 

2.88 

2019-20 

1.63 

2.69 

2018-19 

1.64 

2.60 

The underlying numbers suggest he still prevents chances well so maybe 
this is just an extended run of misfortune, but Grzelyck has yet to prove 
he can maintain his stingy defensive form when the games become more 
physical and when the stakes rise. 

Anderson, meanwhile, is one of the more underrated defenders in the 
league. He’s turned into a fantastic fourth-round (2017) find by the Kings’ 
always excellent amateur scouting department, led by Mark Yannetti. 

K’Andre Miller has taken a really impressive step as a sophomore on 
New York’s second pair, alongside Jacob Trouba. He’s still got plenty of 

room to round out and polish his play, but his size, skating and long 
reach set a terrific foundation for his game. 

Brandon Carlo’s slot ensures the Bruins already have three names 
among the league’s top defensive blueliners — it’s no wonder why 
they’re consistently a top defensive team. The drawback with Carlo is 
that he gives back most of his defensive value by being a bit of a black 
hole offensively. That limits his ceiling but he’s still a mighty useful player. 

No. 11-15 

NHL's Top 5v5 Shutdown D (11-15) 

Nick Jensen isn’t particularly flashy or even imposing physically. You’d 
be forgiven for not really noticing him on a given game. But he’s mobile, 
moves the puck well and makes good reads at both ends of the ice. 
Jensen (along with Capitals’ shutdown pair partner Dmitry Orlov) has 
rarely made a mistake this season. 

Erik Cernak is a throwback defender with his size and snarl. It’s been a 
nightmare for opponents to try and generate shots, chances and goals 
whenever he and McDonagh have been paired together. 

Ryan Lindgren, meanwhile, is the defensive safety net that allows Adam 
Fox to roam free offensively with zero worries. Lindgren’s similar to Carlo 
in that he gives some of his value back with his inability to contribute 
offensively, but that’s totally fine when you’re paired with Fox. 

Year in, year out, Esa Lindell does a terrific job of preventing goals 
against. Lindell’s usually been paired with John Klingberg over the past 
number of years (though he’s spent some time with Heiskanen as well 
this season), so it’ll be interesting to see how Dallas’ back end will take 
shape if Klingberg departs in free agency. Will the Stars hunt for another 
dynamic offensive blueliner to pair with Lindell or will they play him with 
Heiskanen and bank on the latter taking the next step with his offensive 
game? 

Rounding out this group, we’ve got Aaron Ekblad. Ekblad had 
established himself as a solid top-pair defenseman but he’s taken his 
game to a superstar level over the past couple of seasons. He’s broken 
out offensively and is simultaneously playing some of the best defensive 
hockey of his career. The hockey world has justifiably spent a ton of time 
focusing on how well Florida’s overhauled its supporting cast under Bill 
Zito, but equally crucial is the internal improvement the Panthers have 
seen with the already established core of Ekblad, Aleksander Barkov, 
Jonathan Huberdeau and MacKenzie Weegar all taking big strides from 
where they were in 2019-20. 

No. 16-20 

NHL's Top 5v5 Shutdown D (16-20) 

Makar’s presence is another reminder that puck possession is often the 
best way of playing defense. It’s not just that he and Devon Toews drive 
absurd offensive numbers, they also barely surrender scoring chances or 
get scored on. They’ve got a case as the best top pair in the entire NHL. 

Adam Pelech is a mainstay in best shutdown defensemen conversations. 
I’d argue he’s even better defensively than many of the players ahead of 
him in this exercise. The Islanders have been a massive disappointment 
this season but Pelech, without Ryan Pulock by his side for a big chunk 
of the season, has been just as steady and elite defensively as ever. 
That explains why Barry Trotz leaned on his top pair more aggressively 
than any other coach in the NHL according to matchup data we analyzed 
around the midpoint of the season. 

Artem Zub has been a terrific find for Ottawa. Right-shot defensemen 
with size, youth and elite defensive tools are some of the most prized 
assets in hockey and the Senators were essentially able to nab him for 
free out of the KHL. 

Finally, we have T.J. Brodie. He’s provided Toronto with a much-needed 
dose of two-way reliability over the last two seasons, finally giving 
Morgan Rielly a high-end defensive partner to play with. 
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It’s not just the goal scoring. The other reason Auston Matthews is the 
MVP frontrunner 

 

Jonas Siegel 

 

On the surface, it looked just like any other Auston Matthews 
performance. 

Two goals, including the game winner, during a Thursday night win over 
the Minnesota Wild in late February. 

Dig a little deeper and it was very clear there was something more was 
going on, something that’s been almost entirely overshadowed 
(understandably) by the historic goal scoring; something that puts an 
exclamation point on his candidacy for the Hart Trophy. 

That something: all-world defence. 

Over 20 minutes against the Wild that night, Matthews piled up six 
takeaways, the second-highest total by an NHLer this season. 

Matthews lives in his own world as a goal scorer. He’s also become the 
league’s premier takeaway artist. 

The takeaway-fest against Minny included one particularly aggressive 
shakedown, which sprung Matthews for the goal that won his team the 
game: 

Afterward, Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe raved about the goal — one of 60 
for Matthews this season — calling it “completely earned” and 
“completely effort-based.” 

“Unbelievable track,” Keefe said, referring to Matthews’ backcheck. “I 
don’t know how many pucks he stripped from behind today or broke up, 
but it’s a high number. 

“He doesn’t get enough credit for how he plays defensively.” 

Matthews’ takeaway prowess is easy to miss. It happens fast. He’s got 
your wallet, aka the puck, before you even know it’s gone. 

Matthews has always excelled in the takeaway department. He trailed 
only long-time takeaway king Mark Stone as a rookie and matched Stone 
for the league lead during the 2019-20 regular season — winning the 
five-on-five race handily. 

But he’s advanced even another step this season, more expertly 
blending together the sheer power of his 6-foot-3, 205-pound frame with 
those quick hands. 

He puts himself in good positions to turn pucks over and because he’s 
such a powerful skater, Matthews is able to swoop in like an eagle and 
snatch the puck like it’s a mouse in an open field. 

“I’ve always marvelled, even his first couple years in the league, just his 
ability to strip pucks is uncanny and is a talent that — I don’t know if you 
can really teach it, just because of the instincts,” John Tavares said of 
Matthews. “And then obviously his ability to execute that and turn it into 
offence so quickly to me is pretty remarkable.” 

Matthews has officially swiped 92 pucks — 20 more than the next closest 
forward, Connor McDavid, who’s played in six more games. 

“I think with how he’s gotten better physically,” Tavares said, “that it only 
highlights that even more without the puck.” 

It was the combination of size, speed, strength, quickness along with 
precise timing and execution which made Matthews so potent as a 
pickpocket, Tavares explained. 

“Just as it is for him getting his shot off and using his release and how 
elite that is, it’s the same sort of thing with stripping a guy and knowing 
when the puck’s gonna be exposed, when (his opponent’s) most 
vulnerable, how to disguise it as well.” 

Takeaway king 

Season 5/5 Rank Overall Rank 

2021-22 

80 

1st 

92 

1st 

2020-21 

40 

6th 

47 

9th 

2019-20 

74 

1st 

78 

T-1st 

Like here against the talented Kyle Connor. Matthews lies in wait until 
just the right moment. Then, BAM! It’s gone. 

He wants it. He takes it. 

Sometimes, Matthews is just too much to handle physically, even for a 
large human-like Jordan Staal. 

“Auston, some of the stick battles that he wins, you watch, he always 
comes up with the puck no matter who he’s coming up against,” an 
impressed Colin Blackwell observed in the early days of his Leafs tenure. 

“He’s just got such a strong lower body and strong stick,” Blackwell said. 
“It just seems that he’s always finding a way to come up with these loose 
pucks. It’s a hard skill. Not everybody has that. He just has a nose for 
sticking his nose down on the ice and coming up with every single loose 
(puck).” 

Quick and easy swipes of the puck mean Matthews-led lines spend 
minimal time in their own zone defending and more time at the other end 
hunting for goals. 

The Leafs are surrendering only 46 shot attempts per 60 minutes when 
Matthews is on the ice, a top-10 mark among highly-used NHL forwards 
(min. 800 minutes) this season. 

For comparison’s sake, the Leafs yield 56 attempts per hour when their 
No. 2 centre, Tavares, is out there. 

Evolving Hockey rates Matthews’ even-strength defence behind only 
Selke god Patrice Bergeron, Sabres third-liner Rasmus Asplund and 
perennial Selke candidate Anthony Cirelli. 

It’s an evolution those watching closest saw coming long ago. 

Former Leafs coach Mike Babcock once said Matthews had a chance to 
become “the best two-way centre in hockey.” 
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Leafs president Brendan Shanahan added later that Matthews had the 
potential to lead the NHL in goals and “also be its best defensive player.” 

Shanahan said he was reminded of Michael Jordan on the basketball 
side that way. Jordan won the NBA’s scoring title 10 times and cracked 
the all-defensive team on nine occasions. He also won the league’s 
defensive player of the year in 1988. 

Shanahan’s former Red Wings teammate Sergei Fedorov also came to 
mind. Fedorov captured the Hart Trophy as league MVP and Selke 
Trophy as the league’s top defensive forward for the Red Wings during 
the 1993-94 season. 

He scored 56 goals that year, just shy of Pavel Bure (60) and Brett Hull 
(57). Fedorov won another Selke two years later. 

“I think that Auston is dynamic and explosive offensively, but I think that 
he also has the ability with his size and his strength and his awareness 
and his commitment to be also a Selke Trophy winner,” Shanahan said in 
March 2020. 

It’s evident in both the numbers and eye test that Matthews is there now. 

The Leafs generate a massive 3.7 expected goals per 60 with Matthews 
on the ice. That’s the No. 1 figure for any NHL forward this season, just 
outpacing McDavid (3.5). 

It’s at the other end where Matthews really separates himself. While the 
Oilers surrender 2.4 expected goals per 60 when McDavid, Matthews’ 
likeliest Hart Trophy competitor, is on the ice, the Leafs are giving up just 
two per hour, one of the 10 best marks for an NHL forward (min. 800 
minutes) this season. 

In other words, the Leafs boast the league’s best offence when Matthews 
is out there and Bruin-like defence at the same time. 

Matthews is also excelling despite shouldering one of the heaviest 
workloads in the league — his 16:06 per game at five-on-five is good for 
fifth among NHL forwards, not far behind McDavid, the league leader 
(16:41). 

It’s not just Matthews, of course. Mitch Marner is worthy of Selke Trophy 
consideration himself for his defensive efforts and takeaway skills. The 
combination of those two predators together is a big part of what’s made 
the Leafs top line, which also features Calder Trophy candidate Michael 
Bunting, such a devastating two-way force. 

“The play with the puck is obviously — you see what they’re capable of,” 
Jake Muzzin said of Matthews and Marner at one point this season. “But 
the commitment to the play without the puck, that gets us the wins, 
especially in tough games.” 

It’s not an accident. Matthews makes defence happen — through effort 
and the kind of surgical timing Tavares marvels over. 

He makes it look too easy sometimes. 

Matthews quietly ranks among the league’s best in the shot-blocking 
department. He’s hovered around the top 10 in each of the past three 
seasons, keeping the same company as blue-collar types like Austin 
Watson, Boone Jenner and Nick Bonino. 

Another evolution: physicality. 

More and more, Matthews is crunching opponents to win pucks back. As 
a rookie, he was credited with a mere 21 hits in 82 games. This season, 
he’s dished out almost one hit per game (67 in 73), almost always with a 
purpose. 

“I think everyone’s probably seen the continued evolution in the physical 
nature of his game,” Tavares said, “even using contact without the puck 
and then his ability to protect it with the puck. And his body control is 
really exceptional.”  

Matthews is also winning 56.4 percent of his draws, a career-best mark 
that ranks just outside the league’s top 10. Matthews sits seventh overall 
at 56.4 percent on defensive zone faceoffs (min. 300 draws). 

As a rookie, that number was 44 percent. 

“Watching him on TV over the years and playing against him is one 
thing,” Mark Giordano, another new teammate said recently. “But when 
you get to see him every day, day in and day out, in practice, his shot, his 
release — it’s pretty impressive. I’ve been more impressed, honestly, 
watching him play defensively since I’ve been here. It’s been unreal the 
way he backchecks and plays in his own end.” 

Matthews' per-60 minute stats 

Season Takeaways Blocked shots Hits 

2016-17 

3.2 

2.5 

0.9 

2017-18 

3.1 

3.3 

0.9 

2018-19 

2.7 

2.9 

1.3 

2019-20 

3.2 

2.5 

1.6 

2020-21 

2.5 

2.5 

3.1 

2021-22 

3.7 

2.5 

2.7 

Matthews is unlikely to actually win the Selke this season. Though there’s 
nothing explicit about killing penalties in the official definition of the award 
— “the forward who best excels in the defensive aspects of the game” — 
voters typically won’t consider someone who doesn’t fill the role. 

To this point in his career, Matthews has not been given that 
responsibility. 

A lack of real Selke consideration doesn’t change the fact that Matthews 
is a defensive monster right now, all while scoring at historic levels and 
generating offence better than anyone in the league. 

It should be what cinches his win for the Hart Trophy. 

“To me,” Tavares said, “it’s not close.” 
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ESPN / Stanley Cup winners, Olympic medalist make pond hockey skate 
to raise climate change awareness 

 

Dan Murphy 

 

HAY RIVER, Northwest Territories -- It is a frigid Saturday afternoon in 
mid-March, cold enough that the breath coming from the small faces 
pressed up against the panoramic window in Hay River's one-room 
airport immediately covers the glass in an icy fog. A few dozen youth 
hockey players are here, dressed in blue-and-red jerseys, eagerly 
awaiting a group of very special guests. 

The older hockey fans in town already have been buzzing with 
excitement at the nearby Fisherman's Wharf, where they are playing their 
annual Polar Pond Hockey tournament. A row of 10 small rinks has been 
cleared on the frozen, snow-covered river that gives the town its name, 
and a forest of hockey sticks is planted in a snow pile near its banks. 

Skaters of all sizes and skills fill the ice. On one sheet they snap crisp 
passes to one another as they work their way down the ice in just a few 
powerful strides. On the next, teammates chuckle and politely avert their 
eyes as one poor soul hunches over the thigh-high mound of snow 
serving as the boards and struggles to hang on to the morning's 
breakfast, fighting the after-effects of last night's welcome party. And next 
to them, a team waddles toward its goal dressed in inflatable squirrel 
costumes -- an impulse purchase designed to be a reminder that the 
team's mission here is to have fun. The regional tournament, a calendar 
staple since 2008, provides a chance for anyone from the small towns 
sprinkled throughout Canada's Northwest Territories to shake free from 
their long, dark winter. 

"This event means everything to our community. It's great to be able to 
play on the pond in brighter days and enjoy this nice, beautiful weather 
we have today," says 31-year-old tournament organizer Terry Rowe, as 
the wind carrying minus-25 degree Celsius temperatures whips his face. 

From 10,000 feet above the 60th parallel, the ice seems to touch 
everything. A ribbon of road curls around the western half of the frozen 
Great Slave Lake, a streak of a railway darts south toward Alberta and a 
tiny outcropping of buildings comprising the 3,000-person town of Hay 
River sits where those two paths cross. And beyond that, the ice appears 
to be unending and unyielding. 

First, it shaped the land, scraping clean half of Canada as its glaciers slid 
southward a couple million years ago. And then it shaped the lives of 
anyone willing to brave it. From the Dene people who have been here for 
thousands of years to the miners who arrived in the past two centuries, 
the ice impacts the food they eat, the clothes they wear, the ways they 
travel, the jobs they hold and the games they play -- all the things that 
add up to a peoples' view of what makes them who they are. 

For many of the people in Hay River and throughout Canada's northern 
territories, the ice no longer seems to be as reliable as it once was. And 
as a result, neither do the ways of life and the cultural institutions such as 
pond hockey that it has helped to shape. This year's Polar Pond Hockey 
tournament was the first to be played in full force in the past four years. 
Before COVID waylaid plans in 2020 and 2021, it was the weather. As 
volunteers started to prep the rinks for the 2019 tournament, 
temperatures crept above freezing and the river ice turned soupy. In the 
closing days of winter in one of North America's northernmost towns, it 
was too warm to play hockey. 

There is no threat of warmth in the forecast this mid-March weekend. 
Back at the airport, the bright red Air Tindi plane comes into view through 
the panoramic window and parents begin to bundle themselves and their 
children to greet visitors on the tarmac. They march outside waving 
pompoms, homemade noisemakers and welcome signs when the plane 
touches down. They don't get many visitors in Hay River, much less 
Canadian hockey royalty. 

The plane is carrying four Olympic medals, five Stanley Cup rings and 
the players who earned them: 2010 Olympic MVP Meghan Agosta and a 
trio of former Edmonton Oilers -- Craig MacTavish, Andrew Ference and 
Curtis Glencross. The incoming hockey stars pose for pictures and sign 
autographs until the cold makes their hands too stiff to comfortably hold a 
pen. They are here for a weekend of enjoying the national pastime in the 
way that most Canadians learn to love the game: outdoors, on frozen 
ponds, rivers, lakes and intentionally flooded backyards. 

"My parents put an outdoor rink in the backyard, and we still talk about 
those memories to this day," Agosta said. "We'd use our basement as 
the dressing room. We'd put on the tunes and then we'd walk up the 
stairs out onto the ice and we'd be on the rink for hours. They used to 
have to peel us off the ice." 

They are also here as ambassadors for the Climate & Sport Initiative, a 
group attempting to use the power of sports to raise awareness about the 
dangers of climate change. Agosta, who now lives near Vancouver, says 
it's unfortunate that she won't be able to provide the same winter 
memories for her children that her parents provided for her. As the planet 
gets warmer, the season for safely skating on outdoor ice is shrinking 
with each generation. 

Scientists throughout the world have gathered evidence that the cold 
weather needed for outdoor hockey is growing less frequent and more 
erratic. Researchers in northwest Ontario found that the lakes in their 
region are frozen for shorter durations than they were in the 1970s. 
According to their study  

Published in 2019, over the past half century the average time the lakes 
stay frozen has dropped at a rate of approximately four days per decade. 

In Helsinki, Finland, which sits at roughly the same latitude as Hay River, 
a group of hockey friends noticed the anecdotal declines in their time on 
the ice outside and wanted to see if their memories of longer winters 
were accurate. They teamed up with a local meteorologist and used 
historical weather data to determine that the outdoor skating season for 
Finns has dropped from roughly 80 days per year in the late 1800s to 
under 50 days per year in the 21st century. 

Troubled by what they found, the friends formed a group called Save 
Pond Hockey in 2015 that has been hosting tournaments to raise money 
for climate action charities in Finland and Canada. 

"For a lot of people climate change seems like a far-off problem or a 
faraway problem," said Steve Baynes, the group's CEO and co-founder. 
"But the changes are happening right now, and they're happening in 
everybody's backyard. One way that touches my group of friends and 
hockey players across the world is shortening winters." 

The actual birthplace of ice hockey is a hotly debated topic, with one 
claim coming from a town called Deline a few hundred miles northwest of 
Hay River. Sir John Franklin oversaw a military post there in the 1820s 
and wrote about his men playing hockey on the frozen lake nearby. The 
first formal, indoor recorded game occurred in Montreal in 1875. And 
according to Save Pond Hockey's research, more than a third of the 
outdoor season has disappeared since then. 

A different group of scientists at Wilfrid Laurier University in Waterloo, 
Ontario, expects the season to continue shrinking at an increasing rate in 
the most populated parts of Canada. Environmental sciences professor 
Robert McLeman is part of a team of researchers who have been 
tracking outdoor ice hockey conditions for the past decade through a 
crowd-sourced survey of amateur backyard rink-makers called 
RinkWatch. Roughly 1,500 different amateur rink-makers have 
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contributed reports -- many on a daily basis throughout the winter -- that 
show the same patterns of decline. 

McLeman said they project that by the end of this century at least 
another 34% of the outdoor skating season will disappear in cities such 
as Montreal and Toronto. He said some of their participants are already 
reaching a point where they have to decide if the effort needed to build 
and maintain their outdoor rinks isn't worth it for the short amount of time 
they're frozen. He said his team receives regular calls from local 
governments wondering if it still makes sense to fund the outdoor public 
skating surfaces in town. 

"It's becoming a very real cost-benefit analysis that cities and families 
have to make," he said. "... Life will go on, and there are far more serious 
impacts of climate change, but culturally it is a huge loss. It would be a 
shame to lose this." 

In Hay River, the river and the Great Slave Lake that it feeds don't 
usually thaw fully until May. The irony of discussing the threat of a 
warmer planet on a March day when temperatures hit minus-30 isn't lost 
on the tournament organizers or the Zamboni drivers who by midday on 
Saturday were giving up on trying to keep the icicles from forming on 
their beards. 

But in a town that depends on being able to predict the winter weather 
accurately, the residents are aware of and wary of the changes. The 
months-long stretches of frigid temperatures are now spotted with 
unexpected warm patches, which have caused damaging floods and 
slowed down industries that rely on the ice roads that connect small 
towns and mining operations in the region. 

"It was colder before," said Robert Bouchard, Hay River's former deputy 
mayor and one of the hockey tournament's initial organizers. "We're not 
the Bahamas, but it's getting warmer." 

The 2019 cancellation was still on Terry Rowe's mind this past year when 
he learned that the Climate & Sport Initiative was looking to partner with 
local tournaments throughout Canada to raise awareness about the 
changing climate. Truth be told, the group's promise to provide a few 
professional hockey celebrities for an all-star game at the tournament's 
end did more to catch Rowe's attention, but he jumped into the climate 
awareness aspect of the pitch with both feet as well. 

Rowe helped to organize an auction the night that their honored guests 
arrived in order to raise money for an electric-powered Zamboni for the 
local ice arena. At the auction, as Bud Lights started to fill up their tables 
and loosen their wallets, the attendees -- a group of mostly blue-collar 
hockey players -- listened intently as a series of speakers laid out the 
rising challenge of a problem that is often scoffed at or deemed too 
political by many. 

"That's the power of sports," said Ference, the former Oiler and 
Edmonton-area native who also won a Stanley Cup ring with the Bruins 
during his 16-year NHL career. "We all want the same things. We all 
want clean air and clean water and a good place for our kids. We might 
need to discuss how to get there, but we all want the same stuff. I think 
that's a role that sports can play and bring everybody back to the same 
place." 

Ference has been conscious of his own impact on the environment for 
most of his life. He was in charge of his family's compost pile as a boy 
and carried the same crop of Red Wiggler composting worms with him 
from Pittsburgh to Calgary to Boston and back to Edmonton during his 
playing days. During his time in Calgary (2003-07), he connected with 
scientist, activist and television host David Suzuki to start tracking the 
carbon footprint created by all the traveling his team did throughout its 
season. 

He and a small group of his teammates purchased carbon offset credits 
during his last season in Calgary, a novel concept at the time, to try to 
neutralize their impact on the environment. The players' union helped 
promote the idea the following year, and Ference says more than 500 

players signed up to pay the several hundred dollars it cost to offset their 
carbon impact from the season. 

Ference now works for the NHL, helping to build the league's youth 
hockey program and pitching in on its efforts to curb hockey's impact on 
the environment and raise fan awareness about the changing climate 
through the NHL Green program. He said the decision to fly up to Hay 
River to join the Polar Pond Hockey tournament was a no-brainer. 

"A tournament like this, it's just the same as a wedding or a party. It's an 
excuse for having a good time," Ference said. "Up north when there is 
ice everywhere, it's just a good excuse to get together at the time of the 
year when you need it the most. You make friends and make memories 
during a depressing time of the year." 

While Ference and his fellow former pros bundled themselves up for a 
morning skate with Hay River's kids on Sunday morning, many of the 
tournament's other attendees stayed inside the warm pavilion by the 
river, where a non-profit group called the Arctic Energy Alliance was 
organizing a "climate fair" to share information about local renewable 
energy solutions and other climate action plans. Companies from Hay 
River and Yellowknife, the region's largest city, set up booths to 
demonstrate their wood pellet biomass heating systems, solar power 
batteries, recycling programs and more. 

Rowe, the tournament organizer who works as a real estate agent along 
with helping out with a group of businesses owned by his family, said he 
was excited to include the climate fair once the Climate & Sport Initiative 
got involved in bringing some celebrity players to the tournament. 

"With the climate, I don't know enough about it," he said. "So I'm looking 
forward to learning about it." 

Rowe was less excited about being selected as one of the local players 
to take the ice for Sunday afternoon's hour-long game alongside the 
former Olympians and NHLers. 

"They're going to dangle me," he said. And they did, but Rowe still kept a 
big smile on his face as he lay flat on the ice after an unsuccessful 
attempt to break up an odd-man rush featuring a pair of players he grew 
up watching on television. 

Friends and fans no longer seemed to notice the cold as they circled the 
rink for Sunday's game, laughing and chirping at one another. The pros 
smiled too as they got a chance to play their game in its purest form, 
playfully elbowing one another out of the way as they set up local real 
estate agents and middle school students with breakout passes and one-
timers. 

Rowe said he plans to work with Save Pond Hockey in some fashion for 
the tournaments in future years. As players and fans warmed up and 
cracked their final celebratory beverages of the weekend after Sunday 
afternoon's game, the conversation turned to how happy they all were to 
be back. After three long years without it, they were thrilled to be on the 
ice together and hopeful that they could find ways to continue the annual 
tradition for as long as possible. 
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ESPN / NHL playoff watch standings update - What's at stake on 
Wednesday 

 

Tim Kavanagh 

 

Tuesday night was of tremendous importance as the races for the 2022 
Stanley Cup playoffs wind down. The Dallas Stars' shootout win over the 
Vegas Golden Knights pushed the latter to the precipice of elimination 
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(their "tragic number" is now one), and it clinched playoff spots for the 
Los Angeles Kings and the Nashville Predators. Meanwhile, the Carolina 
Hurricanes' 4-3 victory over the New York Rangers cinched up the 
Metropolitan Division title. Finally, with the Colorado Avalanche winning 
and Florida Panthers losing, the Presidents' Trophy race will continue, as 
Florida's lead is down to two points. 

A number of seeds have been locked in -- including all four division 
champs -- but there is much at stake in Wednesday's five-game slate. By 
earning one point with their shootout loss Tuesday night, the Knights 
have kept their playoff window open. They'll need a win Wednesday night 
against the Chicago Blackhawks (and help) to keep it that way. That help 
will come from the Arizona Coyotes, who are visiting the Stars. Should 
the Stars earn even one point Wednesday night, they'll be in and the 
Knights will be out, regardless of what Vegas does in its game. 

Speaking of being out, the "race" for draft lottery position remains razor-
hot. The Montreal Canadiens (skating against the Rangers on 
Wednesday) hold the top spot, with 51 points and 14 regulation wins; the 
Coyotes are second, with 53 points and 17 RW; the Seattle Kraken (in 
action against the Kings on Wednesday) are third, with 58 points and 22 
RW. The Philadelphia Flyers are just behind them in fourth (61 points, 20 
RW), and skate against the Winnipeg Jets (down in 14th, with 83 points 
and 29 RW). 

And now, let's check in on the current playoff matchups, along with the 
Wednesday schedule, expanded standings and the full lottery order. 

Note: Playoff chances are via FiveThirtyEight. Tragic numbers are 
courtesy of Damian Echevarrieta of the NHL. 

Jump ahead: 

Current playoff matchups 

Today's games 

Last night's scores 

Expanded standings 

Race for No. 1 pick 

Current playoff matchups 

Eastern Conference 

A1 Florida Panthers vs. WC2 Washington Capitals 

A2 Toronto Maple Leafs vs. A3 Tampa Bay Lightning 

M1 Carolina Hurricanes vs. WC1 Boston Bruins 

M2 New York Rangers vs. M3 Pittsburgh Penguins 

Western Conference 

C1 Colorado Avalanche vs. WC2 Dallas Stars 

C2 Minnesota Wild vs. C3 St. Louis Blues 

P1 Calgary Flames vs. WC1 Nashville Predators 

P2 Edmonton Oilers vs. P3 Los Angeles Kings 

Wednesday's games 

Note: All times Eastern. All out-of-market games available to stream live 
on ESPN+. 

Philadelphia Flyers at Winnipeg Jets, 7:30 p.m. 

Montreal Canadiens at New York Rangers, 7:30 p.m. 

Vegas Golden Knights at Chicago Blackhawks, 8:30 p.m. 

Arizona Coyotes at Dallas Stars, 8:30 p.m. 

Los Angeles Kings at Seattle Kraken, 10 p.m. 

Tuesday night's scoreboard 

Watch In the Crease on ESPN+ for highlights from every game. 

Boston Bruins 4, Florida Panthers 2 

Ottawa Senators 5, New Jersey Devils 4 (OT) 

Tampa Bay Lightning 4, Columbus Blue Jackets 1 

Carolina Hurricanes 4, New York Rangers 3 

Edmonton Oilers 5, Pittsburgh Penguins 1 

New York Islanders 4, Washington Capitals 1 

Toronto Maple Leafs 3, Detroit Red Wings 0 

Calgary Flames 5, Nashville Predators 4 (OT) 

Arizona Coyotes 5, Minnesota Wild 3 

Dallas Stars 3, Vegas Golden Knights 2 (SO) 

Colorado Avalanche 5, St. Louis Blues 3 

Vancouver Canucks 5, Seattle Kraken 2 

Anaheim Ducks 5, San Jose Sharks 2 

Expanded standings 

Note: x = clinched playoff spot; y = clinched division title; z = clinched 
best conference record; e = eliminated 

Atlantic Division 

z - Florida Panthers 

Points: 120 

Regulation wins: 41 

Playoff position: A1 

Games left: 2 

Next game: @ OTT (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

x - Toronto Maple Leafs 

Points: 113 

Regulation wins: 43 

Playoff position: A2 

Games left: 1 

Next game: vs. BOS (Friday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

x - Tampa Bay Lightning 

Points: 108 

Regulation wins: 38 

Playoff position: A3 

Games left: 2 

Next game: @ CBJ (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 
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x - Boston Bruins 

Points: 105 

Regulation wins: 39 

Playoff position: WC1 

Games left: 2 

Next game: vs. BUF (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

e - Buffalo Sabres 

Points: 73 

Regulation wins: 25 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 2 

Next game: @ BOS (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Detroit Red Wings 

Points: 72 

Regulation wins: 20 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 1 

Next game: @ NJ (Friday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Ottawa Senators 

Points: 71 

Regulation wins: 25 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 2 

Next game: vs. FLA (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Montreal Canadiens 

Points: 51 

Regulation wins: 14 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 2 

Next game: @ NYR (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Metropolitan Division 

y - Carolina Hurricanes 

Points: 114 

Regulation wins: 46 

Playoff position: M1 

Games left: 1 

Next game: vs. NJ (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

x - New York Rangers 

Points: 108 

Regulation wins: 43 

Playoff position: M2 

Games left: 2 

Next game: vs. MTL (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

x - Pittsburgh Penguins 

Points: 101 

Regulation wins: 36 

Playoff position: M3 

Games left: 1 

Next game: vs. CBJ (Friday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

x - Washington Capitals 

Points: 100 

Regulation wins: 35 

Playoff position: WC2 

Games left: 2 

Next game: @ NYI (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

e - New York Islanders 

Points: 82 

Regulation wins: 32 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 2 

Next game: vs. WSH (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Columbus Blue Jackets 

Points: 79 

Regulation wins: 25 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 2 
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Next game: vs. TB (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - New Jersey Devils 

Points: 63 

Regulation wins: 19 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 2 

Next game: @ CAR (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Philadelphia Flyers 

Points: 61 

Regulation wins: 20 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 2 

Next game: @ WPG (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Central Division 

z - Colorado Avalanche 

Points: 118 

Regulation wins: 46 

Playoff position: C1 

Games left: 2 

Next game: vs. NSH (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

x - Minnesota Wild 

Points: 109 

Regulation wins: 36 

Playoff position: C2 

Games left: 2 

Next game: vs. CGY (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

x - St. Louis Blues 

Points: 109 

Regulation wins: 43 

Playoff position: C3 

Games left: 1 

Next game: vs. VGK (Friday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

x - Nashville Predators 

Points: 95 

Regulation wins: 35 

Playoff position: WC1 

Games left: 2 

Next game: @ COL (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Dallas Stars 

Points: 95 

Regulation wins: 30 

Playoff position: WC2 

Games left: 2 

Next game: vs. ARI (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

e - Winnipeg Jets 

Points: 83 

Regulation wins: 29 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 3 

Next game: vs. PHI (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Chicago Blackhawks 

Points: 65 

Regulation wins: 16 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 2 

Next game: vs. VGK (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Arizona Coyotes 

Points: 53 

Regulation wins: 17 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 2 

Next game: @ DAL (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Pacific Division 

y - Calgary Flames 
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Points: 110 

Regulation wins: 44 

Playoff position: P1 

Games left: 2 

Next game: @ MIN (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

x - Edmonton Oilers 

Points: 100 

Regulation wins: 38 

Playoff position: P2 

Games left: 2 

Next game: vs. SJ (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

x - Los Angeles Kings 

Points: 96 

Regulation wins: 34 

Playoff position: P3 

Games left: 2 

Next game: @ SEA (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Points: 91 

Regulation wins: 33 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 2 

Next game: @ CHI (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 1% 

Tragic number: 1 

e - Vancouver Canucks 

Points: 89 

Regulation wins: 32 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 2 

Next game: vs. LA (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - San Jose Sharks 

Points: 76 

Regulation wins: 22 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 2 

Next game: @ EDM (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Anaheim Ducks 

Points: 76 

Regulation wins: 22 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 1 

Next game: @ DAL (Friday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Seattle Kraken 

Points: 58 

Regulation wins: 22 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 3 

Next game: vs. LA (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Race for the No. 1 pick 

The NHL uses a draft lottery to determine the order at the top of the first 
round, so the team that finishes in last place is not guaranteed the No. 1 
selection. As of 2021, a team can move up a maximum of 10 spots if it 
wins the lottery, so only 11 teams are eligible for the draw for the No. 1 
pick. Full details on the process can be found here. The 2022 draft lottery 
will be held on May 10. 

1. Montreal Canadiens 

Points: 51 

Regulation wins: 14 

2. Arizona Coyotes 

Points: 53 

Regulation wins: 17 

3. Seattle Kraken 

Points: 58 

Regulation wins: 22 

4. Philadelphia Flyers 

Points: 61 

Regulation wins: 20 

5. New Jersey Devils 

Points: 63 

Regulation wins: 19 

6. Chicago Blackhawks 

Points: 65 

Regulation wins: 16 
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7. Ottawa Senators 

Points: 71 

Regulation wins: 25 

8. Detroit Red Wings 

Points: 72 

Regulation wins: 20 

9. Buffalo Sabres 

Points: 73 

Regulation wins: 25 

10. Anaheim Ducks 

Points: 76 

Regulation wins: 22 

11. San Jose Sharks 

Points: 76 

Regulation wins: 22 

12. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Points: 79 

Regulation wins: 25 

13. New York Islanders 

Points: 82 

Regulation wins: 32 

14. Winnipeg Jets 

Points: 83 

Regulation wins: 29 

15. Vancouver Canucks 

Points: 89 

Regulation wins: 32 

16. Vegas Golden Knights 

Points: 91 

Regulation wins: 33 

Notes on conditionally traded picks impacting the top 16: 

    Columbus will receive Chicago's first-round pick if Chicago does not 
win either of the two draws in the 2022 draft lottery. Otherwise, the pick 
defers to 2023. 

    Buffalo will receive Vegas' first-round pick if it is outside the top 10 
selections. Otherwise, the pick defers to 2023.  
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ESPN / Keys to the offseason for NHL teams, including draft, free-
agency game plans 

 

Kristen Shilton, Greg Wyshynski 

 

The 2021-22 NHL season included a great deal of highlights, from the 
dominance of the Colorado Avalanche and Florida Panthers, to the goal-
scoring prowess of Auston Matthews and Chris Kreider, to spectacular 
goaltending from Igor Shesterkin, Frederik Andersen and Jacob 
Markstrom. 

But there can be only one team that gets to raise the Stanley Cup. For 
the rest, this offseason will be a critical time to restock for another playoff 
run, make that big free-agent signing to get over the hump, or continue 
the slow build back to contention. With 14 teams officially eliminated from 
the playoffs, it's time to identify their biggest needs as well as some 
solutions that can be explored. 

Read on for a look at what went wrong for each eliminated team, along 
with a breakdown of its biggest keys this offseason and realistic 
expectations for 2022-23. Note that more teams will be added to this 
story as they are officially eliminated from the playoffs. 

Go through every team's profile, or skip ahead to your favorite team 
using the links below: 

Note: Profiles for the Atlantic and Central teams were written by Kristen 
Shilton, while Greg Wyshynski analyzed the Metro and Pacific teams. 
Stats are collected from sites such as Natural Stat Trick, Hockey 
Reference and Evolving Hockey. Projected cap space per Spotrac. 

Jump to a team: 

ANA | ARI | BUF | CHI 

CBJ | DET | MTL | NJ 

NYI | OTT | PHI | SJ 

SEA | VAN | WPG 

Non-playoff teams 

Anaheim Ducks 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $34,792,500 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 1st (BOS), 2nd, 2nd (PIT), 4th, 5th, 5th (TOR), 6th 
(NSH) 

What went wrong? 

There's a concept in sports called "the rookie wall," in which young 
players will have extraordinary success for a portion of the season but 
are unable to sustain it. The Ducks had their share of young players in 
2021-22, many of them making an impact to turn Anaheim into a 
surprising contender. But things changed in early March. The Ducks went 
winless in 11 straight games, and won only four times in a 23-game 
stretch. 

Before that, Anaheim seemed ahead of schedule in its return to 
relevance. Forward Troy Terry had a career offensive season. Center 
Trevor Zegras electrified the NHL with his over-the-net passing and 
lacrosse-style goals. Defenseman Jamie Drysdale, at age 19 for most of 
the season, played nearly 20 minutes a night. The Ducks hung tough in 
the Pacific until that skid. 

New GM Pat Verbeek -- hired on Feb. 2 to replace Bob Murray, who 
entered a treatment program for alcohol abuse amid allegations of 
professional misconduct -- moved veterans Hampus Lindholm, Josh 
Manson and Rickard Rakell at the trade deadline. That signaled the 
Ducks were punting on the season as well as beginning a generational 
shift for the franchise, one that was underscored by the retirement 
announcement from center Ryan Getzlaf. 

Keys to the offseason 

The Ducks have some housekeeping to handle, with free agents in 
forwards Sonny Milano (RFA), Sam Steel (RFA), Isac Lundestrom (RFA), 
Zach Aston-Reese (UFA) and defenseman Urho Vaakanainen (RFA). 
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Beyond that, it's full speed toward a bright future. Coach Dallas Eakins 
had his contract option picked up for the 2022-23 season. One question 
for Verbeek is whether to bring more of the team's prospects -- forwards 
Jacob Perreault and Mason McTavish, defenseman Drew Helleson -- into 
prominent roles or add veterans as stopgaps? Another question for 
Verbeek: How much of a roster that he didn't build does he see as part of 
the Ducks' future? 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

It's hard to shake the image of the high-flying Ducks from earlier this 
season, infused with the energy of their young stars and playing an 
exciting brand of hockey. That offense dipped as the season went on and 
their defense -- which wasn't all that strong to begin with -- spiraled 
during the long winless streak. Both are indicative of an inexperienced 
team, and with a season under their belts, the young Ducks may be 
ready to soar into the playoff picture in the Pacific next season. But 
there's no rush. They're on the right flight path. 

Arizona Coyotes 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $38,069,000 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 1st (CAR), 1st (COL), 2nd, 2nd (PHI), 2nd (SJ), 2nd 
(NYI), 3rd, 5th, 6th 

What went wrong? 

Arizona has had talent problems. The NHL's lowest-scoring team 
struggled to generate offense and to capitalize on chances when it did. In 
well over one-third of their games this season, the Coyotes were either 
shut out or scored a single goal. It wasn't a model for success. 

Arizona also missed out on getting a big year from its best player, Jakob 
Chychrun. After he scored 18 goals and 41 points last season, Chychrun 
had only 21 points in 47 games in an injury-plagued campaign. That 
certainly impacted the Coyotes negatively on both ends of the ice, given 
their constant difficulties keeping pucks out of the net as well. 

In the final few weeks and months, though, a tidal wave of injury 
problems simply capsized the Coyotes. Clayton Keller, Christian Fischer, 
Lawson Crouse, Chychrun and others missed time with various ailments. 
It would be nearly impossible for any team to lose that many crucial 
bodies and carry on with any level of success. 

Keys to the offseason 

The Coyotes are being evicted from their current lodging at Gila River 
Arena and will begin playing in a much cozier venue at Arizona State 
University. That will be quite the transition for Arizona as it is; at the same 
time, GM Bill Armstrong has to entice more players into the fold. The 
Coyotes need scoring, dynamic two-way skaters and guys who will sign 
multiyear deals. Those boxes won't be easy to check. 

At the same time, Armstrong must decide on Chychrun's future. He took 
many calls on the defenseman prior to the March trade deadline but 
decided to stand pat. Will that hold into the summer as well? Chychrun 
had a down year, but he's still viewed as a valuable commodity. Is now 
the time for Armstrong to swap out his elite defender for some firepower? 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Getting everyone back and healthy will be critical, of course. And 
deciding whom to lean on in the net (Karel Vejmelka? Harri Sateri? 
Someone else?) is another key. If the Coyotes pick right, and Armstrong 
can fill in the other gaps through trades and free agency, it's reasonable 
to think Arizona will be better than this season. How much better? Not 
playoff bound. But not a bottom-feeder. 

Buffalo Sabres 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $42,114,166 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 1st (FLA), 1st (VGK), 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th (NJ), 6th, 
6th (CGY), 7th 

What went wrong? 

In a word: goaltending. Buffalo actually started the season fine, winning 
five of its first seven games. Then starting goaltender Craig Anderson got 
hurt Nov. 2 and wouldn't return until Jan. 29. The Sabres went 8-19-6 
without him and averaged the third-most goals against (3.76) while 
cycling through five other options in the crease. The lack of consistency 
at such an important position undoubtedly hurt the Sabres' prospects. 
Same goes with defense. Rasmus Dahlin came into his own this season 
but it was a process. The early-season growing pains for that entire blue 
line in finding a rhythm took its toll as well. 

There also was the Jack Eichel trade in November, which removed a top 
talent from Buffalo's ranks but brought Alex Tuch and Peyton Krebs in 
return. Eichel, of course, would not play until February following surgery 
on a herniated disc, but losing contributions like his from your lineup -- at 
any point -- is going to be an adjustment. 

Keys to the offseason 

Again: goaltending. Who is Buffalo going to tap for next season? In a 
perfect world, the Sabres could re-sign Anderson and have him be half of 
a one-two tandem with Ukko-Pekka Luukkonen. That would give Buffalo 
a known veteran commodity in Anderson to mentor the up-and-coming 
Luukkonen, who was the team's second-round pick in 2017 and -- the 
Sabres hope -- is Buffalo's goaltender of the future. If that scenario 
doesn't appeal to them, then GM Kevyn Adams will have to work the 
trade market and/or free agency to find a reliable goaltending duo so 
Buffalo doesn't run into the same troubles it experienced this season. 

The Sabres' other priorities will revolve around their burgeoning core. 
Owen Power has arrived. Ryan Johnson is on the horizon. Dahlin is a 
rising star. Adams should be on the lookout for potential veteran 
additions for the blue line to maximize that group's potential. Up front, 
Tage Thompson, Dylan Cozens, Tuch, Krebs & Co. project to build on a 
solid final third of this campaign. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Playoffs? Playoffs! There is no reason -- if Buffalo can get its goaltending 
settled -- that this team won't push for its first postseason appearance 
since 2010-11. The Sabres have played some great hockey since March. 
Coach Don Granato can see the chemistry emerging and will keep 
nurturing it. Buffalo should relish coming into next season with more than 
a hint of swagger. 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $24,741,667 

2022 draft picks: 2nd, 2nd (MIN), 3rd (VGK), 3rd (EDM), 3rd (TOR), 6th, 
6th (CBJ), 7th 

What went wrong? 

Well, let's begin with Jeremy Colliton. Chicago went 1-9-2 to start the 
season before Colliton was relieved of his duties as coach. Derek King 
stepped in as the interim coach, and there was a requisite bump of better 
play that wouldn't last. Chicago could never find consistency offensively 
or defensively. 

Outside of Patrick Kane, Alex DeBrincat and Brandon Hagel (prior to his 
being traded), the Blackhawks were continuously looking for more 
players to contribute. Some would, in spurts, but never for long enough to 
give Chicago the momentum it needed. Defensively there was little 
cohesion at times, whether due to an apparent adjustment period for 
Seth Jones early on or just a lack of chemistry among teammates. 

Then there was the simple matter of unexpectedly difficult seasons for 
some players, such as Dominik Kubalik and Kirby Dach. And once Marc-
Andre Fleury was traded at the deadline, the goaltending suffered (the 
Blackhawks were in the bottom five in goals against following Fleury's 
departure) and it was a slow slide to the regular-season finish line. 

Keys to the offseason 
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Chicago is rebuilding. That's rarely a simple process. 

GM Kyle Davidson will have to assess the organization top to bottom and 
figure out who's staying and who's going. That starts with King behind the 
bench. Will he remain or will Davidson start a broader search for his 
replacement? 

There has been talk about whether it's time for the Blackhawks to move 
on from Kane and Jonathan Toews and hand the keys to the next 
generation. Moving Hagel was already a sign Davidson won't be shy 
about making changes. Is this a tear-down operation? Or are there 
veteran pillars in place that can support Chicago's new wave of talent? 
Those are heavy questions, and the Blackhawks' path ahead hinges on 
how they're answered. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Keep them low. It will be some time before Chicago is back to its former 
glory. The team's primary goal for next season should include becoming 
tougher to play against. Too often this season the Blackhawks were an 
easy out. Rebuilding can be a grind mentally on players, but whoever 
comprises this roster in the coming years will have to persevere. 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $27,203,272 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 1st (CHI), 2nd, 3rd (TB), 4th, 4th (TOR), 7th (ANA) 

What went wrong? 

It was a transitional season for the Blue Jackets. In the past year, they 
traded disgruntled No. 1 center Pierre Luc-Dubois to the Winnipeg Jets 
for Patrik Laine; traded defenseman David Savard to the Tampa Bay 
Lightning; traded star defenseman Seth Jones to the Chicago 
Blackhawks before he could walk away as a free agent; and replaced 
head coach John Tortorella with assistant Brad Larsen, who vowed to 
give some players a chance to shine in bigger roles in 2021-22. 

Shine, some of them did. Defenseman Vladislav Gavrikov saw an 
increase in ice time and a jump in points. Cole Sillinger, 18, had a 
promising rookie season. Best of all, Laine became Laine again with a 
point-per-game season that earned him increased ice time. 

But a lineup in transition meant it was a rough ride at times. The Blue 
Jackets went through a 2-10-1 stretch from December to January that 
torpedoed their record. Important players such as Laine, Boone Jenner, 
Alexandre Texier, Zach Werenski and Adam Boqvist missed chunks of 
time. Most of all, the Blue Jackets were one of the worst defensive teams 
in the NHL, near the bottom of the league in 5-on-5 expected goals 
against. 

That defense was in front of goaltending that saw Elvis Merzlikins' save 
percentage decline for the third straight season and Joonas Korpisalo 
become one of the league's most mediocre goaltenders -- although 
obviously this critique of the position comes with the caveat that the Blue 
Jackets were missing the late Matiss Kivlenieks in every sense of the 
word. 

Keys to the offseason 

Priority No. 1 is Laine. He's a restricted free agent with arbitration rights 
who made $7.5 million against the cap on a one-year deal. This season 
should be enough proof of concept to earn him a long-term contract as 
one of the Jackets' franchise pillars, although that hasn't materialized yet. 

In terms of roster construction, the Blue Jackets could use a couple of 
veterans to help out on the defensive end, potentially through free 
agency, and preferably ones who could bring the lineup the size and 
physicality that was lacking this season. Merzlikins begins a new five-
year contract in 2022-23; assuming Korpisalo is gone, will Columbus pair 
Merzlikins with promising Daniil Tarasov or bring in another veteran? 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

The Blue Jackets scored more (13th in the NHL in goals per game) than 
their underlying numbers would have indicated (23rd in expected goals 
per 60 minutes). That said, their offensive is going to be OK. The bigger 
problem is on the other side of the ice. If Larsen can find solutions 
tactically or GM Jarmo Kekäläinen can find some externally, the Jackets 
could be back in wild-card contention -- provided they're healthy. 

Detroit Red Wings 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $35,376,944 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 2nd, 2nd (WSH), 3rd, 4th, 4th (VGK), 4th (COL), 
5th, 7th, 7th (LA) 

What went wrong? 

Inconsistency is a hallmark of rebuilding teams. The Red Wings were no 
exception. Their first 25 games (with a 13-9-3 record) this season wound 
up being a microcosm of what would unfurl the rest of the way, with 
strings of great performances punctuated by too-long runs of cringe-
worthy losses. After that initial burst over .500, the Red Wings won only 
17 of their next 52 games. 

Detroit's team defense was the major problem, and made the Red Wings 
among the league's worst clubs in high-danger chances allowed. Outside 
of rookie phenom Moritz Seider, Detroit didn't have many standouts on 
the back end. The poor habits being exhibited just seemed to permeate 
everywhere else over time and hampered any progress Detroit was able 
to make. 

The Red Wings also were lacking in secondary contributors. Dylan 
Larkin, Tyler Bertuzzi and Lucas Raymond were electric at times, but 
Filip Zadina, Givani Smith and Adam Erne failed to take flight. It became 
a matter of too many passengers and not enough helpers. 

Keys to the offseason 

First and foremost, Detroit's defense must be addressed. Filip Hronek 
and Jordan Oesterle are the only veterans signed for next season. To 
improve their execution defensively, the Red Wings will need the right 
personnel leading the way. 

After that are bigger-picture issues. Is GM Steve Yzerman still committed 
to this extended rebuild? Does he believe in Jeff Blashill as head coach? 
Those questions need answering -- and not with words but actions. 
Larkin and Bertuzzi, in their mid-20s, are signed for one and two more 
seasons, respectively; are they willing to play more of their prime years 
for a non-contending team? Blashill has been at Detroit's helm since 
2015-16, which is also the last time these Red Wings made the playoffs. 
If Yzerman wants to turn the corner, can it be done with the same voice 
behind his bench? 

There are some great contributors in place on the ice -- Seider, Raymond 
and Alex Nedeljkovic among them -- so the key will be figuring out how 
best to support that young core going forward. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Until Yzerman starts working his magic in the offseason, it's tough to 
proclaim that the Red Wings will be markedly better next year. There are 
some impressive prospects in Detroit's pipeline, including Simon 
Edvinsson and Jonatan Berggren, who could find their way into the big 
club's roster conversation. If the Red Wings intend to ride with their 
young core again and see how far it can take them, there could be 
another spring with no playoffs on their horizon. 

But if the payoff for that is crafting an identity and foundation for the team 
that will sustain it for years to come, well, maybe that's worth pursuing. 

Montreal Canadiens 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $3,359,524 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 1st (CGY), 2nd, 2nd (EDM), 3rd, 3rd (ANA), 3rd 
(CAR), 4th, 4th (TB), 4th (NYR), 5th, 6th, 7th, 7th (STL) 
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What went wrong? 

It took Montreal 50 games to hit 10 wins. What didn't go wrong for this 
team? 

Within months of having played Tampa in the Stanley Cup Final, 
Montreal had fired GM Marc Bergevin (on Nov. 29) and coach Dominique 
Ducharme (on Feb. 9). It wasn't any one glaring issue that made the 
Canadiens so hapless, either. Carey Price being unavailable because of 
injury and a stint in the NHL's player assistance program was not ideal, 
but hardly insurmountable. Montreal was just a disjointed team. Exciting 
talents such as Cole Caufield were floundering. The defense was 
atrocious. One thing after another made attempts at improvement feel 
more and more futile. 

GM Kent Hughes and coach Martin St. Louis stepped in along the way 
and gave Montreal a pulse; it was just too late to salvage much in the 
standings. But St. Louis got Caufield firing, Price returned to game action 
and the Canadiens played with appreciably more pride. 

Keys to the offseason 

It should go without saying that St. Louis deserves to have the interim tag 
removed and sign a long-term deal as Montreal's coach. That will be the 
easiest move Hughes makes before September. 

From there, Montreal has to determine what's next for Price. So much of 
how Hughes navigates the coming months will hinge on his starting 
goaltender. Can Price step back into that elite, full-time role Montreal is 
accustomed to getting from him? Given Price's recent injury issues, does 
Hughes have to address the goaltending position either way, even with 
Jake Allen signed for another year? Figuring out who'll be manning the 
crease is job one. 

After that, Hughes will need to put his defense back in order following 
Ben Chiarot's trade and with Shea Weber out indefinitely with lingering 
injuries. Trading Jeff Petry has long been on the table, and Montreal 
doesn't have a deep swatch of veterans signed after him. Hughes will 
have to restock the shelves. What decisions he makes will push Montreal 
in its next direction, likely leaning into the youth movement brought by 
Caufield, Nick Suzuki and others while balancing veteran contributions. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Montreal responded well to St. Louis. Over his first two months, the 
Canadiens were better than .500 at 12-11-4. Montreal did begin to fall off 
again later in April -- losing Allen to injury didn't help -- but that shouldn't 
reflect poorly on St. Louis. Give him an offseason and training camp to 
really get a feel for this team, and there will be plenty of reasons for 
optimism. 

Depending where Montreal falls in the draft lottery and how Hughes can 
wield the many picks he has -- including seven in the first three rounds of 
July's draft -- the Canadiens could avoid a full rebuild and come back as 
a retooled group. 

New Jersey Devils 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $24,334,168 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 4th (NYI), 4th (EDM), 5th (CBJ), 6th, 
7th 

What went wrong? 

The goaltending. For the second straight season, the Devils' best-laid 
plans for their netminders went awry. In 2020-21, it was veteran Corey 
Crawford retiring after signing as a free agent. In 2021-22, it was another 
veteran in Jonathan Bernier playing just 10 games after the Devils signed 
him to pair with Mackenzie Blackwood. To their chagrin, Blackwood 
regressed to a .894 save percentage and played barely above 
replacement level ... when he played. The Devils ended up using seven 
goaltenders this season because of injuries, finishing near the bottom of 
the league in save percentage for the second straight season. 

Injuries were the story among the skaters too. Jack Hughes, having his 
best NHL season, was limited to 49 games, scoring 56 points. Free-
agent prize Dougie Hamilton missed 17 games because of a jaw injury in 
an underwhelming first season in New Jersey. Nico Hischier also missed 
time. 

Keys to the offseason 

Goaltending is the whole ballgame. The Devils were 12th in expected 
goals against per 60 minutes in all situations and 28th in goals-against 
average. They have to make a decision on Blackwood, figure out what 
they have in Nico Daws, then see if Bernier can return from his hip 
ailment or if the Devils need to find a veteran solution for the third straight 
offseason. 

Beyond that, the Devils will have considerable salary-cap space to 
address a few other vital needs: replacing veteran defenseman P.K. 
Subban, who is an unrestricted free agent; adding skilled size to Hughes' 
line; and re-signing leading scorer and restricted free agent Jesper Bratt, 
who leveled up considerably this season. 

The other issue to address is coach Lindy Ruff, who has a .398 winning 
percentage in two seasons with the Devils and is signed through next 
season. Will New Jersey make a change in the offseason or will Ruff 
have a chance to coach under better goaltending conditions (in theory)? 
If he stays, it wouldn't be surprising to see a change in assistant coaches 
given the Devils' special team struggles. 

Meanwhile, the Devils are back in the draft lottery, where they've had 
some luck. Given their depth at center, would they opt for Slovak winger 
Juraj Slafkovsky or his countryman, defenseman Simon Nemec? 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Not to put too fine a point on it, but the Devils won't be doing anything 
except wallowing in the draft lottery again if they can't get better 
goaltending. There's a lot to like here: New Jersey should be a top-10 
scoring team next season, given its talent. If the Devils use their 
considerable cap space smartly, they could finally circle back to playoff 
contention. 

New York Islanders 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $10,630,833 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 2nd (COL), 3rd, 5th, 6th 

What went wrong? 

After two straight trips to the NHL's penultimate playoff round, the 
Islanders had the most disappointing season of any team in 2021-22, 
digging themselves an early-season hole from which they could never 
escape. 

They started with 13 straight road games as the finishing touches on their 
new arena were completed, going 5-8-0. When they finally played at UBS 
Arena, it was not a happy homecoming: The Islanders went winless in 
their first seven games in the new barn, as part of an 11-game winless 
streak overall. On Dec. 5, the Islanders were 5-10-5. They never 
recovered to enter the playoff picture. 

They went from being the 12th-ranked defensive team at even strength 
(per expected goals against) over the previous two seasons to being 25th 
this season. Typically dependable players like Anthony Beauvillier and 
Kyle Palmieri didn't hit their offensive marks, while forward Oliver 
Wahlstrom couldn't build on his promising rookie season. 

There were personal highlights, such as Brock Nelson's best goal-scoring 
season, Noah Dobson's breakout year and Ilya Sorokin's Vezina-caliber 
goaltending. But it didn't add up for the Islanders, who looked slow and 
old in a fast and young league. 

Keys to the offseason 

GM Lou Lamoriello must address the team's blue line. Dobson needs a 
new contract. Andy Greene and Zdeno Chara are both free agents and 
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past their prime, while free agent Sebastian Aho was generally 
ineffective. Sorokin and Semyon Varlamov -- who will be in the final year 
of his contract next season -- can only paper over so much of the 
Islanders' troubles on defense. 

After that, Lamoriello has to determine whether the team's struggles were 
anomalous or systemic. Will he try to trade off some of his 30-and-older 
players on long-term contracts? Or does he run it all back next season 
with hopes that the pieces he's assembled still can click for a Cup run? 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Bringing back Cal Clutterbuck and Zach Parise on new contracts would 
indicate that Lamoriello is willing to keep this core together for another 
kick at the can. With a few tweaks, especially on defense, perhaps the 
Islanders have another run in them, especially with their goaltending. A 
better start and some new bodies in the lineup should mean they'll be a 
heck of a lot closer to the postseason than they were this season. 

Ottawa Senators 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $23,303,929 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 2nd, 2nd (TB), 3rd, 3rd (BOS), 4th, 5th, 5th (WPG), 
5th (BOS), 6th, 7th (NYI) 

What went wrong? 

The Senators thought the rebuild was over. They thought wrong. 

Why? Let's start with goaltending. Matt Murray was hardly the Senators' 
savior there, losing seven straight to start the season and six straight in 
the back half of his campaign before exiting in early March with an injury. 
That's not what Ottawa needed from its supposed starter. And with his 
own subpar play, Filip Gustavsson didn't fill the void effectively. 

Murray wasn't the only one who fell below expectations, though. Tim 
Stutzle also came out slowly (on the score sheet anyway), notching only 
one goal in his first 21 games, epitomizing a lineup that struggled to 
score as a whole. Ottawa just never got the leaps and bounds from some 
of its younger stars early on, then couldn't overcome its deficiencies later. 
That became especially true after Drake Batherson, the Sens' leading 
point-getter, was lost to an injury right before the All-Star break. 

Then there were the defensive inconsistencies: odd-man rushes, sloppy 
in-zone coverage, bad decision-making with the puck. All the little 
negative habits that add up to negative results. 

Keys to the offseason 

Murray hasn't played an NHL game since March 5. How is GM Pierre 
Dorion going to address that position for next season? Anton Forsberg 
has had a solid final third of the season and signed a three-year deal to 
stick with the Senators. If Murray can get healthy, will Ottawa trust him to 
stay that way and be part of a tandem with Forsberg? Do the Sens have 
any other choice? Shoring up the goaltending, one way or another, will 
be critical to Ottawa's hopes for a turnaround. 

Dealing with their defensive problems will also be key. Dorion added 
Travis Hamonic at the trade deadline, but he'll need to do more work to 
help Ottawa keep the puck out of its own net. The Senators have cap 
space available to rectify these issues; it's on Dorion to find the right mix. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

At this stage, it's hard to think of Ottawa in the playoff conversation next 
season. Unless, of course, Dorion takes some big swings in free agency 
and can get some difference-making defensive players. The Senators 
have great talent up front in Stutzle, Batherson and Brady Tkachuk. Even 
if all three improve upon this campaign, more tweaks are necessary 
before we can say Ottawa realistically moves the needle next season. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $8,803,143 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th 

What went wrong? 

This season was a debacle for the Flyers. Coach Alain Vigneault was 
fired after an 8-10-4 start and replaced by assistant coach Mike Yeo on 
an interim basis. Under the former Wild and Blues head coach, the Flyers 
would win just 16 of their next 56 games. They missed key players to 
injury in center Sean Couturier (29 games played), forward Kevin Hayes 
(44 games) and defenseman Ryan Ellis (4 games), a significant 
offseason acquisition who was expected to solidify the defensive corps. A 
slight uptick in goaltending quality by maligned franchise netminder 
Carter Hart was undercut by a penalty kill that saw the Flyers finish near 
the bottom of the league. 

It was a season also marred by tragedy, as Hayes lost his brother, former 
NHL player Jimmy Hayes, last August. It was also overshadowed by the 
saga of captain Claude Giroux, the career Flyer whose time with the 
team ended after a deadline trade to the Florida Panthers. 

Too many injuries, too many ineffective performances and not enough 
impact from GM Chuck Fletcher's offseason additions in Ellis, Rasmus 
Ristolainen, Keith Yandle and Martin Jones (although Cam Atkinson 
played well in his first season in Philly). 

Keys to the offseason 

Fletcher has spoken about an "aggressive retool" in the offseason, 
believing there are enough pieces on the roster, with some 
augmentation, to contend next season. That retool is going to have to be 
quite aggressive: The Flyers need to replace Giroux's offense and 
probably add another established scorer beyond that. 

Will they seek to move forward James van Riemsdyk, who carries a $7 
million cap hit into the final year of his contract? Will those rumors about 
Ivan Provorov's availability result in a trade? There are plenty of 
directions to take the retool. 

Obviously, an NHL draft lottery win would help. The Flyers could certainly 
use a Shane Wright or a Logan Cooley at center, or Simon Nemec on 
defense. 

But beyond the roster, Fletcher will need to hire a new head coach. 
There has been a lot of speculation that the Flyers will seek out TNT 
commentator and Philly fan favorite Rick Tocchet to take over the bench. 
Or does a team seeking better fundamental 5-on-5 play make overtures 
to another coach-turned-commentator in John Tortorella? 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

If they're healthier. If their offseason acquisitions are uniformly more 
impactful than last season's were and don't detract from other areas of 
the team. If they choose the right coach. If some of the younger players 
getting time this season -- Noah Cates, Ronnie Attard, Bobby Brink, 
Morgan Frost, Owen Tippett -- level up, and Hart continues to trend back 
to his previous standards. If all of this -- or at least most of it -- happens, 
the Flyers could return to playoff contention. But that's a lot of ifs. 

San Jose Sharks 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $13,003,333 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 5th (BUF), 6th, 7th, 7th (ARI), 7th 
(MIN) 

What went wrong? 

Not much was expected from the Sharks this season, but they improved 
incrementally. 

They were a .438 points percentage team last season; they had a .468 
points percentage through 77 games this season. Their goaltending 
improved from 29th last season to 20th this season, thanks to the 
acquisitions of James Reimer, Adin Hill and eventually goalie Kaapo 
Kahkonen, whom they acquired from Minnesota in a trade for 
defenseman Jacob Middleton. 
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But their offense dropped from seventh in expected goals per 60 minutes 
in all situations last season to 27th this season. Part of that could be 
attributed to the loss of forward Evander Kane, as the Sharks terminated 
Kane's deal for what they said was a breach of contract and for violating 
COVID-19 protocols. He was their leading scorer last season, but it was 
clear that the relationship had run its course. 

Keys to the offseason 

The first is finding the next general manager after Doug Wilson stepped 
down this season. Joe Will is the team's interim GM and may end up 
running their draft as they meticulously comb through candidates to 
succeed Wilson, who was with San Jose for 19 seasons. 

Whoever takes over inherits a veteran roster filled with long-term 
contracts. The Sharks have $42.6 million in salary committed to the 
2024-25 season for Logan Couture, Erik Karlsson, Brent Burns, Marc-
Edouard Vlasic and now Tomas Hertl, whom they signed before the trade 
deadline. That's an expensive core with ample trade protection. Unless 
something dramatic changes, the Sharks will have to find ways to build 
around that talent thriftily. 

To that end, they have some interesting free agents: productive forward 
Alexander Barabanov (UFA), center Jonathan Dahlen (RFA), 
defenseman Mario Ferraro (RFA) and Kahkonen (RFA). 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Another season in hockey purgatory, as the Sharks hope an affordable 
supporting cast can solidify around their talented but aging core. They 
need more players like center Thomas Bordeleau, the University of 
Michigan product who made his debut this season. They could have 
another one in forward William Eklund, the seventh overall pick in last 
year's draft, but he had a rough season in the Swedish Hockey League. 
The regular-season ceiling for this team feels like a wild card. 

Seattle Kraken 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $21,135,834 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 2nd, 2nd (NSH), 2nd (TOR), 2nd (FLA), 3rd, 4th, 
4th (WSH), 4th (CGY), 5th, 6th, 7th 

What went wrong? 

The Kraken weren't the Vegas Golden Knights. That much was clear. 
Our expectations for Seattle, based on the Knights' recent expansion 
success and Seattle drafting under the same rules, were inflated. Given 
the talent on the roster, the Kraken should have been better than a points 
percentage under .400, even if they inevitably became a seller at the 
trade deadline anyway. 

At the very least, they should have been a team that established a 
discernible identity in their inaugural season; yet in the end, Seattle's 
style and direction are as mysterious as their namesake sea monster. 

Their goaltending was supposed to help define them. Instead, Philipp 
Grubauer gave up more than 18 goals below expectations and cost his 
team at least three wins, per Evolving Hockey. Through 76 games, the 
Kraken had the worst team save percentage in the NHL. Whatever gains 
they made at 5-on-5 during the season were undermined by the league's 
most porous goaltending. 

But the Kraken didn't give their netminders much goal support, either. 
They were near the bottom of the goals per game rankings, watching 
players like Joonas Donskoi struggle and others like Jaden Schwartz and 
Brandon Tanev limited by injuries. 

Keys to the offseason 

The arrival of No. 2 overall pick Matty Beniers gives the Kraken a 
potential No. 1 center next season and a glimpse of the future. How to 
achieve that future will involve the NHL draft, where the Kraken will have 
five picks in the first two rounds. But the short-term prospects for Seattle 
will rise or fall on GM Ron Francis' moves this offseason. 

They have 10 free agents, three of them unrestricted. They'll have 
around $21 million in open cap space. They can see what worked and 
what didn't this season and adjust accordingly. That goes for the players 
and the coaches, whose player usage and systems contributed to the 
team's offensive malaise. 

But mostly, they need to find a way for Grubauer to shake off this season 
and become the goalie they thought they signed last summer -- the one 
who was going to be the foundation for what they're building in the 
Emerald City. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

The Kraken found some franchise foundations in their first year. Jared 
McCann was the goal-scoring ace that the analytics portended. Yanni 
Gourde was as solid as expected. Jamie Oleksiak had a strong season. 
So consider the inaugural season as the opening draw in a card game; 
they'll keep some, give some back, take new ones and hope the hand 
turns out better. This is clearly a slow build for Seattle. Another season 
outside the playoffs, considering what's in the 2023 draft, wouldn't hurt. 

Vancouver Canucks 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $12,373,333 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th 

What went wrong? 

The Canucks waited too long to make significant changes. GM Jim 
Benning and coach Travis Green were fired on Dec. 6, 2021. Benning 
had been at the helm since 2014, and the Canucks made the playoffs 
just twice during his tenure. One of those times was a second-round exit 
in the 2020 bubble playoffs that proved to be an anomalous tease. 

After a .446 points percentage in 2020-21, this clean sweep probably 
could have happened in the offseason. Instead, the regime returned, with 
Benning having made overly aggressive moves in an effort to save his 
job -- like the Oliver Ekman-Larsson deal, for a future contract headache 
he figured wouldn't be his -- and augment a roster that had already 
proven not to be championship-caliber. 

Green was fired after the Canucks stumbled to an 8-15-2 start, months 
after Vancouver handed him a two-year contract extension. Enter miracle 
worker Bruce Boudreau, who has gone 31-15-9 as head coach and 
pushed this roster as far as it could go. Enter team president Jim 
Rutherford and general manager Patrik Allvin as well, who were charged 
with evaluating that roster in another lost season. 

On the ice, the team got outstanding goaltending from Thatcher Demko, 
star Elias Pettersson regained his form, it was another big offensive 
season from defenseman Quinn Hughes and a career year from forward 
J.T. Miller, whom the Canucks decided to hang onto rather than move at 
the trade deadline despite next season being the last one on his contract. 
But the team's problems, like their penalty kill, were solved too slowly for 
the Canucks to make the cut. Too much, too late. 

Keys to the offseason 

The first key is bringing back Boudreau. His contract has a team option 
for a second season, although it's been reported that he could walk away 
from that option. As long as the term is right, bringing back Boudreau is a 
no-brainer: He cracked the code on this team and changed the vibe of 
the franchise. 

They'll have calls to make on Miller, who makes $5.25 million against the 
cap next season before becoming an unrestricted free agent; it's hard to 
imagine he's not part of the solution in Vancouver, given his breakout 
season. Forward Brock Boeser is a restricted free agent whose name 
continues to circulate in the trade rumor mill. Captain Bo Horvat, like 
Miller, goes UFA in summer 2023. 

They have upwards of seven UFAs on a roster that Allvin and Rutherford 
would no doubt like to reshape a bit more in their image, while figuring 
out which pieces of the core they'll retain. 
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Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

It feels like Boudreau just ran out of runway this season. Given a full 
offseason, training camp and 82-game campaign, we have faith that he 
can get the Canucks back to the playoffs. They have some foundational 
pieces in place -- you could do a lot worse than starting with Pettersson, 
Hughes and Demko -- and a very smart managerial team to add more. 
The long-overdue end of the Benning Era should lead to prosperity next 
season. 

Winnipeg Jets 

Projected 2022-23 cap space: $16,271,310 

2022 draft picks: 1st, 2nd (STL), 2nd (NYR), 3rd (CBJ), 4th (ARI), 6th, 
7th 

What went wrong? 

Some teams don't have enough talent to compete with the NHL's best. 
Winnipeg has top players, but too many of them had a tough season at 
the same time. So much so, coach Paul Maurice didn't think he could get 
enough out of the group anymore, leading him to resign in December. 

It's not often that a coach just up and quits on a team that's 
underperforming. Did that have a residual effect on the Jets' overall 
confidence? Maybe. But the club's struggling stars were the real issue. 

Mark Scheifele and Blake Wheeler both missed time early in the season 
and didn't find an offensive groove until later. Nikolaj Ehlers was one the 
Jets' best forwards, but he too was felled by injury midseason, and that 
hurt the Jets' chances of making a run up the standings. It felt like one 
thing after another took Winnipeg's assets out of the lineup, and the more 
they fought to stay above water, the harder another wave of adversity 
would land. 

Eventually that roller coaster seemed to take a mental toll on the entire 
team, effectively ending any last-ditch hope of contending for a wild-card 
spot. 

Keys to the offseason 

GM Kevin Cheveldayoff will need to decide on his next coach. Dave 
Lowry stepped in for Maurice, but is that a long-term slot for him? 
Probably not. 

Whoever fills the role will face arguably the next most important task for 
the Jets: putting this wasted year behind them and starting fresh. It's not 
as if the Jets' require a massive overhaul. They have good players and 
good prospects. Connor Hellebuyck is a strong goaltender. This was just 
a nightmare season in nearly every regard. 

Inevitably, Cheveldayoff will swap some personnel or make alterations 
here and there. He'll have to manage Pierre Luc-Dubois' next deal as 
well, which will be a priority negotiation between the club and its pending 
restricted free agent. 

Realistic expectations for 2022-23 

Winnipeg should enter training camp with a massive chip on its shoulder. 
This was not the year the Jets intended to have, and there are far too 
many good players in this lineup to have it happen again. There should 
be high expectations for the Jets going forward, both inside and outside 
the organization. 
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Aleko Sdrakas, 19, a forward with the Vancouver Island Junior Hockey 
League’s Peninsula Panthers, wears the same light-blue suit to every 
game. Earlier this season, teammate Grant Gilbertson took notice. 

“Grant was a big prankster,” Sdrakas said, laughing. “He’s the one who 
would unscrew guys’ bottles or put sock tape on your skate blade. I went 
to shower, and when I came out, he’s wearing my suit. He’s a bigger guy, 
so it was skin-tight on him.” 

“He told me, ‘If you were a minute longer, I’d have been in the parking 
lot.’” 

The two sat next to each other in the Panthers’ dressing room. On Jan. 3, 
Sdrakas was recovering from a dislocated shoulder and not practising. 
Gilbertson was late. Teammates texted. Sdrakas called him, receiving no 
answer. Owner and general manager Pete Zubersky phoned. Again, no 
answer. 

Gilbertson, 18, lived in Sooke, B.C., about an hour’s drive from North 
Saanich, where the Panthers are based. It was an icy day, conditions the 
RCMP said contributed to the one-car crash that claimed his life.  

Three months later, on April 1, the Panthers defeated the Oceanside 
Generals 4-3 in overtime to win the VIJHL championship. In the 
celebration, Sdrakas skated off the ice. 

Grant’s mother, Darcie Colgrave, and brother, Garett, were vacationing in 
Maui. Four thousand kilometres away, they were driving along the 
remote road to Hana, trying to watch on Garett's cellphone as the signal 
faded in and out.  

“Garett burst in tears,” Darcie said. “I burst into tears. We knew exactly 
what (Aleko) was doing.” 

She pauses.  

“I’m in tears, now. Just talking about it.” 

“I had to go get Grant’s jersey, because he should be there with us,” 
Sdrakas said. “It was electric in the arena. Everyone started cheering, 
players banging their sticks. I didn’t want Grant to miss any of it.” 

“One of those moments I’ll never gorget,” Darcie continued. “How we got 
cell reception there, we were meant to see it.” 

“We were in trouble in that series,” Zubersky said. “But it wasn’t fair to 
(Oceanside). We had an angel on our roster. They weren’t going to win.” 

What does everyone remember about Grant Gilbertson? The 
celebrations. He loved to score. Everyone interviewed for this piece 
mentioned something as simple as a backdoor tap-in produced a 
massive yell. If he scored, he was going to enjoy it. 

Zubersky criticized himself for one thing: how he delivered the news. The 
team was practising when they found out. 

“I called everybody over, and told them, ‘We’re going to play the rest of 
the season for Grant Gilbertson, he died in an accident.’ I like to think I’m 
a tough guy, I was a cop for 30 years. But I made a mistake, I was 
hurting too. I should have stayed there with them, helped the coaches.” 

“I feel bad that he feels bad,” Colgrave said. “It was happening so fast, 
there’s no right or wrong way to do anything. You don’t know how you 
are going to react. I hope he doesn’t ever feel bad about that. He’s done 
so much for the boys, from providing counselling to just being there. He 
was always there. We wouldn’t be where we are without him and 
everything he’s done.” 

Players fell to the ice, devastated.  

“I still remember it happening,” said 18-year-old defenceman Evan 
Crawford. “I started skating away, bawling my eyes out. I had my mother 
pick me up, because I didn’t feel safe driving." 
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The organization provided counselling, both individual and group 
sessions. As the next few days went by, the players gravitated to one 
another.  

“The accident happened on a Monday night,” Sdrakas said. “We were 
supposed to practice Tuesday, but didn’t have it in us. Instead, we went 
out to the parking lot and talked for two hours. Then there was 
counselling (the next two days). It was productive, we really opened up. 
We basically lived at one of the houses. Always, four or five guys were 
together.” 

“Having the group, being able to talk to them every day, was so 
important,” said defenceman Griffin Gilmour, who turned 19 five weeks 
after the accident. “Being alone felt like the world was coming down on 
you. That group of brothers is so important." 

The house they gravitated to was captain Riley Braun’s. They’d hang out, 
play video games, table tennis and pool. (The players joked Braun and 
brother Payton, who also plays for the Panthers, took advantage of a 
table slant to win at billiards.) The parents ordered pizza. Garett 
Gilbertson was invited to be part of the group. 

“It was very helpful for Garett,” Colgrave said of her son, who took leave 
from the BCJHL’s Okanagan Lakers, although he plans to rejoin next 
season. “He’s a 21-year-old kid, he doesn’t want to be with a group of 
adults. He played with some of those boys.” 

“The only people we wanted to be with were each other,” Sdrakas said. 

“At one point, they wanted to go out and give (Darcie Colgrave) a gift,” 
Zubersky said. “They were a little scared to go, scared to see his mom. 
We told them, ‘As soon as you get there, you will feel like a million bucks. 
You’ve got to go there.’” 

“We drove past the road where it happened,” Sdrakas said. “That made 
us super-nervous and super-upset. But we were glad we did it. It made 
her very happy and we hung out with (Garett).”  

“I don’t know how to express how wonderful that young group is,” 
Colgrave said. 

Four days after the accident, the Panthers resumed their season. A 5-2 
loss to Prince George included a 45-minute memorial service. The team 
gave out candles to the fans. There was a video tribute featuring Dave 
Tippett (whose brother Brad coached the Panthers at the time), Connor 
McDavid, Tyson Barrie and Washington’s Matt Irwin – who is from the 
island. The Victoria News reported that Gilbertson’s girlfriend, Sadie 
Fitzpatrick, presented each player a rose and note that read “#26 Grant 
Gilbertson: A Panther Forever.” 

Gilbertson’s stall was kept empty, aside from his jersey. On Jan. 15, eight 
players went to get various tattoos as a tribute. Some put them on their 
chests – others or their wrists, or ankle. 

“About 10 days after the accident, I heard a couple of guys laughing in 
the dressing room,” Zubersky said. “I was hoping I’d hear that sound 
again.” 

“A lot of us felt guilty for smiling and laughing,” Sdrakas said. “Grant 
would want us to be happy and laugh. So, we kept that mode. I’ve been 
on a bunch of different teams. It’s crazy how close we are.” 

Peninsula entered the season with championship hopes, refocusing to 
finish second in the league’s Southern Division — fourth overall — with a 
.667 points percentage. The Panthers defeated the Westshore Wolves 4-
2 in the first round and the Kerry Park Islanders 4-2 in the second. That 
put them in the league final against Oceanside.  

Fifteen minutes before puck drop every home game, Peninsula’s full 
roster was announced to the crowd. Grant Gilbertson would always be 
included. Before Game 2 of the final, it didn’t happen – an honest 
mistake. 

“I wasn’t angry, but I felt, ‘He needs to be up there,’” Colgrave said. “Pete 
went above and beyond.” 

For the remaining home games of the final, Gilbertson’s name was read 
with the starters’ – right at puck drop. “First in our hearts and thoughts.” 

Peninsula won the first three, one victory from glory. But they were 
reeling, with the Generals snaring Games 4 and 5. Then, Oceanside 
scored twice in the first 96 seconds of Game 6. Sdrakas and teammate 
Logan Speirs tied it in the next seven minutes. Oceanside went back 
ahead, but Speirs sent it to overtime with a goal at 18:17 of the third. 

Oceanside had an overtime power play where Peninsula captain Riley 
Braun saved the game with a timely blocked shot.  

“It sounds insane,” Sdrakas said, laughing, “but I thought it was going in. 
And it didn’t. It felt like Grant was there saving us.” 

At 1:36 of the extra period, Speirs won it, completing a hat trick in the 
process. In the jubilation and bedlam, Sdrakas charged off the ice to get 
Gilbertson’s jersey.  

The league championship put Peninsula in the Cyclone Taylor Cup, 
which invites champions of three British Columbia junior leagues and one 
host team. The Panthers’ charge ended with losses to the Langley 
Trappers (6-2), Delta Icehawks (8-7) and Revelstoke Grizzlies (2-1 in a 
shootout after two overtimes). A rematch with Revelstoke for the bronze 
medal ended in a 3-2 defeat. 

Darcie Colgrave is incredibly appreciative. She’s thankful to everyone 
who contributed to the GoFundMe for financial costs of the funeral; for 
the outpouring of support from her hometown; for the hockey community; 
for everyone who messaged her; everyone who kept Garett and herself 
in their thoughts. She is in the process of starting a foundation in Grant’s 
honour.  

She is incredibly thankful to the Peninsula Panthers, who, in a special 
way, made sure Grant Gilbertson was part of their successful playoff run. 
In that final game, the score was tied 2-2 after two periods. Zubersky 
went to do a radio interview. Colgrave intercepted him. 

She had to leave early to catch the ferry back to Vancouver Island.  

“I told (Pete), ‘Can you tell (the players) after the game how proud I am of 
them?’ He said, ‘Why don’t you tell them yourself?’” 

And she did.  

“I expressed to them, whatever happened this weekend was just icing on 
the cake," she said. "You’ve already honoured Grant. I am so proud of 
them. They did it.” 

In an open letter on the team’s website, Zubersky wrote of the Cyclone 
Taylor Cup: “There was a hint of disappointment as we all felt that with a 
bounce here or there, it could have been a far different outcome. But 
there was never negativity. I have been in the game a long time and have 
never seen such an incredible, collective and phenomenal attitude. We 
all recognized that Grant Gilbertson and his family were bigger than the 
game.” 

32 THOUGHTS 

From the original clipping: "Hockey great Guy Lafleur signs an autograph 
at the Saddledome for young Calgarian Cory Gurnsey." (Heather Wilson, 
Calgary Herald) 

1. This is the Calgary Herald’s front page from Dec. 2, 1988. Cory 
Gurnsey, then 18, grew up a Canadiens fan, as did his mother, Laura. In 
January 1980, Cory was leaving school, wearing his Lafleur sweater, 
when he was badly injured in a random stabbing attack. In the aftermath 
of the traumatic experience, Laura said the local Lions Club reached out 
to Lafleur and the team. “When Cory was in the hospital,” Laura said this 
week, “they told me he was going to call. I honestly didn’t know it was 
going to happen.” Not only did Lafleur call, but he sent a new sweater to 
replace the one destroyed in the incident and promised to score a goal in 
Cory’s honour. Montreal’s next game was Jan. 19, 1980, when he had 
two goals and two assists in a 7-2 win over Toronto. “I was amazed when 
he scored,” Cory said. (Someone who was at the game says Lafleur 
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fished the puck out of the net after the first one.) That began a lengthy 
friendship between the Hall of Famer and the Gurnsey family. He flew 
them to Montreal for a game. At the morning skate, “He flipped a puck 
into the crowd, where his father caught it and gave it to me,” Cory said. “I 
was flabbergasted. I didn’t know what to say.” They went for lunch when 
he came to Calgary. “How often do you get to meet your superhero?” 
Laura asked. “He was very polite. Such a nice guy to do something like 
that. Hard to believe he has passed away.” The 1988 Herald story quotes 
Cory Gurnsey as saying he thought Lafleur would return to the NHL with 
Los Angeles, to which he replied, “No, L.A. is too hot.” As happens to so 
many of us, the friendship grew apart as time passed. But the Gurnseys 
never forgot Lafleur’s kindness, and, evidently, he never forgot them. In 
2014, Lafleur traveled to Alberta for a paid autograph signing. Cory 
Gurnsey couldn’t attend, but when a photo was presented to the great 
winger and told it was for Cory, Lafleur remembered his name and told 
organizers not to charge for it. “It was … beautiful,” Cory said. “I’d give 
time to talk about him anytime, because he gave time to me.” “He made 
us so comfortable,” Laura said. (First came across the story re-reading 
Lafleur’s biography, "Overtime," written by Georges-Hebert Germain. 
Highly recommended.) 

2. As Dallas grasped for overtime and Chicago won a shootout, the 
biggest question was: What will this mean for Vegas? Former Maple Leaf 
Sports & Entertainment president Richard Peddie often repeated the 
saying “The surest predictor of future behaviour is past behaviour.” 
However, there’s no past behaviour to analyze, because the Golden 
Knights have never missed the playoffs before. Logan Thompson battled 
his heart out, making 14 of 17 saves in three straight shootouts. In the 
loss to the Stars, he stayed in despite a hard overtime collision with Vlad 
Namestnikov that clearly stung him. But Vegas got nothing for it, as its 
shooters went 0 for 17. (Watch the Knights make a point of consoling a 
clearly dejected Thompson after Tuesday’s loss in Dallas.) As the Robin 
Lehner-Vegas skirmish unfolded, one person with a really good handle 
on the situation kept warning: “Wait. This will evolve.” I think we’re 
looking at two distinct storylines in Nevada. The first is what are the 
repercussions, if any, for missing the playoffs? The second is, where is 
the Lehner story going? So far, we’ve heard brief commentary from head 
coach Peter DeBoer, clearly trying to make a point: “I’m concerned about 
the guys that are here, battling with us here tonight,” before the Dallas 
game, and, “We’ve got a lot of guys playing banged-up and they gave us 
what they had,” after. We haven’t heard yet from Lehner – who is never 
shy – GM Kelly McCrimmon, owner Bill Foley or the other players. Where 
does everyone stand? So, there’s the possibility this gets more 
flammable before it calms. Remember: Lehner is under contract for three 
more seasons. 

More from Sportsnet 

Golden Knights' Robin Lehner to have season-ending shoulder surgery 

Stars secure point against Coyotes to clinch playoff berth, eliminate 
Golden Knights 

3. Another question about Lehner’s situation: Why did the Knights dress 
Lehner as backup on Sunday? The NHL and NHLPA created a roster 
exception in December where if a team was short two healthy goalies 
and did not have cap space for a recall, they could immediately call up a 
goalie with a cap hit of $1 million or less. There is no need to play short 
for one game. Under those rules, there shouldn’t have been a problem 
with using Jiri Patera, who was called up Monday. That’s a strange one. 

4. Vegas is going to have some tough decisions to solve the cap puzzle. 
Here’s another variable: there were conversations with Reilly Smith about 
an extension. There were some sources saying it was done, although 
that was disputed. But they were talking. The injured forward did not play 
after March 1. 

5. It won’t get a ton of notice, but Michael Raffl made a huge play late in 
regulation of the Dallas overtime loss to Arizona. The Stars looked like 
they’d iced the puck with about 15 seconds left, but Raffl won a race to 
negate it. Dallas was reeling. Raffl’s hustle saved them from an in-zone 
faceoff. Small thing, but a big thing.  

6. Don’t like how that Juuse Saros injury sounds – and looks. It’s a 
shame; trouble for him and the Predators. I don’t know if I remember a 
year where so many No. 1 goalies, including Frederik Andersen and 
Tristan Jarry, got hurt right before the playoffs. There are goalie coaches 
who aren’t crazy about the skates being used, thinking they contribute to 
the problem. 

7. Hope his non-COVID illness doesn’t rob us of one final Zdeno Chara 
appearance. The Islanders have two games remaining, Washington and 
Tampa Bay, both at home. Just in case he thinks it’s time, I hope he gets 
out there at least once more. 

8. Several of the Jets have been blunt in their analysis. Neal Pionk: 
“When I look in the mirror, I’m embarrassed,” and, “Let’s be honest, it 
was kind of embarrassing what we did this year. We had a really good 
roster and totally underachieved.” Nik Ehlers: “I think the easy way to put 
it is that we're just not playing the type of hockey that the Jets want to 
play and the type of hockey that, you know, you can hold everyone 
accountable for. And it's just … it sucks. It absolutely sucks.” Fans want 
players to care as much as they do, and the Jets players definitely are 
saying the right things. That kind of self-evaluation is going on up and 
down the organization. Winnipeg has some tough decisions to make, and 
I don’t think they’re going to be afraid of them. 

'We have to have a chip on our shoulder' Pionk speaks on disappointing 
season with Jets 

Current Time 0:00 
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9. As mentioned last weekend, Pierre-Luc Dubois is one to watch. Does 
he have a long-term vision? The Jets prefer term, and locked up some 
good contracts with it. If Dubois is unwilling to do that, let’s see where 
this goes. 

10. San Jose president Jonathan Becher appeared on the Sharks 
broadcast Tuesday night with Jim Kozimor. The team is still very early in 
its GM search. “We’ve created what we call ‘a couple of personas,’ which 
is categories of the kind of person we are looking for,” Becher said. 
“There are four or five different categories, from a more experienced GM, 
to an up-and-comer, to a wild-card – somebody you may not expect. 
Then we created the long list. We’ve gone through more than 50 people. 
We’ve started evaluating what they look like on paper. We’ve started to 
narrow that down and we’re to the point that we’ll probably do about two 
or three, maybe even four waves of interviews. First wave is probably 
going to start a week ago from now.” No previous GM experience is 
required. “We have some with it and some without.” Becher reiterated a 
willingness to be a public face of the franchise is mandatory, and the 
search will involve non-traditional candidates. 

11. Calgary GM Brad Treliving to Scott Oake and Cassie Campbell-
Pascall last weekend on After Hours, about Johnny Gaudreau: “We 
made a comment at the beginning of the year, we weren’t going to talk 
about his contract publicly. … That by no means should be taken as any 
indication we (don’t) want him back. We want him back here. We’re going 
to move heaven and earth, and do everything we possibly can to get 
Johnny back here. … We’re going to do everything we humanly possibly 
can to have him be back here and be a Flame for a long, long time.” 

12. During our podcast interview with Canadiens interim coach Martin St. 
Louis, we badgered him about returning next season. “It’s definitely my 
intention,” he replied. “I love hockey. I love helping people, I love being 
on a team.” 

13. St. Louis wouldn’t go into them, but he has some rules about the way 
he wants the Canadiens to play. “I know my players, what’s important to 
them, and they know what’s important to me.” But he made it very clear 
what he considers critical from a mental point of view: “The most 
important day in this league is the next day. Even if it’s a day off.” His first 
game as coach was a 5-2 loss to Washington, the team’s eighth in a row. 
“I was really happy with their effort, but they had lost another game,” he 
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said. “They did that a lot. And I could feel it. I could feel the weight. So, 
you can feel crappy about the result, but you’ve got to let it go once you 
go to bed. You’ve got to wake up and go win the day. I used to call my 
dad all the time after games, just to vent. Or talk to my wife. … Let out all 
the negative energy, so that next day you can win the day. In anything 
you do in life, to be successful, if enthusiasm is not part of it, it’s going to 
be really hard to sustain success.” Another thing he’s got an excellent 
handle on is how hard it is, not only to win, but to keep your place. “The 
one thing I guess I talked to my team – the biggest thing – was it’s a 
battle out there. It’s not just a battle out there on the ice, it’s a battle 
internally. If you don’t understand that, it’s going to be hard to be 
successful. The battle in the locker room is for trying to move up the 
depth chart, to get another contract. The internal battle is important. If 
you don’t have internal battle, I don’t think you grow as team.” He said 
that when they practised one-on-one drills with the Lightning, “I wanted to 
get against Vinny (Lecavalier) all the time. I want to go against the best. 
On the ice, it’s the same thing. You might block a shot, you might be tired 
– and the league doesn’t care how you feel. The league’s hard. It’s hard 
to be successful. They don’t care if you’re tired. If you check out because 
you’re tired, you’re exposing your team, you’re probably getting scored 
on. I want my players to understand how hard it is to be successful in the 
NHL. It’s not just your opponents you’re playing with, but the inner battle 
in your locker room too.” 

14. The whole interview is recommended, as St. Louis is incredibly 
insightful throughout. For example, practice: “You’re trying to plan 
practice, but you’ve got to talk to your staff first because there’s maybe 3-
4 guys that are 50-50. That might change what you want to accomplish 
that day. Not that you completely have a new plan, but when practice 
starts, you’ve got to be ready as a coach. As crazy as it sounds, at the 
youth level, I always had practice planned. I never went and winged it. I 
took it very seriously, ‘What are we going to attack today?’ Be purpose-
driven, don’t just go out there to get a sweat. … The very few amount of 
practice days we have based on the condensed schedule, you want to 
maximize your time with the players. Knowing who is going to be able to 
participate in practice – or not – definitely helps guide how you’re going 
to construct your practice.” It was funny when he talked about the now-
automated lineup system, entered on an iPad. Several coaches have 
said they miss the old method of writing them on a sheet. “I always feel 
I’m going to mess up. I (get) so stressed pressing buttons,” he said, 
laughing. “In my first game, we pressed the right buttons, and they 
announced it wrong.” 

St. Louis pleased with the process despite the team's record 
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15. St. Louis was also good talking about how he ended up where he is. 
“I told (my wife) before, the only way I’d ever leave before my kids are out 
the house – and my youngest is 14 now – it would have to be a head 
coaching job in the NHL. And I said, ‘Don’t worry, it will never happen,’” 
he said, laughing. “When (Jeff Gorton) got the job, I knew relationship his 
with Kent (Hughes), ‘This could be a domino effect.’ I started really 
thinking about it, that it could happen. Having been home for seven 
years, I felt my kids were in a really good place, in terms of their growth 
as teenagers and in a good place with their hockey.” Hughes, who played 
at Middlebury College, was a counsellor at a hockey school St. Louis 
attended. “When the call came, it was a pretty easy decision, to be 
honest. I grew up a Habs fan. My dad knows all the old Canadiens’ 
teams. Every year they won the Cup, he knows exactly what year, who 
scored the winning goal. It’s been a big part of our life, the Montreal 
Canadiens. … There’s opportunities in life you just can’t pass. But, after 
saying that, it’s not because an opportunity arises that you’re going to be 
ready for it and you’ve got to be careful what you wish for. But I felt that I 
was ready. I felt that I’ve been preparing for this. I know I was coaching 
youth, but to me hockey is hockey. I’ve been watching a lot. I’ve had 
plenty of opportunity to (think), ‘What am I going to do when I get an 
opportunity?’ So, I’ve been writing stuff down. I’ve always been hockey 

nerd, so to speak. I told my players that there is no way, that if I didn’t 
think I was ready for this, that I would expose myself. (Not to) me, the 
Montreal Canadiens or my family. Why would I say yes to an opportunity 
if I don’t think I’m ready for it?” Did St. Louis feel disrespected by anyone 
who called him a “minor hockey coach? “No, because I understand 
…and I laughed at it. Yeah, I was a bantam coach this year. I was 
coaching bantam and I was coaching prep. So, I get it. But I don’t think 
people really understand what I’ve been doing the past seven years. 
Nobody sees what I’m doing on weekends, nobody sees what I’m doing 
on Monday/Tuesday. At one point, I was running 6-7 practices a week. 
Back-to-back, building plans, coaching teams. And not just coaching 
teams, coaching individuals. Because every kid has different flaws or 
things they need. Now that I’m a coach, I’m not going to be judged by 
how I was as a player. How do I coach? How do I show some growth on 
my team? Can I win? All that, time will tell. I’ve never been a guy that has 
all the answers, but the one thing that I’m comfortable and confident with 
is that I usually find them. Might not be immediately, but I’m willing to put 
in the work to find the answers. To me, the answers are everywhere, 
you’ve just got to find them.” Who’s betting against him? 

More from Sportsnet 

Penguins CEO David Morehouse steps down after 16-year run 

Stamkos has first 100-point season, Lightning top Blue Jackets 

16. One exec who recently watched Buffalo: “Owen Power, Rasmus 
Dahlin and Mattias Samuelsson on the blueline is going to be a problem.” 
And not for the Sabres. 

17. It happened Wednesday night, so there’s lots still to be learned. But 
the timing of David Morehouse stepping down as CEO of the Penguins 
sure caught people by surprise. 

18. He hasn’t been discussed as much as Brock Boeser or J.T. Miller in 
the public sphere, but I do think extending Bo Horvat is as big a priority 
for Vancouver as anything. He’s also scheduled to be an unrestricted 
free agent next summer.  

19. I’m all for expanding the playoffs, I’ve pleaded this for years. But I 
wonder if 2021-22 – as much of an outlier as it is – will make it harder to 
gain momentum for the idea. The biggest argument against has always 
been “a team earns its right over 82 games.” If the Islanders (18 points 
out of the playoffs) or Columbus (21) knocked out Boston or Pittsburgh or 
Washington in a one- or two-gamer, people would be screaming bloody 
murder. Bah. Go for it anyway.  

Gotta See It: Stamkos reaches 100-point milestone for first time in career 
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20. What a season for Steven Stamkos, who hit 100 points for the first 
time. For everything he’s been through, you sometimes forget he’s 42nd 
all-time with 1.051 points per game. The other thing that’s been forgotten 
is Tampa’s reliance on him as a true centre once again. Last year, he 
took just 260 offensive-zone faceoffs and 416 overall. This year, it’s 801 
and 1,042. His percentage isn’t as high (57.2 to 50.9), but still strong. He 
won’t make my Hart ballot, but I thought about him. His peers are thrilled 
for him, and if it is Tampa Bay-Toronto, it’s going to be wild seeing him 
against his hometown team in the first round. Not that a Lightning-Leafs 
series needs any more hype. 

21. Last year, hardest awards vote was the Norris. This year, it’s the 
Hart. The league asks us to delay revealing our votes to keep the 
suspense (although remember all votes are made public after the 
announcement). There was a group of eight for the five spots on my MVP 
ballot: Sidney Crosby, Johnny Gaudreau, Jonathan Huberdeau, Roman 
Josi, Kirill Kaprizov, Auston Matthews, Connor McDavid, Igor Shesterkin. 
Ultimately, it will come down to Matthews or McDavid. But it was not easy 
to pare that list. 
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Getzlaf sets up Henrique with beautiful behind-the-back pass 
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22. For all of Ryan Getzlaf’s talent, both teammates and opponents said 
he never got enough credit for his passing ability. So, it’s fitting that his 
final NHL point came on a brilliant assist to Adam Henrique. The Ducks 
hit it out of the park with a fantastic event; you know you’ve scored big in 
the gift department when Getzlaf’s kids went wild at the sight of the dune 
buggy. In his retirement media conference a couple of weeks ago, 
Getzlaf discussed how hard it was on him and wife Paige last season at 
the trade deadline. His agent, Gerry Johannson, was on the podcast last 
week. “The discussion with (then-GM Bob Murray) was, ‘If you can make 
a deal that helps the team, then Ryan would consider it,’” Johansson 
said. “But he didn’t want to leave. We made that clear the whole time. ... 
It just never came together. There just wasn’t anything compelling 
enough for Anaheim to go to Ryan with. So, really, as close as it might 
have seemed in Ryan’s mind ... it probably never got that close. Still, the 
stress and anxiety is real for his family.” He did confirm that, in addition to 
Vegas, Montreal and Dallas asked about the possibility, but more of a 
“checking-in” than anything substantial. 

23. Zoom interviews with teams interested in KHL free agent Andrei 
Kuzmenko – and there are many – will begin after the Under-18s. 
Several executives need to return from that event in Germany. 

24. Another European with a decision to make is Rogle’s Anton 
Bengtsson. He’s a little older (29 in two weeks) and scored 20 goals this 
season in Sweden. He’s got NHL interest in a bottom-six role.  

25. The NHL recently signed a new transfer agreement with Sweden and 
it contained an interesting change. Previously, a player selected in the 
second round or later who also had a contract in Sweden had to be 21 
before being allowed to be sent to the AHL. If younger, it was back home. 
Now the age is 24, a victory for the Swedish league. First-rounders are 
exempt. They can be sent to the AHL without protest. 

26. Evander Kane’s grievance will need more time, but it’s going to wait 
now that the Oilers are in the playoffs. What’s interesting is that, 
according to a few sources, there’s been almost nothing in the way of 
settlement talks. That can always change, however. 

27. Does one of the U.S. TV networks try to start Keith Yandle’s 
television career during the playoffs? 

28. Rocky Thompson, who left San Jose at the start of this season, 
coached the under-19 Little Caesars women’s team to its first National 
Championship. They defeated the Philadelphia Jr. Flyers 4-1 in the final. 

29. Spent part of last week at the American Hockey Coaches Association 
convention in Florida. Enjoyed the interaction, lots of good questions and 
people. Spent a few minutes trying out the Sense Arena virtual reality 
training tool before heading home. This is something I’ve had an interest 
in since a conversation during the 2018 Stanley Cup Final with Philipp 
Grubauer. He’s a VR believer. Among others who use it: Elvis Merzlikins 
and Devon Levi; team clients include Arizona, Los Angeles, New Jersey 
and Vegas. I really enjoyed it, although some of my “decision-making” 
was atrocious. Included here are two drills, so you can have an idea of 
what you “see.” The first one is a transition drill, where you’re on defence 
and the puck comes to you. Can you make the proper decision with it? 
The second is called “teamshot,” where you try to score on a rebound. 
The third is you in goal, defending against a 5-on-3. I enjoyed it. Good 
challenge. Poor airplane passengers as I sweated through the clothes I 
was wearing. 

30. Thinking about Jim McCrossin, Sal Raffa and Tripp Tracy.  

31. During the second week of April, five Canadians lived atop five 40-
foot flagpoles for 100 hours. The significance of that length is 100 years 
ago, Sir Frederick Banting and Charles H. Best discovered insulin, to 
help manage diabetes. One of those five was Wilson Gaglardi, the 16-

year-old son of Dallas owner Tom Gaglardi. To donate toward a cure, 
please go to canadacuresdiabetes.ca 

32. Don’t forget that the blog runs after every round in the playoffs. So, 
next one will be when we start the four division finals. Podcasts will 
increase to three per week during the postseason, but you’re going to 
have to put up with the carcasts once again. (I love them. Amil, not so 
much.) 
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Sportsnet.ca / After an emergent season, J.T. Miller's 'main focus' is 
winning with the Canucks 

 

Iain MacIntyre 

 

VANCOUVER – Records are meant to be broken, like Cotton Eye Joe. 
Doug Lidster’s single-season points record for a Vancouver Canucks 
defenceman was also meant to broken, although no one thought it would 
take 35 years for someone to eclipse 63 points. 

Still, it was inevitable that Quinn Hughes would surpass Lidster, and it 
took the 22-year-old until his third National Hockey League season to do 
so mostly because COVID came along and wrecked the first two. It was 
easy to imagine in October that Hughes would erase Lidster’s record by 
May. 

But who saw J.T. Miller scoring 100 points? 

Only five Canucks in 52 years have hit triple digits in a single season. 
Miller, the 29-year-old power forward whose career high was 58 points 
before he came to Vancouver in 2019, is sitting on 97 points with regular-
season games remaining Thursday against the Los Angeles Kings and 
Friday against the Edmonton Oilers. 

Ninety-seven points ties Miller with Todd Bertuzzi for the seventh-most 
productive season in franchise history. And only one Canuck, Henrik 
Sedin, has ever had more assists in a season than Miller’s 66 helpers. 

The only Vancouver players who have reached 100 points are Henrik 
and Daniel Sedin, Pavel Bure, Markus Naslund and Alex Mogilny. 

Miller has scored 16 more points this season than any Canuck since 
Daniel won the NHL scoring title with 104 in 2011. He is 31 points ahead 
of his nearest teammate. 

Seriously, Miller should get some Hart Trophy votes. Yes -- J.T. Miller. 

“He's an unknown superstar,” Canucks coach Bruce Boudreau said this 
week. 
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Raptors & NBA and more. 

MORE DETAILS 

But he’s not unknown in Vancouver, and discussion about Miller’s future 
with the Canucks will dominate the off-season like the centre from the 
Pittsburgh area has dominated on the ice. 

Miller has one season remaining at a bargain salary of $5.25 million. But 
given his age, value as a potential unrestricted free agent, and the 
Canucks’ salary-cap squeeze, it’s possible his next contract  will be 
unaffordable to the club. Which means this summer could bring a trade, 
rather than a contract extension. 
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But all the winning the Canucks did the last four-and-a-half months under 
Boudreau has inspired Miller, who told Sportsnet in an exclusive 
interview that he wants to win with his “friends” in Vancouver. He also 
said he believes what he has done offensively, blowing through his 
previous ceiling with the New York Rangers and Tampa Bay Lightning, is 
sustainable for next season and beyond. 

“I've kind of been on this trajectory for a while,” Miller said. “My first year 
here (in 2019-20), I had over a point-per-game and I had 27 goals. I 
mean, I feel like I could have got close to 90 points if I'd pushed that year 
(to 82 games). I think it would have been pretty similar to this year. 

“I've talked so much about how crappy last year was for us. Like, I just 
want to ignore it for my whole career. But, I guess, from a production 
standpoint, I feel like I've been on a different trajectory the last few years. 
I feel good about it. 

“I really do believe that when I come and have the right mindset about 
what makes me a good player. . . I typically play better and points come 
and we win more. It's so simple, but it took me a long time to figure that 
out. Expectation-wise, it's hard to hold that from a production standpoint. 
But my goal is to be a very complete, 200-foot centreman that can play 
against anybody. I want to play against the best players and, sacrificing 
some points for that but to give up less (defensively), that's where I want 
to be. Our team is going to be in a great spot over the next few years, 
and I really do believe that we can do something special as a group 
here.” 

Canucks' Miller playing with confidence, but not because of the 
scoresheet 

In three seasons since former general manager Jim Benning surrendered 
a first-round pick to Tampa to get him, Miller has 215 points in 200 
games as a Canuck. The next nearest teammates are Hughes at 160 
points (in 198 games) and Elias Pettersson at 153 points (172 games). 

No wonder general manager Patrik Allvin said in February that, ideally, 
Miller is a player you build around, not one you trade. 

But what does the player want? 

“Winning is the best,” Miller said. “Winning is just more fun, right? You're 
excited to come to the rink. Players are playing with more confidence, 
everybody's feeling good about themselves, and that brings energy. And 
we have really good leadership here in the sense we're always pushing 
each other. We all want to be better. We're pushing each other to be a 
little bit better every day. And I think it showed in our results. 

“It's definitely exciting. It's amazing when you see the first half of the 
year, and it's just so negative. There was nothing much positive going on, 
and so your mind can start to go other places. But I want to win here. My 
best friends are here, my teammates are here. We want to win here, and 
I want to win here. I've said that the whole time when I got asked these 
questions, that's my main focus -- winning with this group. And it's very, 
very exciting to see how far we've come.” 

The Dallas Stars’ shootout victory Tuesday eliminated the Canucks from 
the wildcard playoff race despite Vancouver improving to 31-15-9 under 
Boudreau with a 5-2 win against the Seattle Kraken at Rogers Arena. 

The damage the Canucks inflicted to themselves by starting the season 
8-15-2 under Benning and former coach Travis Green was simply too 
great to survive. 

“You have to start on time, and I mean that in the sense of a season and 
a game,” Miller said. “It really shows that you can't take off a quarter of 
the season. I think we've showed how hard it is to play catch up. We 
were top-10 team in the league from then on, a two-to-one ratio in wins 
and losses. I also think it's important to find your identity as a team, and I 
think we have. We know what works.” 

Miller said the Canucks’ mid-season regime change doesn’t change his 
feeling of loyalty. 

“I don't know Jim (Rutherford, the Canucks new president) and Patrik 
very well yet, so that's different,” he said. “But I've gotten to know Bruce 
over the last little bit here and the relationship is great. I'm always going 
to be loyal to the organization, no matter who is here. It's different people 
that brought me in to what it is now, but that doesn't change things for 
me. I'm still trying to play the same way, trying to earn everything that I 
get. 

“You can see how far we’ve come. We're a proud group here and we feel 
good about what we've done. We've come a long way.” 

Miller, too. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens' Jeff Petry redeeming confidence as lost 
season winds down 

 

Eric Engels 

 

NEW YORK— What a fascinating development it was to see the player 
fans have been derisively referring to as the “Tank Commander” score 
two goals, including one in the final 31 seconds of play, to temporarily 
keep the Canadiens from clinching the best odds at the first overall pick 
in the 2022 NHL Draft in their 81st game of the season. 

Jeff Petry had been the subject of their ire all season, and even in 
performing his best, he was unlikely to change that. 

But hey, in spite of a 4-3 win over the Rangers—if you want to call this 
version of them that, with Artemi Panarin, Chris Kreider, Mika Zibanejad, 
Ryan Lindgren, Adam Fox, Jacob Trouba, Andrew Copp and Igor 
Shesterkin all missing from the lineup—at Madison Square Garden, the 
Canadiens remained in last place once Wednesday night’s slate of 
games wrapped. The Arizona Coyotes later locked them into that spot 
with a come-from-behind 4-3 overtime win over the Dallas Stars, so fans 
can lay off Petry for a minute. 

He deserves some support from a group that lobbied vehemently for him 
to be a Norris Trophy finalist just last season. 

Things turned at the start of this one, with Petry not stumbling out of the 
gate so much as falling hard on his face out of it. His performance was 
an unmitigated disaster—following three consecutive seasons up of 40-
plus points, including 42 in 55 games last season—with just six points 
through his first 38 games. 

Petry’s lack of offence was troubling, but not nearly as concerning as his 
propensity to make the kind of colossal errors not seen from him since 
his first seasons with the Edmonton Oilers. 

The reaction from Canadiens fans to all of that was just as harsh as it 
was from Oilers fans back then, and it only grew harsher when it became 
public Petry had requested a trade out of town. 

The 34-year-old tried to ignore the noise, but it a certain point it became 
deafening and compounded his struggles. 

“It’s not like I’m showing up to the rink every day and wanting to play the 
way I was,” Petry said after Wednesday’s win. “I was trying to get through 
that and trying to find my game, and to hear some of the things is tough. 

“But for me it was just trying to continue every day to show up. Like I 
said, it wasn’t my goal at all this year was to show up and play the way I 
did at the start of the year. So, for me it was just kinda pushing through 
and trying to find that game that I had the previous three years.” 
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It started to kick in after Martin St. Louis took over as coach in February, 
but it wasn’t long before Petry tweaked a back injury suffered earlier in 
the season. 

It knocked him out of action for two weeks. 

He returned on April 9, in Toronto, and has since collected 10 points in 
his last 10 games. The two goals he scored against New York were his 
25th and 26th points—registered in the 67th game of his season—and 
they left Canadiens coach Martin St. Louis signing his praises afterwards. 

“I guess it’s been a marathon, so to speak,” St. Louis started. “Every 
season feels like it, but I think he’s sprinting to the finish line after a long 
race and I like that. He’s not just coasting through it. I think he’s putting 
himself in a better mental situation with his season. I think that can carry 
through to the summer and whatnot, so I’m really happy for him.” 

That’s what all the Canadiens have been playing for down the stretch, 
even with the losses piling up and careening them towards securing their 
best chance to choose first overall in the draft for the first time since 
1980. 

It’s been a successful process for many of their players—most of them 
younger, like Nick Suzuki, who scored his 60th point of the season on 
Mike Hoffman’s third-period goal to put Montreal ahead 3-2 with 7:52 
remaining—and one that will impact the team’s short- and long-term 
future. 

In Petry’s case, he’s making it easier for the Canadiens to move him in 
the off-season despite his contract still owing him $6.25 million over each 
of the next three years. 

He’s also redeeming his self-confidence, which was severely damaged 
and appeared to be shattered before this turnaround. 

“I don’t know the exact specific time (when things turned), but it’s 
definitely been a long time coming and I’m glad that I’ve kinda found it 
and was able to finish the year after a tough start,” Petry said. “Just to 
find that and kind of build off of that to know coming into next year what I 
need to do.” 

Scouts have noticed. 

One we spoke with at Wednesday’s game said, “He looks like the same 
player who was really important for the Canadiens over the last number 
of years.” 

Another we touched base with after Petry played steadily in losses to the 
Ottawa Senators and Boston Bruins over the weekend said, “He actually 
stood out to me in both games.” 

“His game’s not perfect, but I don’t think it ever was,” that scout 
continued. “Just seems more confident, sure of himself. Not overthinking, 
just playing. 

“You can see it on the breakouts and the skating. And look at how much 
more engaged he is in the offence. And you’re not noticing him for the 
wrong reasons right now.” 

St. Louis remarked the same thing after Wednesday’s game. 

“I find he’s been giving us some very good hockey lately, and one thing 
that’s blatantly obvious to me is he’s more involved offensively and he’s 
skating more,” the coach said. “You can see he’s got the talent when he’s 
got space and that he can skate, has a good shot and has a good 
offensive side. I’m happy with what I’ve seen from him.” 

Canadiens fans might be harder to win over, and Petry knows that. 

At least he’s done his part to rewrite some of what could be his final 
chapter with this team. 

“I mean, for myself personally, no matter what the situation is moving 
forward, for me as an athlete, I wanted to bring my best every night and 
to find that again,” Petry said. “And there was a lot of things that I was 
trying—different approaches—and just trying to battle every day to try to 

find that game and have that game consistently. Like I said, I’m feeling a 
lot better about my game.” 

It's good to see him in command of it. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Zach Hyman's everyman approach proving to be a perfect 
fit, on and off the ice, for Oilers 

 

Mark SpectorApril 27, 2022, 5:34 PM 

 

EDMONTON — The Hymans preferred to stay in Toronto, where they 
had grown up and met as high school sweethearts at Tanenbaum 
Community Hebrew Academy. 

Their families were all there, all fans of the Toronto Maple Leafs. Having 
Zach wear the blue maple leaf was a dream come true, almost as great 
as going to watch him play and then having him, wife Alannah and 
newborn Theo back at the house after the game. 

“When we were negotiating with Toronto, I wasn’t looking at any other 
teams except for Toronto,” said Zach, who became a free agent last 
summer. Alas, a free agent the Leafs simply could not fit under their 
salary cap. 

“Once I knew (Toronto) was off the table, then we said, ‘OK, what’s 
available?’” he said. “Right away, I said, ‘Edmonton.’” 

Yes, he said … 

Wait, what? 

“Edmonton.” 

Ed-mon-ton. The three syllables seldom spoken by top-tier National 
Hockey League free agents. 

After Win-ni-peg and Buf-fa-lo, the City of Champions wins the bronze 
medal as the least desirable destination for those with choices. We’d call 
it hockey’s dirty little secret, but it’s not a secret at all. Every year when 
our friend Craig Custance of The Athletic does his NHL players’ poll, 
Edmonton is finalist as the city where NHL players least wish to end up. 

Hyman, however, isn’t your average NHL player. Or your average NHL 
person, for that matter. 

A former general manager in Los Angeles once spoke of the “Starbucks 
and sandals culture” he was trying to avoid while building his roster. He 
didn’t want players who just wanted to come to California, buy a 
convertible, live near the beach and wear shorts and shades all year 
‘round. 

Here in the 780, there is no "Starbucks and sandals culture." For most of 
the season, we are a cold, hockey-centric, sweater-wearing town, where 
it snowed again on Wednesday morning, just one more dusting on April 
27. 

However, those who are all about the game, it turns out, are all about the 
city. 

“For me, it was about hockey,” said Hyman, quietly putting the finishing 
touches on a career-high season in goals (26), assists (26) and points 
(52) in his first campaign as an Oiler. “I mean, first and foremost, it’s 
about family and making sure that my family is comfortable with our 
decision. But from a purely hockey standpoint, I told my wife really early 
on that this was a fit for me. This is where I want to go, hockey-wise.” 

Here’s the thing: Not only is Hyman an industrious, buzz-saw of a winger, 
teeming with grit, sandpaper and skill, a one-man cycle on the ice, an 
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author of children’s books and budding leader in the Jewish community 
off of it. 

He’s also one of the smartest, most sensible players in the game. He is 
the boy next door, handsome but not model-esque. An everyman among 
those with the sky-high abilities required to play and succeed at this level. 

Where you would never say to your son or daughter, “Play like Connor 
McDavid or Auston Matthews” due to their other-worldly abilities, 
Hyman’s game seems attainable. He’s big but not huge. Fast but not 
meteoric. Skilled but not Zegras- or Kane-like. 

But perhaps most impressive is dedication to the pursuit of a Stanley 
Cup. 

I’m born and raised in Edmonton, OK? 

I get why folks from other locales look at my town and say, “No, thanks.” 
But I also know that it’s a great place to raise kids, with excellent, nearby 
schools, affordable real estate, and a river valley and parks system that 
is more accessible, convenient and awesome than perhaps any other 
major Canadian centre. 

We have top-notch culture, a kick-ass folk fest and, as a sports town, the 
facilities, events, attendance and championships speak for themselves. 

Hyman didn’t know all of that when he trained his eye on Northern 
Alberta, but he knew what they had in a hockey team. And he knew he 
could help take it over the top. 

“Playing that team nine times (last season), knowing that team almost 
inside-out, seeing Connor, and Leon, and Nuge, and Darnell — that core 
group over and over again,” he said, “it seemed like that was a group that 
can do something. And I thought that I could help that group. 

“So, then we said, ‘OK, now we’ve got to learn about Edmonton.’ Is this a 
place where we can raise our kids? It’s a little farther from home, but it’s 
still in Canada. Can our families travel and visit us? That’s why we took a 
trip out here, and my wife got to meet the management, and the coaching 
staff at the time. Just get to see the city see where we could live. See the 
neighborhoods where we could send the kids to school. 

“Once she was comfortable with all of those things, it was a no-brainer.” 

Oilers' Hyman reflects the impact that Guy Lafleur had in the hockey 
world 

Look, every team can use a stable thinker like the 29-year-old Hyman. 
He can really play, but he also sees the big picture. He’s a young parent 
but an old soul, and as the Oilers leaders emerge from their young 20s 
into their collective prime — having kids, getting more serious about 
hockey and life — Hyman is like that big brother who started down that 
road a couple of years ahead of them. 

“First and foremost, he’s just such a good guy,” said McDavid. “He’s just 
got such great personality and he’s so positive. He brings lots of energy 
to the rink every single day. On the ice, his game speaks for itself — he 
touches all aspects of our game. Off the ice, like I said, he just brings a 
lot of positive energy.” 

The Hymans have a Siberian husky who helps them to embrace the 
Edmonton winter. And besides, “Winter gets overplayed,” Hyman said. 
“It's not that much colder than Toronto. I’m Canadian. It’s not like we’re 
from California or Florida.” 

No, they’re from Toronto — another reason the move out west wasn’t so 
foreign. 

“I was coming from a situation that had the same kind of pain and 
underachievement, compared to the expectations of where you want to 
be,” he said. “I am used to playing with really skilled players. I’m 
comfortable playing with (Matthews and Mitch Marner), but then I was 
also on the third line last year and I’m comfortable playing wherever in 
the lineup. 

“I just thought that, from a pure hockey standpoint, the parallels were 
there. The core group here is locked in for however long, and I wanted to 
be a part of that group.” 

GM Ken Holland quickly signed Hyman to a seven-year contract with an 
annual average value of $5.5 million. When you are the Oilers, and a 
player of this pedigree assents to joining your program, you lock him up 
and you lock him up fast. 

Because for every Hyman there is a Jacob Markstrom, Darcy Kuemper 
or Marc-Andre Fleury who can find a reason to go to a city that is a three-
hour drive (or more) closer to the rest of the world, with better flights and 
shorter winters. 

A city where winter arrives later, or not at all. With more direct flights 
home to Europe, or you can go out for dinner and nobody knows who 
you are. 

But those cities don’t have what Hyman saw in Edmonton, as far as the 
ability to fit him with a Stanley Cup ring one day. 

And they don’t have Zach Hyman, the unrestricted free agent who 
missed the memo on Edmonton. 
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Sportsnet.ca / 10 Maple Leafs thoughts less than one week from playoff 
Game  

Who on the Maple Leafs is under the most pressure for playoff success? 

 

Justin Bourne April 27, 2022, 1:57 PM 

 

Two quick thoughts looking back at the Leafs, before eight more that look 
ahead... 

A remarkable Leafs season 

With a win on Friday, the Toronto Maple Leafs would lock up a season 
with a winning percentage north of .700, having hit the 50-win threshold 
for the first time in franchise history. It’s not just 50 wins either, it’s 50 
wins in regulation/overtime alone, and 53 wins in total (with a game to 
go). Their 44 regulation wins thus far is a total only bested by Colorado 
and Carolina, and regulation wins tell us a little more about a group than 
who’s best suited to win in 3-on-3 or the shootout. 

We headed into this season with many Leafs fans saying “Who cares 
what happens in the regular season, show me in the playoffs.” It’s likely 
that the Leafs' success drew some of those people back in, but for those 
who stayed away because of previous post-season frustrations, it’s a real 
shame. They missed a great team, and one of the few best regular 
seasons in Leafs history. 

Auston Matthews' 60-goal milestone 

I enjoyed that he owned caring about hitting the big round 60 in the 
intermission interview, where he said “It’s not the end of the world if I 
don’t get there, but that doesn’t mean I don’t want it,” and “I told the boys 
I’m shooting it tonight.” He’s just the 21st player in NHL history to hit that 
marker. It was also clear how much it meant to the people who’ve done 
their best to get the most out of him, Kyle Dubas and Sheldon Keefe. 

They both had great reactions, obviously happy for a guy they very 
clearly care about, and that vibe was felt throughout the players in their 
post-game comments as well. 

Matthews has 60 goals in 73 games, and he’s putting up underlying 
defensive numbers that are among the best in the NHL at the same time. 
He leads the league as a takeaway machine, he leads the league in 
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shots, he’s become a physical presence, all-in-all it’s just been one of the 
most dominant seasons in recent memory. I’m a huge Connor McDavid 
booster, and generally think we overthink our way around just giving the 
MVP award to the best guy (which hurts him). This year has been 
Matthews', though. 

Matthews joins elite group of players with 'amazing' 60-goal season 

Who plays Friday? 

The Leafs’ 82nd game comes this Friday at home against the Bruins. It’s 
nice they don’t have to travel, and can have a proper week in their own 
beds to prepare for Round 1. 

The question is, who do you play? Who needs rest and who needs more 
game action, risk of injury or not? 

Does Jack Campbell, who’s been playing well, want to keep the ball 
rolling, or call it good after a shutout and take five or six days off before 
Game 1? 

I don’t think playing makes sense. He’s healthy. He’s playing well. 
There’s no rest in the playoffs, and he’s expected to be the only guy 
playing for the Leafs in the post-season. There’s no need for him to see 
another game and risk injury, then have to use any of the days before 
playoffs on any form of recovery. 

The Leafs don’t have a ton of bodies to plug in to “rest” their regulars, but 
with Matthews hitting 60, it probably makes sense to rest him too. It’s 
likely a good day to talk to the players. Does Mitch Marner want a day? 
Are they best suited giving John Tavares another one? How about 
Morgan Rielly, who’s likely to average 24 minutes a night in the post-
season? 

We’re sure Jake Muzzin is in the Leafs' playoff lineup right? 

I am. Don’t let it go overlooked how effective Jake Muzzin can be for the 
Leafs, and not just effective -- but effective in a way that their team 
needs, as a guy who plays within the contact of the game, rather than 
around it. In the playoffs, the more of those guys the better, because 
contact is coming like it or not. 

I know it hasn’t been his finest year, and I’m aware he’s been hurt a few 
times, and in concerning ways. But if he’s making himself available, I 
think he should play again Friday and find the best version of himself 
possible. I thought he was great in his return against the Red Wings – he 
and TJ Brodie were the team’s best pair by shot attempt metrics and the 
eyeballs. There’s no chance an available Muzzin is in the pressbox for 
Game 1. 

More from Sportsnet 

If Jake Muzzin is back for playoffs, which defenceman stays, and who 
comes out? 

Looking into why the Maple Leafs take the most 'Too Many Men' 
penalties 

So who’s out: Justin Holl, Ilya Lyubushkin, or Timothy Liljegren? 

I wrote about this a week or so back, in which I contended that I’d keep 
Holl in, and would lean Liljegren over Lyubushkin. I got some static about 
the preference for Holl, not just from readers, but also from my co-host 
Nick Kypreos and producer Sam McKee. To which I say I’d like to 
apologize … to absolutely nobody, a la Conor McGregor. 

Roughly 100 per cent of what makes Holl useful is stuff that doesn’t show 
up on highlight packages. He uses his long stick to disrupt, and good 
body position to angle, and he can contend with top-end talents and D-
zone starts. He’s just annoying to play against. 

He’s a four-to-six on an NHL team’s depth chart, no argument from me 
there. He’s not going to produce offence, something the team doesn’t 
care about from that part of the batting order. But the Lightning have a 
billion goals over the past couple weeks, and I can tell you who I feel 

more comfortable going over the boards to defend against them, whether 
it’s him or either of Lyubushkin/Liljegren. 

I think the physical way the Leafs/Lightning game played out gives 
Lyubushkin an edge to stay in as well. The Leafs' reputation is that they 
can be pushed around, so I expect Tampa Bay to try. 

One thing that works against Holl: the way the pairs shake out. I think 
they want Brodie to protect Muzzin in the early going, so we’re talking: 

Rielly – 

Muzzin – Brodie 

Giordano - 

Holl and Rielly DO NOT WORK, all caps. And I think Liljegren has been 
really good with Giordano. So, Holl may be out after all. 

Holl’s best bet of getting in is if they’re comfortable enough to go away 
from the Muzzin-Brodie pair, in which case it’s: 

Rielly – Brodie (which gives you a much better top pair) 

Muzzin – Holl 

Giordano – Liljegren/Lyubushkin 

What about Rasmus Sandin? 

Oh right, him. It sounds like Sandin is in fact going to play on Friday. 
There were games this season where I thought “Sandin might be their 
best defenceman.” He’s no defensive stalwart and not very big, so he 
has some of the same things working against him as Liljegren, even if 
Sandin is much more physical (it always surprises me how high up he is 
on the Leafs in hits-per-60): 

It’s just so hard to see room for Sandin to get in, with the four left shots of 
Rielly, Muzzin, Brodie and Giordano all locks. 

The good news is, assuming Sandin starts out, he’ll have a little extra 
time to prepare, and you always need at least a good seventh 
defenceman in the playoffs, if not an eighth, if not a ninth. Sandin will 
play in the first round, no question. 

Will Michael Bunting play? 

I think he will, going on what little information I have as a complete non-
doctor playing forecaster. That there was positive early news pushed me 
towards a “yes” on this question, and the team seems to be hedging that 
way in related comments. Knowing what teams do to help players get 
past pain for a few hours, and how eager he would likely be to suit up, I 
just think he finds a way to be available come Monday or Tuesday night, 
when I expect the first round to begin. 

Will Tavares/Nylander play together? 

That back-door Willy-to-JT goal against Detroit all but sealed it for me. 
The team has played around with different looks, and had a ton of 
success with them apart. I think they did some experimenting and like 
knowing what they have when Nylander and Tavares aren’t together. But 
more than anything, I think they love Mikheyev – Kampf – Engvall 
together, and the chance to reunite them makes Kerfoot – Tavares – 
Nylander all the more likely to start (though they’d be quick to move off of 
that if it doesn’t yield results). 

I do wonder if Ondrej Kase can get back at some point and be available 
for the team. He’s been skating, and in a grey jersey, which isn’t non-
contact. The ability to add him would change the look of their 12 forwards 
entirely. 

Speaking of... 

What will the fourth line look like? 

Colin Blackwell is a guy who’s twice scored at a 20-goal pace in the NHL 
when given the opportunity. As much as Toronto doesn't need offence, 
depth scoring is nice and guys who can make plays sure help you relieve 
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pressure in your own zone. He’s also a big-time energy guy and I like his 
willingness and competitiveness. He’s small, but you may have noticed 
he showed up on that hitting table above. He’s in for me. 

I’ve also really liked Jason Spezza of late, and I can’t forget how great he 
was for the Leafs in their past two post-season matchups. He’s in. 

Wayne Simmonds' energy the past few weeks has been way up. I’ve 
thought he’s been very involved and had a number of scoring chances. 
You know he can finish in tight, you know he doesn’t back down, and 
dammit, he’s Wayne Simmonds. 

Kyle Clifford's been fine too (speaking of having chances lately), and he’ll 
get his opportunity. Nicks Abruzzese and Robertson, well, you hope they 
don’t have to get the call, and that by the time they need to go to forward 
No. 14 Kase is back. 

I don’t love asking Spezza to play centre – he’s definitely most effective 
on wing – but Blackwell – Spezza – Simmonds looks like a line that can 
make plays and work and contribute positive shifts. That’s all Toronto 
needs from their three minutes per period. 

How scary is Tampa Bay right now? 

Well, yeah, there is this little concern if you’re a Leafs fan. The Bolts are 
humming, with Steven Stamkos and Nikita Kucherov doing this lately: 

An interesting reply to that: 

In the end, nobody in Toronto needs me to go through the Lightning’s 
lineup to tell you it’s great. And nobody needs to rehash the idea that it’s 
a bummer they're likely going to draw Tampa in the first place: 

So to get back to the original question: Tampa is looking as scary as 
anyone in the league right now, but this is what playoffs are. The bad 
teams go home, and the good teams quite literally Play Off to figure out 
who’s the best, so you can’t be upset when you play a great team. 

The Leafs can beat Tampa Bay. They need goaltending, their special 
teams to be special, and to get a few bounces. There are no secrets 
here. Just hockey left, and as always, the most exciting hockey of the 
year. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Jets' Pionk 'embarrassed' about lost season for himself 
and team 

'We have to have a chip on our shoulder' Pionk speaks on disappointing 
season with Jets 

 

Ken Wiebe April 27, 2022, 9:01 AM 

 

WINNIPEG -- Neal Pionk led with a joke about his bloody and expanding 
nose, but he quickly got serious and let it be known for all to hear that 
this underachieving season was no laughing matter. 

The Winnipeg Jets defenceman pulled no punches at the podium on 
Tuesday, providing the harshest critique of the season to date and he 
used the same word to describe the state of his own game. 

Embarrassing. 

Pionk was the latest member of the Jets to take ownership for this lost 
season, one that’s down to just three games, including Wednesday’s tilt 
with the Philadelphia Flyers. 

“When I look in the mirror, I’m embarrassed,” said Pionk. “I don’t think I 
played as best as I could all year. That’s where it starts for me. I think if 

everyone goes into the summer and does that self-evaluation and we all 
come back, it’ll be a lot better.” 

Like several players who spoke before him, Pionk wasn’t interested in 
playing the blame game. 

But he made it abundantly clear the status quo was simply not good 
enough and sounded like someone who planned to do something about 
it. 

At a time when there are many questions surrounding what the Jets 
roster is going to look like next fall and what might need to be done in 
order to try and make a move back toward contender status, Pionk 
showed an incredibly high level of accountability -- and that’s such an 
important quality. 

“Disappointing, underachieving, I don’t know if it was one specific area. It 
was almost every area. It starts by looking in the mirror, too,” said Pionk. 
“If everyone goes into the summer with that mindset, a little self-
evaluation, looking in the mirror, and bringing a better attitude and a 
better mindset to training camp next year, we’ll start on a better foot. 

“When I say different mindset, what I mean is we have to have a chip on 
our shoulder in a sense. Let’s be honest, it was kind of embarrassing 
what we did this year. We had a really good roster and totally 
underachieved. If we come into training camp next year with a chip on 
our shoulder, to not go through what we did this year, we’ll be better off.” 

Pionk’s struggles have been one of the great mysteries to try and solve. 

His effort is never in question, but things just didn’t go nearly as smoothly 
as usual since he came over from the New York Rangers in the deal for 
Jacob Trouba. 

After he was the Jets' best defenceman during the past two seasons, 
Pionk took a step backward, especially after Dec. 5 -- when he was on 
the receiving end of a knee to the head from Toronto Maple Leafs 
forward Jason Spezza. 

Jets' Dillon calls this season a waste of a year 

Earlier in the game, Pionk was involved in a knee-on-knee collision with 
Maple Leafs defenceman Rasmus Sandin and the play in question 
resulted in a two-game suspension. 

Once he returned from the first suspension of his NHL career, there was 
a noticeable dip in Pionk’s play. 

Rather than display the junkyard dog mentality that had been so 
prevalent previously, Pionk needed ample time before he was ready to 
start playing with the physical edge that is often there when he’s playing 
at his best. 

“You have to go out there cautious, right? You got suspended, the league 
noticed it and you can't do it again,” said Pionk. “That's kind of the 
message you have to learn from your mistakes. You still have to play 
competitive and play hard, but you have to learn from it and not cross 
that line.” 

Complicating matters was an undisclosed injury that Pionk is still working 
through. 

Pionk has brought some of that snarl back into his game in recent weeks 
and he’s getting much closer to finding his stride. 

Cole Perfetti looking to comeback stronger and faster next season 

In Sunday’s game with the Colorado Avalanche, Pionk took a hard check 
from forward Nicolas Aube-Kubel that left him with a cut along the bridge 
of his nose thanks to his own visor coming down on impact into the 
boards. 

Pionk expressed his displeasure to Aube-Kubel during a stoppage in 
play, but the incident seemed to raise the temperature of the game itself, 
and gave the Jets blue-liner a bit of a boost. 
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“I didn't know my nose could get any bigger but no, it feels fine. We were 
just chatting, chatting about the weather in Winnipeg, that's all,” said 
Pionk. “Yeah, it got the adrenalin going a little bit. I think any time you 
throw a hit or take a hit like that, everybody's adrenalin spikes a little bit 
so maybe it was a turning point. 

“Guys have your back. And I knew that about this group. It's good to see 
and if it pulled out the competitive side of everybody, I'm good with it.” 

Having Pionk return to previous form is one of the ways the Jets can 
improve next season and if his actions match his words, he looks like a 
good bet to be a bounce-back candidate. 

Jets interim head coach Dave Lowry believes that playing with emotion is 
an essential quality for Pionk to have success, even if finding that 
balance when it comes to playing on the edge but not going over it can 
occasionally be a challenge. 

“Well I really believe that’s part of the whole process. The maturity in a 
player, the understanding that you have to play to your strengths,” said 
Lowry. “We all know that sometimes if you’re tentative as a player, you’re 
not going to be at your best. (Pionk is) a guy that when he’s playing with 
an edge in his game, when he’s playing physical, that means his feet are 
moving, he’s involved emotionally in the game.” 

Lowry also appreciated Pionk’s frankness in his assessment of his own 
play and that of the Jets as a whole, even if he wasn’t ready to add the E-
word to his vocabulary when asked once again about a season that 
includes a record of 36-32-11. 

“I told you the other day, we’re not going to run and hide from this,” said 
Lowry. “We know that we’re going to have to be better. The biggest thing 
is it has to start within, and it has to start with self-reflection and 
individuals taking ownership of where we are. 

“I say disappointment. And every guy is going to have different words. I 
use disappointment and you use frustration. There’s going to be different 
adjectives used to describe what went on this year. True professionals 
don’t like to lose. You’re looking for solutions, you’re looking for 
answers.” 

Pionk deserves credit for his ability to deliver an answer that pushes the 
envelope to a degree and if enough members of the Jets feel similarly 
and react accordingly, they should be able to avoid using the word to 
describe the 2022-23 campaign. 
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TSN.CA / Muzzin battles through injury as Leafs ponder playoff pairs 

 

Mark Masters 

 

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, who 
held an optional practice on Wednesday at Scotiabank Arena ahead of 
Friday’s game against the Boston Bruins. 

After sitting six straight games with an undisclosed injury, Jake Muzzin 
returned to the Leafs lineup on Tuesday.   

"It felt good and I felt good," he said with a smile. "So, it was good." 

It's been a tough season for the 33-year-old defenceman, who started 
slow before being sidelined with two concussions. And that was before 
this latest injury issue popped up.  

  "It's a little bit of frustration, for sure, but it's part of the game," Muzzin 
said. "Any time you're away from the game or your teammates on the ice 

you get a sense of how special it is when you are there. I went through 
that this year." 

Muzzin has only played five games since Feb. 21 and the latest injury 
remains a factor.  

"He's not going to be playing at 100 per cent," revealed coach Sheldon 
Keefe. "That's the reality. But, he played last night and got through the 
game and felt good and feels good today to the point that, on an optional 
day, he was back out on the ice again and continued to get work in. So, 
that's very encouraging." 

With one game left in the regular season, Muzzin's status remains a 
question mark.   

"That's what I'm most concerned with here now," Keefe acknowledged. 
"The expectation is he'll play again on Friday and get another game in." 

Muzzin partnered with T.J. Brodie and saw time on the penalty kill while 
logging 20 minutes and 38 seconds on Tuesday in the 3-0 win against 
the Detroit Red Wings. 

"He's faced a lot of adversity," said goalie Jack Campbell. "To say, 'He's 
an important part of our team,' would be an understatement. He's such a 
presence in the room and on the ice his ability speaks for itself. Last 
night, it was just amazing to have him back and him feeling good. I can't 
say enough what he means to our team." 

Muzzin is a Stanley Cup champion, one of only two on the roster along 
with Kyle Clifford, and part of the team's extended leadership group.  

Toronto's recent playoff letdowns can be tied, in part, to Muzzin's 
absence. He got hurt in Game 2 of the 2020 series against the Columbus 
Blue Jackets and in Game 6 of the 2021 series against the Montreal 
Canadiens.    

"We were in pretty good spots and we lost Jake Muzzin and we didn't 
recover," Keefe said. "There's other reasons that go into that, of course, 
but losing Muzz is one of those reasons. He means a lot to our team." 

What can the Leafs expect from Muzzin in playoffs? 

Sheldon Keefe discusses how tough it's been for Jake Muzzin, who has 
battled through injuries this season, and shares what he expects to see 
from the defenceman in the playoffs. Meanwhile, Muzzin talks about how 
happy he is to get a few games in before the "real hockey" begins. 

--- 

The Leafs feel better positioned to deal with a key injury on defence if 
that happens again this year. Mark Giordano and Ilya Lyubushkin were 
acquired via trade this season while 22-year-olds Timothy Liljegren and 
Rasmus Sandin have taken big steps in their development.  

Despite his rookie status, Liljegren has made a compelling case for 
playoff playing time.  

"He's certainly taken steps to the point where he's absolutely a big factor 
in the conversation of what our six is going to look like in Game 1," said 
Keefe. "He's found another level in his play and Giordano, of course, 
contributes to that with his presence." 

Giordano was partnered with Liljegren after the trade deadline and has 
played mostly with the Swede down the stretch.  

"Sometimes you just have chemistry with certain guys," said Giordano. 
"Me and Lily, right from the start, it seems like our games sort of 
complemented each other a bit. For a young guy, he's smart defensively 
and good with his reads and then we're both pretty good puck movers. I 
think it's worked well." 

As an 18-year-old, Liljegren helped Keefe's Toronto Marlies win a Calder 
Cup in 2018, but there's nothing like the Stanley Cup playoffs. Young 
guys tend to be more prone to making mistakes under pressure.   
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"There's times when you can still see some of that inexperience come 
through," Keefe acknowledged, "yet he seems to be reducing the amount 
of times you see that." 

--- 

Justin Holl was a healthy scratch on Tuesday, but Keefe made it clear 
the team hasn't settled on its pairs for Game 1.  

"It's going to very difficult," the coach said. "It's a daily discussion for us 
and I don't know that we ever reach a solution. When we finish the 
meeting we kind of push it to the next day, to be honest, so that's really 
where we're at."  

The Leafs still don't know whether they'll face the Tampa Bay Lightning 
or Boston Bruins in the first round.  

"The opponent will factor in," Keefe said. "I think some of the matchups 
will factor in. We've liked the way things have gone for our team in terms 
of how guys have come in and out. We've moved things around at 
different times and they've adjusted and we just feel like that's probably 
the way it's going to be. What it looks like in Game 1 doesn't necessarily 
mean that's what it looks like in Game 2."  

Sandin will take part in Thursday's practice as he works his way back 
from a knee injury sustained on March 19. Any chance he plays against 
the Bruins in Friday's regular-season finale?  

"They look at Friday as being aggressive for him," Keefe said of his talks 
with the medical staff. "It's unlikely, at this point, that he plays this week." 

Leafs Ice Chips: 'Very difficult' decision on playoff pairs 

Following Wednesday's optional practice, Sheldon Keefe was asked 
where he's at when it comes to determining the top 6 on defence for 
Game 1 of the playoffs. Mark Masters has more. 

--- 

Mitch Marner is three points away from becoming the fourth Maple Leaf 
to reach 100 in a season. Marner would be the first winger to join 
Toronto's century club.  

"You try not to think about it," Marner said last week, "but it definitely 
would be a cool thing." 

Marner has recorded three or more points in 12 games this season.  

Thanks to Tuesday's win, Toronto is now locked into the No. 2 seed in 
the Atlantic Division and may sit some regulars in the regular-season 
finale. Per Keefe, Marner's milestone pursuit will be considered as the 
team weighs whether to have the 24-year-old face the Bruins.  

"He's already a 100-point guy to me," Keefe said. "That's how you 
describe players. You're either a point-a-game guy or a 100-point guy, 
you don't really talk about what comes in between, and Mitch is right 
there. He's had an unbelievable season for us." 

Marner was rested in the regular-season finale last year, but he had 
played in every previous game. This year, he missed nine games with a 
shoulder injury and COVID. Marner is averaging 20 minutes and 53 
seconds of ice time per game, which is down from 22 minutes and 26 
seconds last season.   

Keefe planned to have conversations with his players about who plays in 
Game No. 82 on Friday. Taking a night off may be a tough sell for some 
guys.  

"I know this sounds weird, but sometimes taking days off you feel worse 
the next time," Giordano, 38, said. "As you get older, especially, I think 
taking days off, sometimes your body stiffens up and tightens up. So, 
whether I play or not I always make sure I do something to keep the body 
loose." 

Rest vs. Rust: Will Marner get a chance at his own milestone moment? 

The Maple Leafs locked up home-ice advantage on Tuesday night and 
Auston Matthews reached 60 goals. Most of the loose ends have been 
tied up ahead of the regular season finale, but Mitch Marner is still 
seeking his own milestone moment. Will Toronto's top winger play on 
Friday against the Bruins? Mark Masters has more. 

You can certainly understand why Marner would want a shot to author a 
milestone moment. The atmosphere on Tuesday when Auston Matthews 
scored No. 60 was electric.  

"That building was rocking," Muzzin said. "You don't get chills like that in 
a rink very often. It's a special moment." 

"We just wanted it so bad for him," said Campbell. "It was really cool the 
way he did it with the highlight-reel goal to put the game away." 

Much like they did when he scored No. 50, teammates showered 
Matthews with water when he entered the dressing room.  

"Just the reaction from them, I mean, that's what it's all about," Matthews 
said.  

"The guys feel so happy for him because he is our leader," Keefe said. 
"He does so many other things that you want to see him get rewarded. 
The guys also feel a part of it, as they should." 

Fans serenaded Matthews with chants of "MVP! MVP!" after the historic 
goal. Leafs captain John Tavares believes the 24-year-old from Arizona 
should be voted the Hart Trophy winner this year.  

"It's not close," Tavares said while noting he's a bit biased. "The way he 
goes about it. The way he does it. The consistency. Some of the things 
he's done you continue to shake your head at times ... He wants to be a 
difference maker game in and game out." 

Must See: Matthews scores twice to reach 60-goal milestone 

Watch as Auston Matthews scores twice against the Red Wings to reach 
the 60-goal mark for the first time in his career. Matthews is the first 
NHLer to score 60 goals since Steven Stamkos did it for the Lightning 
during the 2011-12 season. 

Matthews is just the third player in the salary-cap era (since 2005-06) to 
score 60 goals in a season joining Tampa Bay's Steven Stamkos and 
Washington's Alex Ovechkin.  

"It's a big honour to be in the same breath as those two guys," Matthews 
said. "What they've been able to accomplish in their careers, I'm still 
striving to be on that level still. So, there's a lot of work to be done." 

Stamkos' Lightning missed the playoffs when he scored 60 over 82 
games in 2011-12 while Ovechkin's Capitals got bounced in the first 
round after he scored 65 over 82 games in 2007-08. Matthews reached 
60 goals in just 73 games.  

Matthews' 44 even-strength goals are 10 more than the next-closest 
players (Winnipeg's Kyle Connor and Edmonton's Connor McDavid).  

"It is the hardest thing to do in the game," Keefe stressed. "It seems like 
nobody is able to do that at anywhere near the same level. That is 
special ... The way he scores in so many different ways, how he uses his 
body, his personality, the professionalism that he has, the demeanour he 
maintains throughout all of it, he is special. I don't know if there is anyone 
quite like it. I don't know if the Leafs have seen anyone quite like it, 
either." 

'We wanted it so bad for him': Leafs revel in Matthews' moment 

The Leafs discuss how badly they wanted Auston Matthews to reach the 
60-goal mark Tuesday night, and describe how amazing the moment was 
once he accomplished the feat. Meanwhile, Matthews talks about what 
the constant support from his teammates means to him. 

---  

Campbell sidestepped a question about whether he wants to play on 
Friday.  
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"I just go in when coach puts me in," the 30-year-old said. "I feel really 
good right now just like [the] team does and, like I said, whenever I get 
the nod I'm ready to go." 

Keefe didn't want to divulge his goaltending plan, because he had not 
spoken to Campbell about it.  

"I have a pretty good sense of what we'll do there," the coach said.  

After posting a 20-save shutout on Tuesday, Campbell doesn't look like 
he needs any further playoff prep.  

"He was perfect," said Keefe. "That is really what you are looking for. 
More important than just the shutout was how he looked. He looked 
super calm and relaxed. There were a couple of times that we had some 
breakdowns — not a lot of them, but when we did, he was solid." 

Campbell has not lost in regulation (7-0-2) since returning from a rib 
injury on April 2. He has a .943 save percentage over his last four starts.  

What's he feeling with the playoffs less than a week away?  

"It's excitement," Campbell said. "I mean, we're human and [Jason] 
Spezza and I were giggling today about just how excited we are to start. 
It's going to be a blast out there and a heck of a series." 

Giggling goalie Campbell ready for playoffs whether he starts Friday or 
not 

Jack Campbell discusses how ready he is for the playoffs and whether 
he would like to start Friday as a final tune-up for the postseason. 
Meanwhile, Sheldon Keefe comments on his goaltending plans for the 
regular season finale against the Bruins. 

--- 

The Leafs have two full practices (Thursday and Sunday) remaining 
before Game 1 of the playoffs. 
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